Practical projects to build at home
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electronics
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NEW, EDU-KIT MAJOR
Completely Solderless Electronic Construction Kit
Build these projects without soldering iron or solder

* 4 Transistor Earpiece Radio.
* Signal Tracer.

see

0

* Signal Infectar* Transistor Tester NPN-PNP.

* 4 Transistor Push Pull
Amplifier.

Total Building Costs

* Batteryless Crystal Radio.
* One Transistor Radio.
* 2 Transistor Regenerative
Radio.

* 3 Transistor Regenerative
Radio.

* Audible Continuity Tester.
* Sensitive Pre -Amplifier.

controls 2 Slider Switches 1
Tuning Condenser 3 Knobs Ready Wound MW/LW/SW
Coils Ferrite Rod 6+
yards of wire 1 Yard of sleeting etc. Parts Price

(.1- 8% VAT 57p)

List and Plans 55p free with parts.

NEW

NEW
ROAMER
NINE

ROAMER

Everyday

TEN Mk 2

Series

WITH VHF INCLITDINC AIRCRAFT
Now with free earpiece
and switched socket.

Build this
exciting New
series of designs

WITH V.H.P.

E.V.5. 5 Transistors and 2 diodes. 111W/LW. Powered
by 44 roll. Battery. Ferrite rod aerial, Pining condenser.
volume control, and now with 8" loudspeaker. Attractive
case with red speaker grille. Size 9" x
x 21" approx.

INCLUDING
AIRCRAFT

Nine Transistors, 9 Tuneable wavebands as Roamer Ten.
Built in ferrite rod aerial for MW/LW. Retractable
chrome -plated telescopic aerial for VI1P and SW. Push
Pull output using 600 rnW transistors. 9 Transistors and
3 diodes, tuning condenser with V.21.1'. section, separate
coil for aircraft, moving coillontispeaker, volume ON/OFF
and wavcchange controls. Attractive all white case with

red grille and carrying atrap. Size 9f" x 7" x 21"
approx. Parts Price List and Plans free with parts.

Costs

Amplifier.

* 7 Transistor Loudspeaker
Radio MW/LW.
* 5 Transistor Short Wave
Radio.
* Electronic Metronome.
* Electronic Noise Generator

Components Include: 24 Resistors 21 Capacitors 10 Transistors 3e Loudspeaker Earpiece
Mica Baseboard 3 12 -way connectors 2 Volume

/7.23

Total
Building

* 5 Transistor Push Pull

E6.95

Parts Price List and Plans free with parts.

B

Total
Building

(Overaeas wear -all

P & P g1-70)

(r 8% VAT 23p)
E.V.B. Case and looks as above. 6 Transistors and 3
diodes. Powered by 9 volt battery. Ferrite rod aerial,
3' loudspeaker, etc., MW/LW coverage. Push Pull output. Parts
rts Pr List and Plana tree with parte
Total
Budding

P P & Ion 44p
(Overseas
Seamed
& P 42.33)

1+ 8% VAT 55p)

rre, Ins. 36p

Costs

23.60 pr. Ins.
36P
(Overseas Seaman
P h -P g1-70)

(4- 8% VAT 29p)

E.V.7. Case and looks as snore. 7 Transistors and 3

diodes. Six wavebands. MW/LW, Trawler Band, SW1.
SW2. SW.a, powered by 9 volt battery. Push Pull output.
Telescopic aerial for short waves. 3" Loudspeaker.
Parts Price List and Easy Brifld I'lans free with parts.

POCKET

FIVE
NOW WITH ft" LOUDSPEAKER

Costs
.....,...__________

P

Built in Ferrite Rod Aerial for MW/LW. Chrome
plated 6 section Telescopic 'Aerial, can be angled

and rotated -for peak short wave and VHF listening. Posh

Pull output using 800mW Transistors. Car Aerial and
Tape Record Sockets. 10 Transistors plus 3 Diodes.
Ganged Tuning Condenser with VHF section. Separate

coil for Aircraft Band. Volume on/off. Wave Change and
tone Controls. Attractive Case in black with silver block-

ing. Size 9" x 7^ x 4". Easy to follow instructions and
diagrams. Parts price list and plans 50p free with
Parts.
Total building costs
(Overseas Seawall

Pt P g250)

£9.50

L.W. and Trawler Band,
7 stager, 5 transistors and
2

ROAMER EIGHT

and gold case. Elise fir x 14" x
34" approx. Plans and Parts
£2 50 Ins.
Pr
36p
Price List free with parts.
(+8,y VAT 20p)

NOW WITH VARIABLE

diodes, ramersensitive
Foist Building Costs
ferrite rod aeriaL attractive black

(overseas Se4all P t P £470)

L.P. :2P

(-1 8% VAT 76p)

" EDU-

KIT "

P £2 00)

(-- 8% VAT 32P)

__

3 Tumble wavebands. M.W.

£408 rcx

10 Transistors. Latest4.
2 watt Ferrite Magnet
Loudspeaker.
9 Tunable Waveband&
MW1, ldW2. LW, SWI.
8W2, SW3, Trawler
Band. VHF and Local
Stations also Aircraft Band.

Build Radios.
Amplifiers, etc.,
from easy stage
diagrams.

Mk I
TONE CONTROL

7 Tunable Wavebands: MIVI.
MW2, LW, SW1, SW2, SW3

and Trawler Band. Built In

TRANSONA

Ferrite Rod Aerial for MW and LW. Chrome plated Tele-

acopre aerial can be angled and rotated for peak short

WITH 8"

wave listening. Push pull output wing 600mW transistors

including muter unit
to construct.

Wavebands, transistors and

1 oudspeaker. Air apacedganged tuning condenser. Volume/

Components include:
Tuning Condenser: 2 Volume Controls: 2 Slider Switches:
Fine Tone 3" Moving Coil Speaker Terminal Strip: Ferrite
Rod Aerial: Battery Clips: 4 Tag Boards: 10 Transistors:
4 'Diodes: Resistors: Capacitors: Three r Knobs. Unita
once construe-,
Mar.a.r. Unit,

PEA
LOUDKER

speaker as Pocket Five.
Larger
Total Budding Caste

£2-75 p p &6p Ina.
(+8% VAT 21p)

TRANS EIGHT

Hive units

FIVENOWS

with Red
Speaker Grille and Tuning
Dial. Plans and Parsa
Price List free with parts.
(Overseas Seaman
Case

&P

70)

Car aerial and Tape record sockets. Selectivity switch.
8 translators plus 3 diodes. Latest 4'2 watt ferrite magnet

on/oft, timing, wave change and tone controls. Attractive
ease in rich chestnut shade with gold blocking. Size 9 x 7 x

41n. approx. Easy to fellow Instructions and diagrams.
Parts price flat and plans free with parts.
Total building costs
P P & Ins. 47p
P
g2-50)

(Oversews Seamed

( 4- 8% VAT 56p)

enabling them to be stewed for future use. 1.1,1 toy
Schools, Educational Authorities and all those interests.,
in radio construction.
Parts price list and plans free with Parts -

Total building 25.56

8 TRANSISTORS and S DIODES

costs

6 Tunable Wavebands: MW. LW, SW1, SW2, SW3 and Trawler Bend.
Sensitive ferrite red aerial for M.W. and L.W. Telescopic
aerial for Short
waves. ate. Speaker. 8 improved typo transistors plum 3 diodes.
Attractive
case in black with red grille, dial and
black knobs with polished metal inserter
Total building costs
Size 9 x 51 x 24in. approx. Penh pull
output. Battery economiser switeh for
extended battery life. Ample power to
drive a larger speaker. Parts price Bat
(+ 8% VAT 36p)
and plans free with parts.
(Overseas Sternal! P t P f24)0)

(

£4.48 -Pk Isle.

P P tIns. 35p

(Overseas Seamail
8% VAT 44p) P & P g2-35,

* Callers side entrance "Level's" shop.
* Open 10-1, 2.30-4.30, Mon. -Pr). 9-12 Sat.

ME111111MIIIIIM

To RADIO EXCHANGE CO., 6Ia NIGH STREET, BEDFORD, MK40 ISA

ROAMER SIX

CASE AND LOOKS AS TRANS -EIGHT

6 Tunable Wavebands: MW, LW, SW1, SW2.
Trawler band plus an extra Med him waveband for easier tuning of Luxembourg,
etc. Sensitive ferrite rod aerial and teleseopin aerial -for Short Waves. 3in. Speaker
g stages -6 trawl/store and 2 diodes. Attractive black ease with red grille, dial and
black knoba with polielied meM linserra. Total
3098 P P & Ins. 40p
Size 9 x 54 x 25 ha approx. Plans and building
(Overseas
Oar. price HA free with parts.
costs
Seamail
(4- 8% VAT 32P) P & P £2.00)

Lft"."""n"...P.".www,%""nmnow

Tel.: 0234 52387. Reg. No. 788372.

I enclose £

for

Name

Address

(Dept. EE5.)
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kom-pre-hense-iv
As no doubt you've noticed, Home Radio
Components Ltd. are always going on about how
comprehensive their catalogue is! So out of
interest I looked up the word in a dictionary. It
said ... "KOM-PRE-HENSE-IV, having the quality
of comprising much; extensive; full."

Well, on that definition, the catalogue certainly
lives up to their claim. In its 240 pages there are
over 6,000 items listed and there must be getting
on for a couple of thousand illustrations. What's
more, to make it easy to find your way around, the

catalogue is most carefully indexed, with cross

references where necessary. Recently someone at
Home Radio Components told me that they've sold
over 150,000 copies of the catalogue. I'm not

surprised! They also mentioned that many professional people in the world of radio and electronics regard it as a standard reference work.
don't know about the professionals, but know
lots of we amateur freaks would be quite lost
I

I

without it.
But perhaps you have managed to struggle along

so far without this invaluable catalogue. Why

hamper yourself any longer? Send off the coupon
below with cheque or P.O. for 98 pence. (65p plus
33p postage & packing). Every catalogue contains
14 vouchers each worth 5p when used as directed.
This means that you can recover 70 pence, the
whole cost of the catalogue plus 5p towards the
postage. Needless to say, the catalogue is backed
by a really good Mail Order Service.

I
Please write your Name and Address in block capitals
NAME

POST AND

65poD I US 331J PACKING

ADDRESS

Send off the coupon today. It's
your first step to solving your
component buying problems.
1 HOME RADIO (Components) LTD., Dept. EE,
The price of 98p applies only to customers in the U.K.
and to BFPO Addresses.

234.240 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HD

L

SIM

IMO MI

Willa

(Regn. No
London 912966)

1

OM INN BM NM MOM OM

ROMERADIO (Components) LTD Dept: EE, 234-240 London Road,.Mitcham,CR4 3HD. Phone 01-648 8422
,

Everyday Electronics, May 1975
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100+

DTL 930 SERIES
LOGIC I.C's
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45p

SHIFT REGISTER EWE 8166

shift registers with independent
(spots and outputs. TTL compatibility and buffered clock lines to

reduce the capacitive load pre.
seated at the dock pins. A boot-

strapped buffer ensures a full logic
swing at the output.
NOW ONLY 81 EACH
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00651
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0.77
0-77

077
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044
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Price a.
0-08
0-08

008

0-08
0-10
13.177

0.07
0-08
0.07
0.08
0.06
0-06
0.08

22341

0-08

12914

0.06
0.06
0-06
0-11
0-07

117916

1.24148

028

1E1021

0-18
0110
0-15
18951
88104 Vadea» back to back 046
131126

0-8805

062

11134

081

0.06
0-07

015 short
leads

0-

0-46

0170
0179
0181
0185
0120
0191
0195
01200
01202
8010
8219

23710 0.39
337211 0.38
37212 0.33
27213 0.28
87216 0.44
27217 0.39
27218 039
137271.9
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0.62

40361
40362

224050 011

DIODES AHD P.ECITPIERS
Type Price p
Type Prate p Type
11119 0-09 27127 0.17 0A47

11120 0-09
11129 0.09
11730 040
11213 0.11
B1100 0-U
21116 0-23
21126 0-24
21148 016
81.154 018
21155 0-16
21158 0-16
81173 0-18
BY100 047
87101 0-13
27102 0-19
27114 0-18
BT124 013

049
019
019
0-19
019

0-77
0-88
0-86
0-88

22323
28324
28325
28326
29327
28701

0.88
0.31
0.80
0.15

224058

0-19
0-19

288221 0-48

0-31

2248906

0-19019

0.62

28505
28306
28307
28321
28322

323710 0.10
223711 010
222926(0) 14 223819 0-81
222926(7) 12 .223820 065
222926(0) 11 228821 0.39
212926(2) 11 123823 0.91

0-19013

0-35
0-44
0-75
0.65
0-48
0.46

225459
226221

0-13

0-13

043

74 Series T.T.L. I.C's

253)

185

656p

2.5p
601)

14p
49p
43p
43p
45p

18p
40p
405
405
405

355

821.

14)

12p
182

159
13P

0072
0074
0075
0076
0077
0081
00812
0082
0082D
0082

2(1417

014

0-81

DUAL -IN -LINE IC's. TWO Ranges
PROFESSIONAL & NEW LOW
COST. PROP. TYPE No.
1-24 25-99 100np
T80 14 pin type 839
301)
279
17p
150

0045
0070
0071

20377
20378
20381
20382
20401
20414

0.55
0-22
0.27
0-17

71843

14 & 16 Lead Sockets for use with

189

0044

0.21

20371.13 0.18
2(3373
0.19
20374
0-19

0-55
0-46

11746

DUAL -IA -LIRE SOCKETS

BPS 8 spin type

0041
0042

0.39
0-70
0.52
0.54
0.62
0.48
0.32
0.55

0-20

10.8 Plastic 15 AIM

389

0019
0020
0022
0023

20344

Prices on application. (DTI. 920

LOW COST No.
BPS 14
BPS 16

MPF104 0-41

105105 0.41

0.22

203891 0.18

20302
20103
20304
20306
20345
20371

295102 0.46

0-89

259094
456
872097
45p
259099
459
Devices may be mixed to qualify
for quantity price. Larger quantity

TOO 16

0.33
0.83
0.39
0-24

Mi414 81.20
203(1 0.21

31723440 0-55

20209
20389

p1.7805/0129 57 (Equiv. to
367257)
511.35
A1.7812/1130 127 (Equiv. to
3(721197)
81-85
p.A.7815/1131 157 (Equiv. to
11V11157)
11-35
µA.7818187
81-35

Comprises three 66 -bit 2 0 dynamic

361E2955 0-95

34.12.9055 0-62

TIP31A 0.60
T1P321 0.72
T18411 0.78
T1P421 0-88

0.85
0.80
0.90

TRIPLE 66 -bit DYNAMIC

0.22

3617120 021
2.3.7121 0-22
20308 089

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

/150

0.33
0.28
0-28
0.55
0-39

0450
3617100 0-21
MAT101 0-22

183
14p
143
145
14p
14p

70y
15y

031

014
8879151 0.14
s1no4 22-20
01112 0.55

140
15p
15p
159
159
15p
28p
14p
28

110p

019

017
017

0-31

15p

305
159

0.30
0-24
0-88
0-24
0-27
0-24
0-22
0-22
0-22

28741
28795

213740

165
16p

BP594951

0.50

0.20
0.20

25933

28

0.16

B8739

213128

135930

BP946

0.13
0.16

28727
28728
28729

BSY28

100+

89944
29945

018

0-17
0-17
0-17
0-17
0-17

25

139936

0-44

BF274 0.39
BFW10 0-68

1

186
18p
Dip

080

25222 11-05
25257 0-50
23258 0-84
252/9 0-94- 0024
25262 0-61
0025
BF263 0.61
0026
23270 0.39
0028
BP271
0-83
0029
BP272 0.88
0035
25273 0.39
0036

Series only).

21 20 each
.

Price

25187
25188

1.40
1.40
0.90

MAN 361. L.E.D. 7 -segment 0-127" 2180

2,34

018

BC213L 0.14
110214L 0.18
20225 0-23
20206 0.89

21711127CAL INDICATOR TUBES

30155 Minitron

0.55
0.18

202120 0.14

Price

1
0 60
0-2.5

0-50

20183L 0.16
20184 0-22
20184L 0-22
20188 031
80187 031
20207 018
20208 0-12

LINEAR I.C's-FULL SPEC.
13Te AO.
^owe>
72709

048

20182L 0-16

0.244

B0117

0.31

AD1.46

20180
20181

00-241-28

BC107

042

0-42

BC179

028

1.8221

A0-2-35
AC1736

089

20178

0-98

18754
15755
18756
A87757
18758
18773

20132
80134
B0135
20136

019

072

113752

BC116

10740

B0177

18727 0-83
18-728 0-28
18729 0-23
AS750 0-243
18751 0213

20116

ACY31 031
ACY34 . 0-28

130171
2(11.72

20172
80174
20175

11103 0-72
1872,6 0-28

0-22

10120

B0170

0-55
0.55
0-41

AL102

ACYIS
AC519

0-39
0-31

20160
80161
20167
20168
20169

055
055
055

12186
17239

0-13

BC159

0-39
0-88
0-38
0-81
0-81
0-33

A.5136

ACM 0.28

0-21

20157
20158

0.27

15118
15124
12125

031
033
020

20.1.54

017

A2117

BC113
BC114

ACY28
ACY29

027

AP1AF11516

20108
B0109

ACY20 022
AC721 022
ACY22 018
10727 0-20

20152

B0153

0-27

10181K 0-82
A0187
024
AC1871 025
AC188 024
A0188K 025
0.22

BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED DEVICES
0-19

163(3(P) 0-75
ADT140 055

1111

21 -PAR STILL LOWEST IN PRICE. FULL SPECIFICATION
GUARANTEED. ALL FAHOIIS MANUFACTURERS
Type
Quantities
Type
Quantities
7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412

7413
7416
741.7

7420
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427

741

7430
7432
7433
7437
7488
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447

1 25
100+
0.15 0.14 0.18
0-15 014 0.18

0-15
0-15

0.15
0-15
0-39
0-39
5-25
0.25
0-15
0-25

0-14

048

0.14 0-18
0-14 0-18
0.14 0-1.8

0.34
0.34
0.24
0-24
0-14
0-24

0.31
0.81
0-23
0.23
0.18

028

0.28 027 0-26
0-32 0.31 0-30
0-30 0-29 0.Kt
0-30 0.29 0-28
0.15 0.14 0.13
0-85 0-29 0.28
0-40
0-40
0.40
0.40

0-39
0-39
0-38
0.88

0-4.5

0.42

0-15
0-40

0-42
0.35

0-35
0-15
0-74
0-74
1.20
1.20

0-14
0.28
0-40

0-38

0.38
0-38
0-38
0-40
0-13

0.36
0.38
0.82 0.30

0.32 0.80
0-14 048
0-71 5.64
0.71 0.64
1-15 210
1-15 1.10
1.60 1-65 1.50
1-20 1.15 1-10
1-10 1.07 1.05

7448
7460
7451
7453
7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
7482
7483
7484
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494
7495

1

1-10
0-15
0.15
0.15

0-14

0.15 0.14

015 0-14

0.32
0-32
0-41
0.41
0-60
0.44
0.60
1.10
0-90
1-20
1.00

1.10
0-85
4.00

0-29
0.29

039

0.89
0.58
0-48

068

1-05

085

1-15
0.97

100+

1-05
0-18

0-18
0-13
0-13
0-13
0-27
0-27
0.85

0.35

0-56
0-42

0.55
1.00
0-80
1-05

095

1.66 1-50
0-84 0.33
3.75 8-50

0-85

0-63

074

0-71
0-71

0.85
0-85
0-96
1.50

0.82

0-84
0-75

0-82

0.75
0.86

0-60

0-58
0-58

1.10
0-74

7498
74100
74104

74105
74107
74110
74111
74118
74119
74121

25

1.07
0-14
0-14

0730

0.44
0-60
0.90
1-00

0-80

1.05 1.00
0.64

0.92

145

1-40

0.55

0.42 0.40
0.55 0-50
0.88
0-95

1.50 1.40
0-50 0-42

0-85
0.90

1.30
0-45

Quantities

Type.

25
0-89
1.78
0-82
1-25

100+

1-75
0-85
1-30

1-10
1-00
1-70
1-20
1-20

1-05
0-93
1.66
1-15
1-15

1-40
1-40

1-85
1-25

1.00
0.90
1-60
1-10
1-10
0-90
1-30
1-30

1

74122
74123
74141
74145
74150
74151
74153
74184
74156
74156
743.57

74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74174
74175
74176
74177
74180
74181
74182
74184
74190
74191
74122
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199

0.70

0-65
1-70
0-79
1-20

1-50 140 1-80

1010 096

140 1-25 110
1-40 1-35 1-80
1012 1-75 1-70
1.432 1-75 1-70

120 106 1-50
1-60 1-55
1-40 1-35
1325

1.25 1-20
1.20

1-25
8-95
1.25
1-80
1.85
1-95

1.95
1.95
1.80
1-10
1.20
1-20

3.75
2-50

1-50
1-00

110 1-15

8-85
1-20
1-75
1.90
1-80
1.90
1-90
1-25
1-05
1-15
1.15
3.70
2-40

1-15
1-15
8-75
1.15

1.70
1.85
1.85

1-85
1-85
1.20
1-00
1.10
1.10
2.65
2-10

Devices may be mixed to qualify for quantity price. (TTL 74 series only) data is available for the

above series of 7.0.'s in booklet form. Price 359.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
Everyday Electronics, May 1975

the lowest prices !
SitAND NEW TEXAS GENERAL PURPOSE QUALITY TESTED SEMICONDUCTORS
Price
EMIL TRANSISTORS NPN SILICON SWITCH- Pak No.
ING TRANS.
TO -18
Coded and Guaremteed
02
SIB. TO 2570618. BSY- Q 1 20 Red spot transistor PEP
EQVT
Pak No.
27128/85A. All usable Q2 16 White spot R.F. transistors PEP. 0.54
203713 0071
II
- 0-54
devices no open or short Q 3 4 0077 type transistors
0075
131374
22
6 Matched transistors 0044/45/81181B 0-54
D1216 00811) circuits. 5180 AVAIL- Q
12
.. 0-54
..
ABLE in PEP Sim. to
5 4 0076 transistors
203812 0081
24
0-54
3E2906, BCY70. When Q6 5 0072 transistors
R.L3822 0082
25
4'AC128
transistors PEP high gain
0-54
ordering please state Q 7
2G244B 0044
IS
..
0.54
preference NPN or PEP. Q 8 4 AC126 transistors PEP
20345-B 0045
T.
.. 0-54
Q9 7 OC81 type transistors
SP
83378 0078
IT
0-54
7 0071 type transistors
For
20
0-55
T9
203995 2E1302
pairs
Complementary
Q11
2
50127/128
For
1.10
50
5F117
MO 2G417
PNPINP14
100
For
1.92
All 559 each pak
054
500
For
6-25 Q12 3 AF116 type transistors
0-64
For
14.30 Q13 3 AF117 type translators
1000
- 0-54
Q14 3 00171 H.F. type transistors
ID 120 NIXIE DRIVER
Nil. Epoxy transistors mixed
2RANSISTOR.
SIL. 02. DIODES fp Q15 72E2926
0-54
colours
sed....bie replacement for 300mW
SO
0-65
054
NPN 2x ST.141 Sr Sx ST.140
BSX. 21, C 407, 25 1893 40PIV(Min.) 100 1.85 Q17 5
'2x MAT
Q18 4 MADTE 2x MAT 100
120seb.
Sub -Min.
500 5.50
054
_
120 ..
Fully Tested 1,000 9.90 Q19 3 MADT'S 2 x KAT 101 & 1 x MAT
100+
25
1
Ideal for Organ Builders.
0.17 0.18
0.54
0-19
4 0044 Germanium translators A.F. 654
.

-

121 _ _

SE. trans. suitable for
p.E. Organ. Metal TO -18
East. ZTX300 Sp each.
Any Qty.

PPP
KM COMP GERM.
TRANS. OUR LOWEST PRICE OF 709

Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q95
Q26

4 AC127 NYE Germanium transistors 0.54
20 NKT translators A.F. R.F. coded.. 0-64
10 05202 Silicon diodes sub -min. .. 0.54

LOOK FOR OUR

Q27
Q23
Q29

2 10A PIT Silicon rectifiers 113425R.. 054
.. 0.54 .
2 Silicon power rectifiers BYZ13
4 Silicon transistors 2 x 227896, 1 x
.. 0.54
2E697. 1 x 2E698 -

AD161/162

PER PAIR.
OP 100 TOS METAL
CANE GERMANIUM

Vebo=8017. Vceo --50V.

3.C.-10 amps. Ptot=
SOW. DM =30-170.

AUDIO &

25

1

0.44

0.47

1E69

Q30

ELECTRONIC
sistors in the OC, AD COMPONENTS
and NKT range.
Replaces the majority of
Germanium power tran100+

ADVERTISEMENTS

0 -40

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

0-54
_
8 0581 diodes ..
15 1E914 Silicon diodes 75PP7 75mA 0-64
8 0595 Germanium diodes sub -min

Q31
Q32
Q33
Q34

7 Silicon switch translators 3E706
0-54
NPS
6 Silicon switch trainflators 23)708,
NEN
x
2E1131.
3 PEP Silicon iMaisitriMs
.. 0-54
1 x 2E1132

064
3 Saicon EPS tram cue 251711
7 Silicon 51.N. taxaSiE30r21 52369.

..

5003(Eir (code P397)

0-54

3 Silicon PEP TO -S. 2 x 2E2304
0-54
1 x 2E2:16
ELECTRONICS AND
Q36 7 2E3646 10-1/-3 plastic 3001aCr EP.* 654
GP 300 TOS METAL
3 2330531807E Silicon transistors .. 0-54
RADIO CONSTRUCTOR
CASE SILICON
Q38 7 PEP
transistors 3 x 2E3703.
Vebo =1007. Veto -60V
2 x2E3702
RANG/9
OF
FULL
LC.=15 amps. Ptot
Q35

EVERYDAY

116W. hfe =20. 1001T. 11131z. Suitable replacement for 2N 3055,
BAY 11 or EDI' 20.
25

1

0.53

0-65

100+
0.61

ZENER DIODES

RANGE
VOLTAGE
2-3317. 400mV (1)0-7
Case)
55
ea. 1 tW

(Top -Hat) 185 ea. lOW
(80-10 Stud) 82p ea.

MAMMOTH I.C. PACK

NEW 9th EDITION
over 300 pages

TRANSISTOR EQUIVA-

LEWIS BOOK. A complete cross reference and
equivalents book for
European, American and
Japanese Transistors.
Exclusive to BI -PAN.
1220 each.
A LARGE RANGE OF

TECHNICAL AND DATA
NOW
ARE
BOOKS
AVAILABLE E X STOCE

SEND FOR FREE LIST.

555 I.C. 65p each

KING OF THE PAKS

Unequalled Value and Quality

SUPER PAKS

NEW BI-PAK UNTESTED
SEMICONDUCTORS

Money back refund

not satisfied

Pak Ho.

26 MADT's like /11112 Series PNP Transistors
U24 20 Germanium 1 Amp Rectifiers GYM Series up to 300PIV
1123

171010-12 x 7420
1238750-13x 7430
1710I19.-12 X 7440

20C41=5 x7441
13lem -5 x744.7
271043-5 x 7443

20044-557444
11045-507446

0.54
0-54
0.54
0-54

0.54
0.54
0-54

MANY CODED also SOME UNKNOWN
TYPES -YOU TO IDENTIFY
PAK NO. M.I.C. 200

33C5

1.00c r

P....

459
50p
510

..

,r: 16 mat x 16 rim.

054
004
0-54
0-54
0-59
0-54
0-54

30 RF. Germ- PEP Transistors 2E1303/570-5
U40 10 Dual Transistors S lend T0-5 2.32950
U43 25 SR. Trans. Plastic TO -18 A.F. BC113(114
U44 20811. Trans. Plastic TO -5 B0115/116
U45 7 3A SCR. 2066 up to 600PIV
U46 20 Unipmetion transistors similar to 11343
U47 10 10220AB plastic irises 50V 6.4.

054
1.08

054

9 NPN 8G. power transistors hire 2183055

FREE
One 555 Pak Of Blur
Own choice free with
ordersvaluedi4 or over

CADMIUM CELLS
1975 CATALOGUE

NOW READY 10p

171060=12 x 7480
121070...13 X 7470
1311072- 8 x 7472

171073--8x7473
17/074=8x 7474

121076 =8 x 7476
TEIC80 -5 x 7480

U1081=5 x7481

x 7482
I2IC83
171C83-15 x 7483
D3C86 -5 x 7486

0-54

044
0.64
054
0-54
0.54
0.64
0-54

054
0-54

054

0.54
171C06.-5 x7496
TOC100 w x 74100 0-54

1710121-4 x74121 0.54
1710141=5 x 74141 0-54
1110151-5 x 74153 0-54
U10154.-5 X 74154 054
410193,..5 x 74193 0-54
131C199=5 x 74199 054

vicar -25 Assorted
74's 1165

(Similar to 252060)
1

25

0-2S

026

100,

1-03
1-08
1.08

ORP12 48p

0-23

171.10741

12130747
irr..1c748

Everyday Electronics, May 1975

10-202
7-710
7-741
5-717
7-748

SIL. RECTS. TESTED
PIT 300mA 750mA IA
1-5A 35. 104 305
50 0.05 0.06 1E400 0.05 608 0-15 0-21 0-60
100 0.05 0.07 1E4000 0 06 0.10 017 0.23 675
200 606 0.10 1E4003 0.07 0-12 0.22 0.25 1.00
400 0.08 615 129400 0 OS 0.15 0.30 0.38 1.35
600 0.09 0.17 1E400 0.10 018 0.38 0.45 1.90
800 0.12 019 D.4006 0-11 0-20 638 0.55 2.10
1000 0-14 0.30 1E4007 0.1E 0.25 0.48 085 E-50
1200 - 0.35
0.30 0.58 0.75 300

DIACS

TRIACS

FOR USE WITH
105
VEOM 25 65
TRIACS,
TO -5 TO -66 TO -48
BR100 (D32) 259 each
10 amp POTTED
BRIDGE RECTIFIER

on heat sink.

I OOPIV. 990 each

100
200
400

P

P

Sti

83
55

55
66
83

99
1.21

77

8.1

Giro No. 388-7006
Please send all orders direct to warehouse and despatch department.

2N3055
US WATT SIL

POWER NPN
45p EACH

LIREARManufactFTEG, illgi.7.1.7. CIRCUIT PAM

ULI0700
U1IC710

..

U49 12 NPN fill. plastic power trans. 00W like 2E54/56

PRICE LI.25 per PAK including p & p & V.A.T.

2517. 13LEDGEZZLIS.
SILICON
eachD1699
DUAL TRANSISTOR
40,
100 ... 38ncs
400

0-54

Code No'4. mentioned above are given as a guide to the type of device in
the oak. The devices themselves are normally unmarked.

Prato memos be spilt. but 25 assorted pieces (our mix) is available as PAK UIC 11.

SOO , R -W

054
004

U39

NEW LOW PRICED TESTED S.C.R.'s
are Ideal for learning about I.C's and experimental work.
P17 IA 35 55 55 75 10A 165 305
TO5 2066T068 2064 2048 7048 7043 TO48
Pak No. Contents Price Pak No. Contents Prim Pak No. Contents Price
SO 0.26 0.28 0.39 0-39 0.52 0-15 059 1.27
0.54
UIC90=5 x 7490
0-54
1111C46 5 x7446
EICOO =12 x 7400 0.54
100
0.28 0.37 0.52 0.52 0-55 0.64 0.70 1-54
0-54
1.11091
-5
x7491
014
131048
=5
x
7468
L'IC01 =12 X 7401 0-54
0-54 200 0.39 0.41 0.54 0-54 0 83 0.67 0 83 1.76
911092 -15 x 7492
171050=12 x 7450 0-54
01032 =12 x 7402 051
0-54 400 0.48 0.52 0.62 0.62 0.74 0.83 1.03 1.93
12I003w 5 x7493
117.C51 -12 x 7451 054
LIC03 -LI x 7403 0.54
0.54 600 0.59 0.63 0-75 0.75 0-83 1.07 1-38 UIC94 -5 x 7494
151053=12 x 7453 0-54
121004 - 12 X7404 054
01095=5 x 7495
0-54 800 0.70 0.77 0.88 0.88 0.99 1.32 1-6.5 4-40
121054-12 x 7454 0-54
,0.54
RICH -12 x7410

0-64
0-54
0-54
0-54
1-08

74 SERIES LINEAR and AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

GRATED CIRCUITS INCLUDING LOGIC

These are cl&ssed as 'out -of -spec' from the maker's very rigid specifications. but

0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54

-

25 30031.11. NPN Silicon Transistors 2E708,133227 ..
30 Fast Switching Silicon Diodes oike D7914 Micro -Min.
2729 10 1 Amp SCR's TO -5 can, no to 600PPZ CR31/215-600
1793 25 Zener Diodes 400mW DO -7 case 8-53 volts mixed
2723 15 Plastic Case 1 Amp Silicon Rectifiers IN4000 Series
rs4 30 Silicon PEP Alloy Trans- TO -5 BCY26 28302/4 ..
..
123.5 25 Silicon Plains Transistors PEP TO -18 2E2906
1336 20 Silicon Planar EYE Tenon:tors TO -5 B1,250/51/52
U37 30 Sinks= Alloy Transistors SO -2 PEP 00200. 28322
U38 20 Fast Switching anions Trans_ EPE 40031ERs 2243011
1225
1226

U48

manufacturers "Fall Outs" which include Functional and Part-Functlonal Units.

121097-8 x 7407

fp

APPROXIMATELY 200 PIECES ASSORTED
INTEMANUFACTURERS FALL -OUT

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PAKS

171005 -12 x 7405
x 7406
L-11706

Price

Description

U 1 120 Glass Sub -Min. General Purpose Germanium Diodes
U 2 50 Mixed Germanium Transistors AF/RF
U 3 75 Germanium Gold Bonded Sub -Min. like 055, 0A47
.. 659
..
4 30 Germanium Transistors like 0081, AC128 r.
. 0-54
U 6 60 200mA Sub -34m. Silicon Diodes
..
.. 054
U6 30 811. Planar Trans. NPN like 1385955. 229706
.. 0-54
U7 16 Sil. Rectifiers TOP -RAT 750m1 VLTG. RANGE up to 1000054
U 8 50 Sil. Planar Diodes DO -7 Glass 260mA like 05200/202 .. 0.54
U9 20 Mixed Voltages, 1 Watt Zener Diodes
..
054
1710 20 BAY60 charge storage Diodes DO -7 Glass
.. 0-54
1311 20 PEP Sil. Planar Trans. TO -5 like 2161132, 2292904
113 30 PZIP-NPN 8fl. Transistors 00200 & 28 104
.. 0-54
1114 150 Mixed Silicon and Germanium Diodes
..
054
1315 20 NPN SU. Planar Trans. TO -5 like B1,151, 2E697
- 664
1716 10 3 Amp Silicon Rectifiers Stud Type up to 1000P1V
U17 30 Germanium PRP AF Transistors TO -5 like ACY 17-22 .. 034
Ins 8 6 Amp Silicon Rectifiers BYZ13 Type n0 to 600 PIV - - 0-54
1219 20 Silicon NPN Transistors like BC108
0-64
.
054
1720 121-6 Amp Silicon Rectifiers Top Hat up to 1000 Ply
1.721 30 AP. Germanium Alloy Transistors 20300 Series & 0071
0-54

0-54
0,54
0-54
0-64

654

BY-PAK
P.O. BOX 6, WARE- HERTS
Postage and packing add 20p. Overseas add extra for airmail.
Minimum order 55p. Cash with order please.

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Back
235

PE SCORPIO Mk 2

ignition system kit
new from
ELECTRO SPARES
*6 OR 12 VOLT

*+VE AND VE GROUND
Here's the new, improved version of the original Scorpio
Electronic Ignition System - with a big plus over all the other
kits-the Electro Spares Kit is designed for both positive and
negative ground automotive electrical systems. Not just ve
ground. Nor just -ve ground. But both ! So if you change cars,
you can be almost certain that you can change over your
Scorpio Mk. 2 as well.
Containing all the components you need, this Electro Spares
Scorpio Mk. 2 Kit is simply built, using our easy -to -follow
instructions. Each component is a branded unit by a reputable
manufacturer and carries the manufacturer's guarantee_ Ready
drilled for fast assembly. Quickly fitted to any car or motor cycle.
When your Scorpio Mk. 2 is installed, you instantly benefit
from all these Scorpio Mk. 2 advantages:
* Easier starting from cold * Firing even with wet or oiled -up
plugs * Smoother running at high speed * Fuel saving

f

;

* More power from your engine * Longer spark plug life
* No more contact -breaker burn.

Electro Spares prices:

Burneze - unique aerosol first aid-

cools instantly, contains a
fast -acting local anaesthetic
plus antihistamine to control
swelling. It deals with the lingering pain of a minor burn or
scald and reduces the chance
of a blister.
From Boots and other chemists_ S.A.E.
to Potter & Clarke, Croydon CR9 3LP,
for intriguing leaflet.

De luxe Kit only £10.85 inc. VAT and p & p.

Ready Made Unit £13.65 inc. VAT and p & p.
State 6V or 12V system.
Send SAE now for details and free list.

YOUR CAREER in
RADIO
ELECTRONICS P

PE FM VARICAP STEREO TUNER
As featured in the May 1 973 issue of 'Practical Electronics'.
Superb Hi- Fi tuner Kit now available from Electro Spares.
Including cabinet and allcomponents - pre-set Mullard
modules for R.F. and I.F. circuits. Motorola I.C. Phase Lock
Loop Decoder for perfect stereo reception_ No alignment
needed. Guaranteed first time results - or send it back, and
we'll return it in perfect order (fora nominal handling charge).
Electro Spares price only £28.50 inc. VAT and p & p.

PE GEMINI STEREO AMPLIFIER
A superb unit with a guaranteed output of 30 watts RMS per
channel into 8 ohms. Full power TH D is a mere 0.02%, and
frequency response is --3 dB from 20 Hz to 100 kHz into 8 or
15 ohms. Electro Spares have already sold 100s and 100s of
these Kits. Get yours now ! Depending on your choice of
certain components, the price can vary from £50 to £60 inc.

VAT and p & p.
* All components as specified by original authors, and sold
separately if you wish.
* Full constructional data book with specification graphs,
fault finding guides, etc. 55p plus 9p postage.
* Price List only. Please send S.A.E. (preferably 9 x 4
minimum) for full details.

Big opportunities and big money await the qualified man
in every field of Electronics today-both in the U.K. and
throughout the world. We offer the finest home study

training for all subjects in radio, television, etc., especially
for the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS (Technicians' Certificates); the Grad. Brit. I.E.R. Exam.; the RADIO
AMATEUR'S LICENCE; P.M.G. Certificates; the
R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Servo -mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor Radio course
with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS' experience

in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken .record of
exam. successes. We are the only privately run British

home study College specialising in electronics subjects only.

Fullest details will be gladly sent without any obligation.

To: British National Radio & Electronics School, Dept E.E.C. 55
P.O. Box 156, Jersey. C.f.
Please send FREE BROCHURE to
NAME
ADDRESS

ELECTRO
SPARES
Compoluud
eSTiio

Ceuitir ril lhe Illoil1,

288 ECCLESALL RD., SHEFFIELD S11 8PE(B)

Tel: Sheffield (0742 ) 668888
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/Marshall's
A. Marshall (London) Ltd. Dept. EE
42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3HD Telephone 01-452 0161/2 Telex 21492
8. 55 West Regent Street Glasgow G2 20D Telephone 041-332 4133

Everything you need is in our
New 1975 Catalogue
available now price 25p
(100 pages of prices and data)

Call in and see us 9-5.30 Mon -Fri
9-5.00 Sat
Trade and export enquiries welcome

Top 500 Semiconductors from the largest range in the UK

0.80 2N2924 0.20 2N5195 1-46 AFI 17 0.35 8C214L 0-18 BF178 0.35;8DIL 0.38.0072 0-25
023
2N456A 0-85 2142926 0.20 2N5245 0.47 . AFI 18 0-35 BC237 0.16 BF179 0-43 14DIL 0.40 0081
2N457A 1.20 2N3053 0-2.5 2N5294 0.48 AF124 0.30 BC238 0-15 BF180 0.35 LM710 0.47 0083 024
0.36 LM3900 0.70 ORP12 0.55
2N490 3.16 2N3054 0.60 2N5295 0.48 AFI25 0.30 BC239 0 -IS BF181
1-80
4.38 2N3055 0.75 2N5296 0.48 AF126 028 130231 0.23 BF182 0.35 LM723C 0.90 853
214491
028 BC253 0-25 BF183 0.55 LM741T099
SL4I4A 1-80
2N492 5-00 2N3390 0-45 2N5298 0-50 AF127
0-40 SL6I0C 170
520 2N3391 0.28 2N5457 0.49 AF139 0.65 BC257 0.16 8E184 0.30
211493
0-30
0-16
BF185
0.46
BC258
2N5458
0-46
AF186
BOIL 0.40 SL6IIC 1.70
2N696 022 2N3391A
0-29 2N5459 0-49. AF200 0-65 BC259 0.17 6E194 0.12 14DIL 0-38 sL612C 1.70
2N697 0-16
0-12 LM747 1.00 SL620C 2.60
2N698 0.82 2N3392 0.15 2N5492 0.58 AF239 0.65 BC261 0.73 BF195
0.13 LM7488DJ,L60
2N699 0.59 2N3393 0-15 2N5494 0.58 AF240 0.90 80262 0.25 BF196
g: 3
2N706 0.14 2N3394 0.15 2N5496 0.61 AF279 01 B263 gli ININ
tffic Ili
Lt1142101.5 t :In 0,44?
2N706A 0-16 2N3402 0-18 2N6027 0.45 AF280 0.79
0-34 BF200 0-40
2N708 0-17 2N3403 0-19 2N5777 0-45 AL102 1-00 BC301
C
0-29
BF225J
1.00
BC302
0.73
AL103
0.23
LM7805
2-50
0-42.
2N3440
0.59
3N128
214709
0.50 2143441 0.97 314139 1.42 5C107 0-14 BC303 0.54 BF244 0.21 LM7812 2-50 5147600314
21471 1
si.,476013N2-92
0.23 2N34-42 140 314140 I.00,BC108 0.14 80307 0.17 BF245 0:45 LLII7882145
214718
2502
2N718A 0-28 2N3414 0.10 314141 0.81 BC109 0-14 8C308A 0.15 BF246
1.95
0.65
2N720 0-57 2143415 0.10 3N200 2.49 BC! 13 0 -IS BC309C 0.20 BF247
mM211330103
21=91
SN76023N
0.19
0.27
BF2_54
0.17
BC327
0-40 BC! 15
214914 0-39 2N3416 0-15 40361
1-60
0.19
0.28 2N3417 0-2.1 40362 0.45 BCI 16 0-17 BC328 0.28 BF255
214916
0.47
MCI3300P
0.88 BC116A 0.18 BC337 0-20 BF237
0.32 2N3638 0.15 40363
214918
0-90 SN76033N
2.92
0.46 BCI 17 0-21 BC338 0-20 BF258 0.53
40389
0.37 2N3638A
214929
0-20
0.56 301 18 0-14 30730 0.80 BF259 0-55 MC135IP0.80 ST2
0-15 40394
2N930 0.22
TAA300 1-80
0-65 BC] 19 0.29 50Y31 0.85 BFR39 0.24 MC1352P
2141302 0-19 2143639 0.27 40395
TAA263 1.10
0-44 30121 0-35 BCY32 1-15 8F379 0.24
2141303 0-19 2143641 0-17 40406
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3
0-52
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2141306 0-31 2143704 0.15 40409
0-30, BCY38 1.00 BFS61
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0.52 8C134 0-131 BCY39 1-50 BFS98 0.25 ....
2141307 0.30 2143705 0-15
2-25 BC135 0-13 !Bcy40 0.97 BFX29 0.30 . '0°4°4 0-13 TAA62I 2.03
2N1308 0.47 2143706 0 -IS 40411
TAA661B
2141309 0.47 2N3707 0-18 40594 0.74 5C136 0-1711 5C742 0-28 BFX30 0.27 ME0412 0-18
0.11
1-32
0.84 BC137 0.17 8CY58 0.30 8E2(84 0-24 ME4102
2141671 1.54 2143708 0.14 40595
ME4104 0.11 TBA64IS
la
0-67 lar, so
2N3709 0- IS 40601
2N167I Al
0-32 BFX85 0.30 141480 0-95
--'-in BCY59
2-73
-67 2N3710 0-13 40602 0-61 --80140 068 8CY70 0.17 89= 0-28
0.58 BCI41 0-68 Bcy71 0-22 BFX88 0.25 1.',= Ilg Itm ;11
2N1671111.85 2N37I I 0.15 40603
0-56 8C142 0-23 BCY72 0-15 BFX89 0-90 111491
2141711 0-43 2143712 1-20 40604
1-45 TBA820 1-15
2141907 5-50 2143713 110 40636
110 80143 0-15 BDII5 0-75 BF'S° 0.23
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0-26 2143791 2-35 ACI53K 0.40 BC 160 0.60 301 37 0.49 BUI05
0-3207 TIP35A 2.90
2-2.5
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0-40 TIP36A 3.70
0.63 C106D 0-65 Hp8112.
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BDI39
0.71
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2N3904 0-27 ACYI8 0.24
2N2222A
MPSA12 0 35 71P.,...,.
0:15 BFR39 0-24 CA3028A
0.25 2143906 0.27 ACY 19 0.27 BCI70
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... '25
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Integrated Circuits -Quality & Prices you can't beat
SN7400 0-16 SN7410 0.16 SN7437 0.37 SN7453 0-16 SN7483 0-95 SN741070-36
SN7401 0.16 SN7411 0.25 SN7438 0.35 SN7454 0-16 . SN7484 0.95 SN741181-00
5147412 0-28 SN7440 0.16 $N7460 0-16 ISN7485 1.25 514741191.92
SN740IAN
5147470 0.33 SN74/36 0.32 SN741210-37
0.38 SN7413 0.35 S1474-41AN
0.85 5147472 0.26 SN7490 0.45 SN74 122 0-50
SN7402 0.16 SN7416 0.35
5N7403 0-16 SN7417 0.35 SN7442 0.65 SN7473 0.36 SN7491 0-85 SN74123 0.60
SN7404 0.19 5117420 0-16 SN7445 0 90 SN7474 0.36 5147492 0-45 SN7414I 0.85
SN7405 0.19 SN7423 0-29 SN7446 0.95 SN7475 0.50 SN7493 0.45 SN741450.90
SN7406 0.45 SN7425 0.29 SN7447 0.95 5147476 0-351 5147494 0.82 SN741501-50
SN7407 0-45 SN7427 0-29 SN7448 0.90 SN7480 0-50 SN7495 0.72 SN741510.85
SN7408 0.19 SN7430 0.16 SN7450 016 SN7481 1-25 SN7496 0.75 SN741530.85
SN7409 0.22 SN7432 0 28 SN7451 0 16 SN7482 0-75 151474100145 SN74154 1.50

11111_
0-10
0.07
0.07

INI204 0-97
INI206 1.37
IN4001 0.06

141184 0.92
N1186 1.18

1144004 0.07

N9I4

N916

N1183 0-84

N1190 2.52
NII91 0-59
N1192 0.80
141194

1.06

NI196 1.64
141198 2-40
141100 0.47
141200

0-55

N1202 0.67

IN4002 0-65

IN4006 0.09
1144007 0.10
IN4148 0-07
1145054 0.18
1145400 0.17
0.17
1145401

IN5402 0.20
1N5404 022
1145406 0-25

IN5408 0.30
IN1544 0.06

BAI44
BAI45

INI5132 0.25

1N15134 0.25
1N15920 0.07

11415921 0.08
11415922 0.08

AAII6 0.08

0.08
0.08
AAI29 0.15
BA102 0-25
BAI IS 0.10
BAI42 0.17

AAI 18
AAI 19
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8A148
I

BAI54

0-12
0.18
0.20
0-12

BA155 0.12
BA156 0.15
BAX 13 0.08

BAX16 0.10
BB103

88104
BY100

BYI26
BYI27
137182

0.25
0.45
0.27
0.12

0.15
1-00

BYZIO
BYZ I

I

BYZI2
BYZ13

0A9
0A10
0A47
0A70
0A73
0A81
0A85

0A90
0A91
0A95

0.60
0.51
0-31

0.40
0-27
0-45
0-06
0-07
0.10
0-18

0.18
0-06
0.06
0.07

your TV set, just plugs in to aerial

socket.
Parts list as follows: A Resistor Pack

El -00 p & p 20p: B Potentiometer
Pack LI25 p & p 20p: C Capacitor
Pack 63.10 p & p 20p: D Semiconductor Pack E14.50 p & p 20p:
E IC Sockets E4.00 p & p 20p: F

Transformer £115 p & p 23p: G

PCB's a 50 p & p 20p: H Switches
i450 p & p 20p: I UHF Modular Kit
£7-50 p & p 20p.
Prices -complete kit excluding case 442.00 p & p 50p.
Sections A -F incl. £2.350 p & p 30p.
Assembly instructions with comSpecial

plete kit or 75p on request.

P.C. Marker Pen Dalo 33PC 0.87p
Zeners 400MW-11p; I W -17p

IC Sockets 8DIL 16p; I4DIL 17p;

I6DIL 20p.
Reisistors .3w -2p; 4w -3p; 2fw-9p;

5w -10p, i Ow -12p.

Scorpio Car Ignition Kit -£1I-50
2.- VAT
I IMF440V-61-10.
85T80246 -£120;

Red, green and yellow
O 16 diameter, 3Ip
0-20 diameter, 33p

0L707 42.35 or 4 for 68.00
Minicron 41.55

Cmos Circuits -CD Range

SN741674.10 514741971-58
$1474174 1.25 SN741952:25
SN741750-90 SN74199 2-25

IA

50
100

200
"

4030 0.87
4031 5.19
4037 1.93
4041 1.86
4042 1-38
4043 1.80
4044 1.80
4045 2.65
4046 2.84
4047 1.65
4049 0.81
4050 0.66

Veroboard
0.1
2.5x31 -in

2-5x5in

3.1x3tin
31-x5in

3/x17in

£p
36

Copper
0.15

40
40
45
1-61
30

PINSx36
x200 1-16

Plain

0.1

0 -IS

---

fp

fp

26
39
39
47
1-26
30

Ep
17
19

1-00

32

1-9-2

1I6

Trade and Retail Supplied

Potentiometers

Sliders

SN74165 2-01

4016 0-66
4017 1-72
4018 2-55
4019 0.86
4020 1.91
4021 I-72
4022 1.66
4023 0.36
4024 1.24
4025 0.32
4027 0 43
4028 1.50
4029 3.50

4000 0-36
4001 0.36
4002 0.36
4006 1.58
4007 0.36
4008 1.63
4009 1.18
4010 1.18
4011 0.36
4012 0.36
4013 0.66
4014 1-72
4015 1.72

SN741931-15
SN741961-60

SN741642-01

Transformer 43.00.

OPTO & LED'S

Linear

Plastic

400
600

As featured on BBC Nationwide and
in the Daily Mail 20ct'74.1deal game
for whole family. No need co modify

SN74160110 SN74181 1.95
SN741611-10 SN74190 2-30
SN74162 1.10 SN7419I 2.30
SN741631.10 SN74192 I -15

or Log

Rotary Pots

Single Double
18p

Rotary Switched 28p
45p

-

45p
75p

Full range of Capacitors
stocked. See catalogue for

details

Presets Horizontal or Vertical

Bridges & SCR's

Diodes & Rectifiers -A Selection From Our Range
N34A

SN74155 I -50 SN74176 1-44
SN741570-95 514741801-40

PW TELETENNIS KIT

-IW 8p
2A

4A

-3W 10p

6A

0-24 0.32 0.60 0-62
0.36 0.37 0-70 0.75
0.36 0-41 0 75 0 80
0-36 0-45 0 85 1.10
0-40 0.52 0 95 1-23

Construction Kits .
AV7
UHS70
MUE7

Aerial Amps

E204

Receiver for above
Electronics dice

£322

Transmitter

SCR's

100V 200V 400V 600V

EW20

'A T018
1.2A plastic
3A plastic
4A plastic

0-40 0.50 0.69 0.85
0.53 0.63 0.70 1-05

VAT all prices exclusive

0.43 0.44 - -

0.50 0.55 0.65 -

62-74

4633
Electro. Dice +Sen- E7.79
TRY OUR NEW GLASGOW SHOP

EWI8

p & p 25p

Mail Order
237

GIRO NO. 331 7056 ACCESS ACCEPTED
C.W.O. only. P. & P. 15p on orders below £5
Discount: £10-10%, (except net items)
Export Order enquiries welcome (VAT free)
Official Orders accepted from

SPECIAL RESISTOR KITS (Prices include post & packing)

10E12 kW KIT: 10 of each Eli value, 22 ohms -1 M, a total of 570 (CARBON FILM 5%). E3.85 net
10E12 4-W KIT: 10 of each Ell value, 22 ohms-I M. a total of 570 (CARBON FILM 5%), 63.95 net
25E12 4-W KIT: 25 of each E12 value, 22 ohms-I M, a total of 1425 (CARBON FILM 5%), £9.00 net
4W KIT: 25 of each El2 value, 22 ohms-I M, a total of 1425 (CARBON FILM 5%), £9.00 net
5 4W KIT: 5 of each E12 value, 10 ohms -1M, a total of 305 (METAL FILM 5%). L3-45 net
Educational & Government Departments25E12
DUE TO CURRENT WORLD SHORTAGES, RESISTOR KITS MAY TEMPORARILY CONTAIN
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
WATTAGE OR VALUE SUBSTITUTIONS.
.

MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C280 SERIES

250V P.C. Mounting: 0.0 IpF, 0-0150F, 0-022µF. 0 .033gF, 0.0470F, 34p. 0-0680

0- 1pF, 4-1p. 0.15µF, Sp. 0-220, 6p. 0-330, 8p. 0.470, 10p. 0.68pF, 13p. 10,
162. I .5uF.24p. 2.20, 27p.

MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C296 SERIES
400V: 0.0010, 0.0015µF. 0.00220, 0.00330, 0.00470, 3p. 0.0068pF, 0.010,
0.0150, 0-0220 0-0330, 34p. 0-0470, 0.0680, 0.1µF, 4-41, 0-150, 7p.
0.224,F, 9p. 0.33,F, 13p, 0 -470, 15p.

0 .01pF, 0-0150, 0-0220, 34-p. 0-0470, 0.0680, 4p. 0-10, 44-p. 0-150,

5j -p. 0 -220, 6p. 0 -33pF, 7p. 0.471,F, 9p. 0-68µF, 13p. 10, 15p.

MINIATURE CERAMIC PLATE CAPACITORS

50V: (pF) 22, 27, 33, 39 47, 56, 68, 82 100, 120. 150, 180, 220. 270, 330. 390.470,
560, 680, 820,1K. I K5.210, 3K3, 4K7, 6KB, (gF) 0 -01. 0-015, 0.022, 0-033, 0.047,
POeach. 0.1, 30V, Sp.

POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS 160V S%

(pF) 10. 15, 22, 33, 47, 68, 100, 150, 220, 330, 470, 680, 1000, 1500, 2200, 3300.
4700. 6800 10 000 44p
.

RESISTORS
CF-High Stab Carbon Film. 5% 11F-High Stab Metal Film. 5%.
1-99

W. Type Range
22 -IM
4.
CF
CF
CF
ME
MF
MF
MF

4-

22-1M

1

10-2112

10-10M

2
2

I OdF 15V

7p

150

16V

15pF

63V

7p

100 63V 7p

2200 6.4V 7p
220uF
220sF

10V 7p

I6V 8p
2200 63V 25p
3300 I6V 14p
3300 63V 213p
4700 6-4V 8p

5

-.,,
st

DIODES
N4501

N4002 7;p

9P
- 19p
- 16p
.,,,,

- '''P

(Plain)

1-4
I .3

1.2
I - I

1-81

1.65

3-9 x10.5
5.5x16

37

4.2x10-8
66x15160V:

7;12E5E7 SKELETON POTENTIOMETERS
MINIATURE 0-25W Vertical or horizontal 7p each I K, 21(.2, 4K7, 10K. etc.
up so lti 0
SUB -MIN 0-05W Vertical, 100 0 to 220K0 7p each

nUAWITAIDIEnE.s.
Tel. Leighton Buzzard 2316

(Std. Code 05253)

CATALOGUE No. 4-20p

POTENTIOMETERS

113°

.

0.65

Size mm

24x7.5

Carbon Track 5K 0 co 2M 0. log or lin. Single, 174-p Dual Gang 43p. Log Single with switch 28p
Slider Pots. 10K, 100K, SOOK_ 30mm, 34p. 45mm, 47p. 60mm, 550.

24 x I"64p
''' x (Plain)
24 x 35" (plain)

0.60
0.60

10-1011
45
3-52
3-08
2-75
8x17-5
For value mixing prices, please refer to our catalogue.
(price in pence each)
VALUES AVAILABLE-E12 Series only. (Net prices above 100.)
2

,.. 5"3
VEROBOARD 0.1 0.15
34p 36p
2'
x 3i."
33p 250
31 5
42p 461
3. x 3i"
36P 36P
24 x 5"

1000+

065

I .6
1.98

3

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD.
Miniature Mullard Electrolytics
1-00 63V 7p 68pF 63V 14p
I -50 63V 7p
100µF 10V 7p
2-20 63V 7p
1°C1ILF 25V 7P
1000 63V 17p
3 .3uF 63V 7p
1500 I6V 7p
4.70 63V 7p
1500 63V 17p
6.80 63V 7p

500-999

0.80
1.7

I

I0 -2M7

100-499

0 -80

0.80

1

22-2112

N4003 99
N4004 gip

N4005 12p
N4006 14p
N9I4 7p
N916 7p
BA 100 10p
OAS
42p
0A47 9p

PLUGS
DIN 2 Pin 12p
PM 13P
5 Pin 180' 16P
Std. Jack

20p
2.5mm Jack I3P
Phono
71,

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Tubular & Large Cans

(uF/V): 1125, 2125, 4125, 4.7)10, 5)25, 8125 10110, 10150, 16125.
22/63, 25)25, 25150, 32/25, 50)25, 100110, 100/25, 7p. 50150, 8p.
100/50, 200/25. 10p. 250)50, 18p. 500)10. 81a. 500(25, 17p.
500150, 250. 1000/10. 17p. 1000/25, 25p. 1000/50, 40p. 2000/10.

Pins, Pkt. 50HI-VOLT:

Insertion tool
Track Cutter

73p 73p
56p 56p

20p. 1000/100 90p. 2000/25, 30p. 2000/100, 95p. 2500/25, 380.
2500/50, 68p. 3000/50, 80p. 5000/25, 69p. 5000/50, £1.20.
81350. 23p. 16/350 35p. 32/350, 38p. 50/250. 22P,
IH001-1100, 27p-. 100/250.40P. 321500.46P. 16 + 32 + 32/350, 65p,

220 63V 7p0-025,
7p
7p
7p

16sF 40V

220 2-5V
32sF

470gF 40V 25p

10V

711

330 16V
330 40V
47pF

1011

68sF

I6V

7p
7p
7p
7p

470 25V
470 63V SP
7p

680pF

I6V 17p

6800F 40V 28p
10000 16V 35p
1000pF 25V 28p

1500pF 6.4 17p
I 500pF I6V 28p

22000 10V28p
3300sF 6.4 28p

22p np

TRANSISTORS
AC127 2lp BC2I2L 13p
AC128 22.p

lip

BC I07

BC108
BC109

BC2I3L 13p
BC2 I 4L 189

12p
13p
13p
13p

BCI48
BCI49
BC I 82L 13p

0C44
0071
0081

19p
13p
17p

SOCKETS
DIN 2 Pin
3

Pin

10P
10P

5 Pin 180° 12:
Std. Jack

18

METALLISED PAPER CAPACITORS

250V: 0.050. 0.10, 6p. 0.25, 6p. 0-50, 7-4p. 10, 9p. 500V:

0-05, 6p. 0.1, 6p. 0.25, 74p. 0.5, 9p. 1000V:0-01. I 1 p.
0A81 1 1p 2.5mm I ck I3P
0-022, 13p.0-047, 0.1, 19p 0.22, 28 0.47 369.
0A200 8p Phono
7p
STOP PRESS
Screened VVire, Metre
7P 5E12 4W METAL
Twin Screened Wire, Metre
lap
3P
Our Retail Shop
l
FILM. 5 each Value
Stereo Screened Wire, Metre
in now open
Connecting Wire. All colours, Metre
in North St.,
Neon Bulb, 90V Wire Ended
5 for 15p 10 D-Ibt. Total of 305
Leighton Buzzard Panel Neon, 240V Red, Amber, Clear
21p £3.75_ NET

T1543 34p2412
OCI70 29p

BCI83L 13p 2N2926 139
BC 184L 14p 2N3702 14p

ENGINEERS

QUALITY` STEREO SOUND
SOLENT AUDIO SYSTEM

This 76 page
FREE book

Au4st

PRICE OFFER!

shows how!

YOURSELF FOR A

C5

BETTER JOB WITH MORE PAY!
Do you want promotion. a better Jab.

This helpful guide to mattes ahmald he

higher pay? "New Opportunities'. shows
you how to get them through a low-cost

ZVI

home study course. There arc no books to
hue and yon ran pay -as -you -!earn.

on yon. It could be the hest thing you
rrer did.

'JO; ev7terpfulbiT6t2± eue'eltLE book

blix,,,,,IP,,a,tdy

IIMIHMCUT OUT THIS COUPON NMI NMI MINI
CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE!
Tick or stale subject of Interest. Post to the address below.

Electrical
Engineering
Electrical Installations

and Wiring
Electrical

Draughtsmanship
Electrical
Mathematics
Electronic
Engineering
Computer
Programming

0

General Radio and
TV Engineering

CITY .AND CCTLDS
Electrical

Radio Servicing.
Maintenance and
Repairs

CITY ANTI G=8

Transistor
Technology

0 CITY AND GUILDS

Technicians

D

Telecommunicaboas

Radio Ameteurs'
Exam.
etc. etc.

ALDERMASTON COLLEGE
Dept EEV 05 Reading RG7 4PF

ing long medium short and Stereo FM wavebands. Separate

I
I
I

0

0

Installations and
Wiring

Stereo Tuner Amplifier chassis with AM, FM radio cover-

I
I

I EEV 05

Base and Treble controls. 30 watts total power output
(frequency response 25-20,00 Hz) Tape record and playback

facilities. Dimensions 18" x
x 3-I:. The very latest
BSR automatic record deck with cue and pause control.
Two matching elliptical speaker units.

Order early limited stocks available cash price £4995.
Credit Sale £5.00 deposit 9 monthly payments of £5.75
(Total Credit price £5675). P. & P. £3.00 Send £8.00
today.
Chassis only available for cash at £35-00.
Full 12 months Guarantee.
'CALLERS WELCOME.

/4414£ (stock capitals Flannel
ADDRESS

Stereo headphones supplied with every complete order.
POSTCODE

IOtntr subjects

Accredited by C.A.C.C.

Atte

Mamba of A.B,C C.

EE/5/75
100 CHASE SIDE SOUTHGATE
LONDON N14 5PL Telephones: 01-882-1644

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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SHEER SIMPLICITY!
BASS

Tape o.p

Tuner _0,0_,

0-

Gram
Tape

Q_
Half HY5

Half HY5

-04-0

-0

-0

O
TR- EBLE

O

4-

at

4- BALANCE

VOLUME

0

Stereo.Mono switch

PSU511

BY

-L

-N

MONO ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT DIAGRAM WITH INTERCONNECTIONS FOR STEREO SHOWN
POWER CONNECTIONS FROM PFU50 to HY5 NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY OF DIAGRAM

The HY5 is a complete mono hybrid preamplifier,
Ideally suited for both mono and stereo applications.
Internally the device consists of two high quality
amplifiers-the first contains frequency equalisation
and gain correction, while the second caters for tone
control and balance.

solid state hybrid HI-FI
Incorporating its own high conductivity
heatsink hermetically sealed in black epoxy resin.
Only five connections are provided, input, output,
power lines and earth.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Output Power: 25W RMS into80. Load Impedance:

The HY50 is a complete

amplifier

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Inputs: Magnetic Plck-up 3mV RIAA: Ceramic Pick-

4-160. Input Sensitivity 0db (0-775V RMS). Input

3-100mV; input/Impedance 47k0 at 1kHz. Outputs:
Tape 100mV; Main output 0db (0-775V RMS). Active
Tone Controls: Treble ± 12db at 10kHz; Bass 12db
et 100Hz. Distortion: 0.5% at 1kHz. Signal/Nolse
Ratio: 60db. Overload Capability: 40db on moat
sensitive input. Supply Voltage: ± 16-25V.

Frequency Response: 10Hz-50kHz ± 3db. Supply
Voltage: f 25V. Size: 105 x 50 x 25mm.

up 30mV; Microphone 10mV; Tuner 100mV; Auxiliary

PRICE £4.50

-IF, 16 pf

Impedance: 47k0. Distortion: Less than 0.1 % at 25W
tYpIcally 0-05%. Signal/Noise Ratio: Better than 75db

PRICE £5.98-1.'&1)PfAre-re

The PSU50 incorporates a specially designed transformer and can be used for either mono or stereo
systems.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Output voltage: 50V (25-0-25V). Input Voltage:
210-240V.

Size: L.70. D.90. H.60rnm.

T

PRICE £6

fee

+ 4.8p VAT
P. E.. P. free

TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE ON ALL OUR PRODUCTS

I.L.P. Electronics Ltd.
Crossland House,
Nackington, Canterbury
Kent CT4 7AD

Please supply,
Total Purchase price

I Enclose, Cheque Postal Orders Money Order
Please debit my Access account Barclaycard account EE5
Account number
Name & Address

Reg.Stered Office

Tel (0227) 63218
Everyday Electronics, May 1975
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LOW
PRICES!
NEW

Sinclair Scientific kit

Britain's most original calculator
now in kit form
The Sinclair Scientific is an altogether
remarkable calculator.
It offers logs, trig, and true scientific
notation over a 200 -decade rangefeatures normally found only on
calculators costing around £100 or
more.

Yet even ready -built, the Sinclair
Scientific costs a mere £21.55
(including VAT).

And as a kit it costs under £15!

Forget slide rules and four -figure
tables!

(Was £19.95 -save £5!)
Components for Scientific Kit
(illustrated)
1. Coil
2. LSI chip
3. Interface chips

4. Case mouldings, with buttons,
windows and light -up
display in position
5. Printed circuit board
6. Keyboard panel
7. Electronic components pack
(diodes, resistors, capacitors, etc)
8. Battery assembly and on/off switch
9. Soft carrying wallet
10. Comprehensive instructions for use
Assembly time is about 3 hours.

With the functions available on the
Scientific keyboard, you can handle
directly

Features of the Sinclair Scientific

sin and aresin,
cos and arccos,
tan and arctan,

4912 functions on
simple keyboard
Basic logs and trig

functions (and their
inverses), all from a key-

automatic squaring and doubling,
logio,antilogie, giving quick
access to x" (including square
and other roots),
plus, of course, addition,subtraction,
multiplication, division,
and any calculations based on them.
In fact, virtually all complex scientific
or mathematical calculations can be
handled with ease.

So is the Scientific difficult to
assemble?
No. Powerful though it is, the Sinclair
Scientific is a model of tidy engineering.
All parts are supplied - all you need
provide is a soldering iron and a pair
of cutters. Complete step-by-step
instructions are provided, and our
Service Department will back
you throughout if you've any
queries or problems.

Of course, we'll happily
supply the Scientific or the
Cambridge already built,
if you prefer - they're
still exceptional value.
Use the order form.

board as simple as a

normal arithmetic calculator's. 'Upper and
lower case' operation
means basic arithmetic
keys each have two extra
functions.

sinclair

Scientific notation

1 ra

Display shows 5 -digit
mantissa, 2 -digit exponent, both signable.

''10

Scientific

t,.

0200 -decade range
10-99 to 10 -

99.

Reverse Polish
logic Post -fixed
operators allow chain
calculations of unlimited
length - eliminate need

for an - button.

25 -hour battery life
4 AAA manganese alkaline batteries (e.g.
M N2400) give 25
hours continuous
use. Complete
.,,
independence
from external
power.

Genuinely

pocketable
41/3"x2 -x11/16'".

240

Weight 4 oz. Attractively
styled in grey, blue and
white.
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pRICES!

Now only

£9.95

NEW LOW
Sinclair Cambridge kit
At its new low price, the
original Sinclair Cambridge
kit remains unbeatable value.
In less than a year, the
Cambridge has become

Britain's most popular pocket
calculator,
It's not surprising. Check the
features below-then ask
yourself what other pocket
calculator offers such a
powerful package at such a
reasonable price.

(Was £14.95 -save £5!)
Components for Cambridge Kit

(iNcVAT)

Take advantage of this
money -back, no -risk offer today

1. Coil

The Sinclair Cambridge and Scientific
kits are fully guaranteed. Return either
kit within 10 days, and we'll refund
your money without question.
All parts are tested and checked before
despatch - and we guarantee any
correctly -assembled calculator for one
year. (This guarantee also applies to
calculators supplied in built form.)

2. LSI chip
"3. Interface chip
4. Thick film resistor pack
5. Case mouldings, with buttons,
window and light -up display in
position
6. Printed circuit board
7. Keyboard panel
8. Electronic components pack
(diodes, resistors, capacitors,
transistor)
9. Battery clips and on/off switch
10. Soft wallet
Assembly time is about 3 hours.

Simply fill in the preferential order
form below and slip it in the post today.

Scientific

Price in kit form £14.95 inc. VAT
Price built £21.55 inc. VAl
Cambridge
Price in kit form £9.95 inc. VAT.
Price built £13.99 inc. VAT.

Features of the Sinclair Cambridge
Uniquely handy package.

41/3"x2"x11/16",weight 31/2 oz.

I To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
FREEPOST St Ives,

Standard keyboard.

Huntingdon, Cambs. PE174BR

All you need for complex calculations.

Please send me

Clear -last -entry feature.

71 Sinclair Scientific kit at £14.95
Sinclair Scientific built at £21.55
Sinclair Cambridge kit at £9.95
Sinclair Cambridge built at £13.99

Fully -floating decimal point.

Algebraic logic.

Four operators ( +, -, X,

),with

All prices include 8% VAT.

constant on all four.

*I enclose a cheque for £
made out to Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
and crossed.

Powerful constant with separate 'K'
button.

Constant and algebraic logic combine to
act as a limited memory, allowing complex
calculations on a calculator costing less
than £10.

-Please debit my 'Barclaycard/
Access account. Account number

Calculates to 8 significant digits.

*Delete as required.

Clear, bright 8 -digit display.

Signed

Operates for weeks on four AAA

Name

batteries.

Address
EE/5/75

Please print. FREEPOST- no stamp

Leeded.

MM.=

.11111Mr11

Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
FREEPOST St. Ives,

Huntingdon, Cambs. PE174BR.
No: 699483 England. VAT Reg. No: 213 81 70 88.
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eveirday

electronics
WHAT EVERYONE NEEDS

It is small and portable, sometimes pocket
size. Indispensable to the likes of readers of
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, it is available in a great

variety of forms, of varying specifications. It
may cost anything from a fiver to twenty-five

pounds (or more) and its country of origin might

be Japan, Italy, Russia or Yugoslavia, or even
the U.K. What is it? Well it is not a transistor
radio nor is it a miniature calculator. What we
have in mind at the moment is a multimeter.

Yes, a multimeter is an essential instrument

for anyone who wishes to become involved

practically in electronics. It is an initial purchase

that should turn out to be a good investment.
For if the choice is carefully made the instru-

ment should give service for an indefinite

number of years. Provided of course that it is
at all times treated with respect, handled with
care and used intelligently.

The number and variety of popular and inexpensive multimeters on the market is quite
staggering. Selection can therefore be a problem,
especially for the inexperienced. The purpose of

our spcial supplement this month is to assist
newcomers in this important matter. The in-

formation provided concerns not only the factors
which should govern the buyers' choice, but also
the everyday use of a multimeter. This is every

PROJECTS..
THEORY

MUTUAL AID
Rising costs of labour and materials hit the
headlines every day. They also hit our pockets,

as everyone is all too well aware. In the publish-

ing business as elsewhere it is impossible to

escape the consequences of these difficult
economic times. The printing of issues of this
magazine in excess of actual advance orders
from the trade, for example, cannot be justified.
Cost apart, paper is after all a valuable commodity which is in short supply throughout the
world.

We would like our readers to understand this
and see the advisability of giving a firm order

to their newsagent. The local supplier will

greatly appreciate this, and please do remember

that he is is in business to make a living and
cannot take chances by buying copies of magazines from his wholesaler just on spec.

To ensure that you get your own copy of EE
every month, please advise your newsagent-

don't leave it to chance. We hate hearing of disappointed would-be readers. Do as we suggest

and everyone involved in the production and
distribution of this magazine will be happy.
So will you.

bit as important. Remember the instrument's
life will be literally in your hands!

Our June issue will be published on Friday, May 16

EDITOR F. E. Bennett

ASSISTANT EDITOR M. Kenward

ART EDITOR J. D. Pountney

P. A. Loates

TECHNICAL EDITOR B. W. Terrell B.Sc.

K. A. Woodruff

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER D. W. B. Tilleard
,4":, 1PC Magazines Limited 1975.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs, and articles published in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is fully

protected, and reproduction or imitations in whole or part are expressly forbidden.

All reasonable precautions are taken by EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS to ensure that the advice and data given to readers are reliable.
We cannot, however, guarantee it, and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices quoted are those current as we go to press.
Everyday Electronics Fleetway House, Farringdon Street. London, E.C.4. Phone: Editorial 01-634-4452: Advertisements 01-634-4202.
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EASY TO CONSTRUCT
.SIMPLY EXPLAINED
MAY 1975

VOL. 4 NO. 5

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS
THE MINSTREL A stylus operated miniature organ by P. Mills
WARNING WINKER Be a Battery EconoMISER by George Hylton
CAR ALARM Simple burglar alarm by D. T. Goodwin
M.W./L.W. TUNER A superhet, design for most amplifiers by R. A. Penfold
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260
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GENERAL FEATURES
EDITORIAL
RUMINATIONS by Sensor
WORKSHOP PRACTICE Part 2 Professional Finish by Mike Hughes
YOUR CAREER IN ELECTRONICS The Importance of Qualifications
BRIGHT IDEAS Readers' constructional hints
SHOP TALK Components for constructional projects by Mike Kenward
JACK PLUG AND FAMILY Cartoon
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PHYSICS IS FUN More on Home -Made Capacitors
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Loop gain
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252
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by Derrick Daises

FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT Sensurround and "flat" batteries
COUNTER INTELLIGENCE A retailer comments by Paul Young
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by Adrian Hope

The Extraordinary Experiments of.

265
266

by Anthony J. Bassett

275

280

by George Hylton

Publisher's Annual Subscription Rate, including postage

Inland £3.55, Overseas £3.60, USAJCanada $10. International
Giro facilities Account No. 5122007. State reason for payment

"message to payee". Address to Everyday Electronics,
Subscription Department. Carlton House, Great Queen

An INDEX for Vol.3

30p respectively, including postage, from Binding Depart.

WILL BE INCLUDED WITH

Street, London, WC2E 0PR. Binders for volumes 1 to 4 (state
which) and indexes for volume I and 2 available for £1-25 and
ment, at the above address.
We are unable to supply back copies of Everyday Electron-

ics or reprints of articles and cannot undertake to answer

readers' letters requesting designs, modifications or information on commercial equipment or subjects not published by
us. An s.a.e. should be enclosed for a personal reply. Letters
concerning published articles should be addressed to: The
Editor, those concerning advertisements to: The Advertisement Manager, both at the address shown opposite.
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A portable electronic
musical instrument
MIODERN electronic organs are sophisticated

senenaDe
yourz
L
Wit

pieces of equipment, but a lot of fun can
the simple one -octave organ

be had with

described in this article.

The circuit can be split into two distinct
parts, first the oscillator which uses a unijunction transistor, for simplicity, and secondly the
audio amplifier, consisting of a driver stage and
a complementary output stage.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram of the Minstrel
is shown in Fig. 2. Operation of the oscillator is

easiest understood with reference to Fig.

1, a

basic unijunction relaxation type oscillator

Fig.

1. A unijunction

oscillator, the basis of

OUTPUT

the Minstrel.

av

When the supply is first connected, the capaci-

tor CI begins to charge up via RI causing

emitter of TRI to rise. At a certain voltage level,

called the threshold voltage, the capacitor is
able to almost instantaneously discharge through

the unijunction from emitter to base 1 and via
R3 to ground. This results in a positive pulse at

e

base 1 developed across R3.

mins-taeL

Fig. 2. The complete circuit diagram for the Minstrel.

When this has happened the capacitor begins

to charge up again and the above process is

repeated and continues for as long as the
battery is connected, resulting in a train of

pulses. The frequency of these pulses is propor-

tional to the values of Cl and Rl. Keeping CI
constant and varying 111 will change the pitch
of the output tone.

In the circuit of Fig. 1 RI has been replaced by

a string of potentiometers, VRa to VR1, and by
adjusting these values a set of frequencies can
be generated (one at a time) to form a musical
octave.

The frequency of the oscillator varies with the
supply voltage; to help reduce this effect Zener
diode Dl has been incorporated in parallel with
reservoir capacitor C3. Potentiometer VR2,

across bl load resistor serves as a volume

control and the output from the latter is coupled
to the amplifier by d.c. blocking capacitor C2.

Components
Resistors
R1

18kL2

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

33f2
560(2
101a)

2-7kf2
22kf2

All IW -1-10% carbon

SEE

SIIO1

l'ALK

Potentiometers
VR1
VR2
VRa

11cC2 horizontal skeleton preset
.

10kil log. with s.p.s.t. switch
VR1
2-21d2 horizontal skeleton
presets (12 off)
.

.

Capacitors
C1

C2
C3
C4
C5

0-1pF
0-22pF

100pF elect 10V
220pF elect 10V
500uF elect. 10V

Semiconductors
AUDIO AMPLIFIER
TR1
TIS43 or UT46 unijunction
The audio amplifier is a conventional comor ZTX108 silicon npn
TR2
plementary output stage, TR3 and TR4 being TR3 BC108
AC127 germanium npn
fed from the driver transistor TR2. Diode D2
TR4
AC128 germanium pnp

provides base bias for the output transistors and
R6 provides some negative feedback. The cur -

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS

£4.50
excluding case
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D2

BZY88C5V6 400mW Zener (5.6V)
BA148 or any similar silicon diode

Miscellaneous
80 ohms 75mm diameter
3.5mm switched' parphone socket
Si
push -to -break switch
B1
9V PP9
Veroboard: 0.1in. matrix 41 strips x 36 holes;
printed circuit board size 94 x 45mm; battery
clips; wander plug for probe; veropins;
LS1

SKI

including V.A.T.

"Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press

D1

at

plastic case size 22 x 14 x 8cm (approx);
multistrand flexible wire.
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MIDDLE

C

D

E

G#

F

A

1

Fig.

1N

3. The master drawing of the

Minstrel Keyboard, shown full size.
The black areas indicate the regions

of copper to remain after etching.

rent drain is about 30 milliamps, so a PP9 battery should last for a long time.

An effect button has been incorporated that

produces a tremolo -like effect if pressed rapidly
whilst the unit is being played. When this is depressed the supply to the oscillator is cut off.

KEYBOARD

solution on the body or clothing as it is a very
corrosive chemical and poisonous. Always wash
hands immediately after using this chemical.

Finally clean off the etchant resist with an

abrasive powder and drill the fixing and wiring
holes. Suitable lengths of wire should now be

soldered to each of the copper areas via the
holes; it is recommended that different wire

The keyboard was made from a piece of

colours be used so as to avoid confusion. If this
is not available, each keyboard wire should be
labelled by its note i.e. C. C. D etc.

indicate the areas of copper to remain after etch-

CONSTRUCTION
Most of the components are mounted on a
piece of 0.1in. matrix Veroboard size 41 strips
by 36 holes. Begin by drilling the fixing holes
and making the breaks along the copper tracks

printed circuit board, dimensions 94 x 45mm.
Shown in Fig. 3 is a master drawing of the keyboard (shown full size) where the black regions
ing.

With reference to Fig. 3 the black regions
should be marked with an etchant resist, such
as a Dalo pen, enamel paint or nail varnish, and

allowed to dry. The board should then be placed
in a dish of ferric chloride solution and left until
all the unwanted copper has dissolved.
Etching time will depend on solution strength
but can be accelerated by warming the solution
and constant agitation.
When etching is complete, the board should
be removed with a pair of tweezers and

on the underside as shown.

thoroughly washed under a running tap. Care
should be taken not to get the ferric chloride

Photograph of the. Minstrel completed, with lid
removed.

Next insert the Veropins as indicated and posi-

tion and solder the components as detailed in

Fig. 4. The transistors should be soldered in last
of all, observing their lead -out connections and a

heatshunt used so as to avoid thermal damage

by the soldering iron.

The prototype unit was housed in a plastic

Photograph of the completed prototype com-

ponent board.
246

case size 22 x 14 x 8cm approximately and the
remainder of the components mounted on the
removable lid, see Fig_ 5.
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4. The layout of the

components on the Vero board and the cut-outs to be
made along the copper strips
on the underside.
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the

rninstaeL
TO KEYBOARD
FROM VRa TOVRL
ON COMPONENT
BOARD

-U17
J./19

JJ22

JJ26
JJ28

Fig. 5. Complete wiring up details and layout of the components.
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Prepare the lid to accept components LS1,
VR2 and Sl. Drill two holes near to where the
keyboard is to be cited and pass the keyboard
wires through these holes in two convenient
groups. Glue the keyboard to the outside lid and
cover the wiring with a piece of moulded wood,
see photograph below.
Now secure the lid components in position and

wire up to the component board at the Veropin
locations. Next connect the battery terminals

and secure the board to the base of the case

the notes are tuned in a similar fashion.
If the unit does not work, check that the com-

ponents are soldered in the right positions,

observing the polarities of electrolytic capacitors

and diodes, and check the leadouts of the transistors. Also place a meter in one of the battery
leads, this should read around 30mA. The voltage at the emitters of the output transistors to
ground should be about 4.5 volts, and the voltage across the Zener diode Dl should be about
equal to the nominal Zener voltage.

using four self -tapping screws. The flying lead

from location JJ17 should now be passed out
through a hole in the side of the case and terminated in a wander plug. This will be the probe
or stylus.
Finally glue a piece of speaker covering over

the speaker cut-out and the unit is ready for
testing and setting up.

TESTING AND SETTING UP
First turn all the skeleton preset potentiometers VRa to VIII (including VR1) so that
they give minimum resistance and turn on at
VR2. Place the probe in contact with the highest

note on the keyboard, and with the aid of a
piano, or other instrument set VR1 to give a
middle C note. This will put the other notes, when

adjusted, on the right part of the scale. Next
place the probe in contact with the next key

down, and adjust VRa to give note B. The rest of

there is just no point in having

Ruminations
By Sensor

the circuit at all!
Generally speaking, which is al-

ways a dangerous thing to do, it
seems to me that as the "works"
get smaller the output device gets
bigger. We demand larger tele-

the probes in a particular position.

high fidelity leads us to larger

"direct link" with our brains could

vision screens. our search for

Smaller and Smaller
Larger scale integration, or l.s.i.
is quietly creeping into all
branches of electronics. Pocket
calculators containing just one
1.s.i. circuit are now common and

the "one chip" radio has been
with us for some time. Extremely
complex circuits can now be
manufactured by semiconductor
techniques, all one has to do is
to provide the input signal, the
power, and the output equipment.
By "output equipment" I mean

loudspeaker, cathode ray
tube, numerical display or whatever is required to sense the output signals from the device. For
without some means of "talking"

the

to the circuit (the input signal)
and some means of listening to
the circuit (the output signal)
Everyday Electronics, May 1975

to do this kind of thing activating
certain areas of the brain by tiny
impulses applied by probes. The
patient has been made for
example to experience the sensa-

speakers and enclosures, calculators are required to have a bright,
easily read display. And, yet the
real "business" part continues to

shrink. It would seem that we
ought to be working to find a
better way of receiving information into our minds.

Taking It In
Since all these circuits merely

take in electrical impulses and

operate upon them, albeit in complex fashion, and since our brains
also function by sensing electrical

impulses generated by external

stirnula, then, it must be possible
to bypass our senses, hearing and
vision for example and stimulate

our minds directly. I have read

the neuro-surgeons have been able

tion of tasting onion by placing
I

don't know just how this

be achieved, and I am certainly
not suggesting that we should

undergo major surgery in order to
accomplish it,

but there would

seem to be a great potential field
to explore in this direction. The
electi (mks engineer would cer-

tainly have a part to play, but
the neurologist, bio-chemist, and

no doubt others would have a
great deal of work to do before
results could be expected.

Just think of the benefits, we
could each "listen" to our own
choice of programmes, "watch"

our own television show without
disturbing the rest of the family
(or the neighbours), the bulky
loudspeakers

and cathode

ray

tubes would no longer be required-just one or two l.s.i.
circuits!
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be a battery econoMISER with the

A visual indication that
battery operated equipment is switched on
Now that light -emitting diodes are obtainable cheaply it is practicable to use them
as pilot lights. Being small and of a distinctive
colour (usually red) they are made for the job,
except for one thing. That is their current consumption, which, though less than an average
pilot bulb's, is still great enough to discourage
their use in really low -consumption battery
equipment.

The usual red I.e.d.s. begin to light up at

10 milliamps and are fairly bright at 20 milli -

amps. This is often greater than the standby
consumption of the battery equipment itself.
It is clearly very wasteful to use a l.e.d. just to
remind you to switch the equipment off if the
penalty is to double or treble the consumption
when it is on.

CIRCUIT THEORY
A way out of the difficulty is to make the
pilot lamp flash intermittently. Then, even if
the peak current is high enough to produce a
bright flash, the mean current can still be kept
low.

One way to achieve intermittent flashing is to
build the l.e.d. into a relaxation oscillator circuit.
One such circuit is shown in Fig. 1 and uses one

npn and one pnp transistor. This "complemen-

tary" circuit can be made to have long "off"
periods and short "on" periods, and also, it
needs only one capacitor.

When the circuit is on, both transistors conduct. The current through Dl is now the emitter

Fig.

1. The circuit diagram for the Warning

Winker.

The collector current of TR2 depends on the
sum of the voltage drops across Dl (about 1.6
volts), across TR2 (emitter to collector) and
across R4. The voltage across TR2 is an uncertain quantity but it is not very large. To be
on the safe side, R4 should be selected so that
even if TR2 becomes a short circuit the cur-

rent limit for the Le.cL will still not be reached.
Since the I.e.d_ drops about 1.6 volts, this leaves,

with a 9 volt supply. a maximum of about 7.4
volts across R4. If R4 is 100 ohms, as in Fig. 1,
the current cannot exceed 74 milliamps, which

current of TR2, and for safety this must be

kept below the maximum d.c. current limit as
specified by the manufacturer. For the specified

Motorola MLED 500 used in this circuit this
limit is 100 milliamps.

The emitter current of TR2 is of course the"
sum of the base current and the collector current. The base current is limited to a small value
by R2, (Even if TR1 becomes a short-circuit not
more than about 7 milliamps can flow through

fOR ,,hicE.

GUID1'
01\11-i

ESTIMATED COST*

OF COMPONENTS
including V.A.T.

10.65
*Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press

at

R2.)
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-Ve

Components....

TEl

Resistors
R1

3.3MS2

R2
R3
R4

1kil
3.3k0
See text and Table 1

All z watt 1- 10% carbon

glIOP
TALK

Semiconductors
BC169C silicon npn
2N3702 silicon pnp

TR1

TR2

MLED light -emitting diode

D1

+ve

Miscellaneous
0.33pF

C1

Plain matrix board, 0-15in. matrix 13
holes; Veropins; connecting wire.

x

13

allows a margin of safety for resistor tolerances
and other circuit variables. (For other supply
voltages, R4 needs to be altered. The appropriate value for the MLED 500 only is given in

Table 1).

b

000e

TR1,TR2 VIEWED
FROM UNDERSIDE

Fig. 2. The layout of the components on the

PULSE LENGTH
Although the circuit has been designed for
safety in terms of the d.c. current limit for the
1.e.d., in actual operation the current flows in
pulses. It is important that each pulse should
last long .enough for the eye to see the flash of
light clearly. If the flash is too short, it appears
faint.
The duration of the on period of the oscillation
is what governs the duration of the flash. During

matrix board and wiring up details.

megohms) times Cl (in microfarods) is equal
to unity.

Since this calls for a high capacitance for Cl,
and since it must be a non -electrolytic capacitor,
it is economic to keep R1 high in order to reduce
the value of Cl. This calls for a high -gain transistor for TR1, because a high R1 implies a low
base current. The BC169C has a current amplification factor ( hfe) of 450 to 900.

the on period, Cl charges up. With the standard

form of complementary relaxation oscillator
circuit, Cl charges much too rapidly. For this
reason the circuit of Fig. 1 is not standard. It
has been modified by putting resistor R3 in
series with Cl, to reduce the rate at which it

CONSTRUCTION

charges and so prolong the flash.
Even with R3, the flash duration is quite short,

Fig. 2; this is not critical and may be changed to
suit individual requirements. Fixing holes should
be drilled where required.

so despite the fact that peak currents of up to
70 milliamps may flow, the mean current is

only about 0.9 milliamps (see Table 1). In
practice the peak amount is often a lot less
than 70 milliamps, especially if the supply
voltage is low.

The rate of flashing depends on the value of
R1 x Cl, and the higher this is the slower the

The prototype unit was constructed on a small
piece of 0-15in. plain matrix board size 13 x 13

holes. Veropins are used to anchor the component lead -out wires. The layout is shown in

Begin by inserting the Veropins and then

soldering in position the capacitor, resistors fly-

ing leads and then the transistors and diode

in this order. A heatshunt should be used when
soldering the semiconductors so as to avoid
damage to these devices.
The 1.e.d. can be glued to the case of the unit

flashing. A rate of roughly one flash per second
is about right, and this is achieved when R1 (in

to which it is to be fitted, and the connecting

Table 1:
Circuit details for different supply voltages

since the light comes out of the curved side.
The supply leads should be connected to the
equipment on/off switch so that the Warning

Supply
voltage

R4

current

(V)

(E2)

(mA)

6

9
12

Mean

47
100
150

0.8
0-85

0.9
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Flashes
per min.
90
86
83

wires passed through a small hole drilled in the
case. The l.e.d. should be glued on the flat face,

Winker is switched on with the equipment.

When operated from different voltages, R4

must be selected from Table 1 to suit the voltage.

For intermediate voltages use the value for the
next highest voltage; e.g. for 7.5 volts use the
9 volt value.

0
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part is really a follow-on from last month

THIS when we made a few suggestions as to
how you might go about making cabinets for
simple projects. Irrespective of how you go
about making the cabinet or how good a craftsman you are, you can make or marr your project
with the type of finish you give it. By and large
we have to concern ourselves with the appearance of the cabinet and the design and lettering
(if any) on the front panel. Let's deal with the
cabinet first.

METAL CABINETS
These are usually made from bent aluminium
or wood plastic cabinets usually do not warrant

special finishes as the material itself usually
suffices. If you have used the cheaper type of
aluminium box as an enclosure you will probably

wonder what you can do about the unwelded

corners. These always look unsightly and cannot
be adequately covered or painted over. A simple

solution is to fill the gaps with an epoxy resin
glue (e.g. Araldite).
To do this economically and to get a good
finish you should first stick a length of Sellotape

covering the area later with paint or other
material. If you use this suggestion make sure
you stick a piece of Sellotape over the hole on
the outside surface of the metal so that you end
up with the epoxy resin exactly flush with the
surface-a slight mound on the inside probably
will not matter very much.

A cabinet is usually going to have to with-

stand a fair amount of handling so it is essential

that you finish off metal surfaces so that they

are resilient enough to stand up to the odd

knock or scrape.
Professional metal cases are usually finished

off with a stove enamel, a crackle or hammer
finish paint, anodising or cladding with a plastic

laminate. All of these techniques tend to be
outside the scope of the amateur because he
does not have the nececcary equipment nor the
specialised materials.

The two most popular finishes to amateur

grade metal cabinets are paint and self-adhesive
plastic film. On the face of it there might seem
little to advise one to do when using one of these

methods but there are one or two little tricks
which will help you obtain a good end product.

down the inside of the corners in question and
then run a thin fillet of the glue down the length
of the gap on the outside, see Fig. I. The fillet
should be allowed to stand slirfhtly proud of the
gap so that it can be rubbed down when it has
set.

If a bit more care is taken you can cover the
outside of the fillet (while it is still fluid) with
another piece of Sellotape making sure that you
do not trap any air bubbles; when the glue is
dry this can be stripped off to leave a nice shiney
smooth curved surface.

If you have inadvertantly drilled small holes
in the wrong places you can use the same technique to fill the holes-provided you will be
252

Fig. 1. Filling the gap along the edge of a bent

aluminium case.
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PAINTING METAL CABINETS
There is no short cut to producing a good
painted finish on metal. Never fall for the temp-

tation of using an aerosol spray straight on to

REMOVE ALL SCREWS
ETC FROM HOLES
WATCH OUT FOR RUNS
AT SCREW HOLES

the unprepared metal surface-it might look

nice initially but it only takes one small tap for
the paint to start flaking off. The ideal method
described below may sound a long winded pro-

cess but can be guaranteed to give excellent
long lasting results.

First, remove everything from the case, this
goes for screws which pass through the sides of

the case. You must start with a surface that is

as free as possible from protrusions. Next make
absolutely sure that all the cut edges of the case
have been smoothed (and rounded if necessary).
Use some very fine emery cloth (that used for
rubbing down car cellulose is ideal) and gently
abrade the surfaces of the case by rubbing with
the emery cloth in small circles. Do not worry

about the fine pattern of scratches produced,
these are what we need to act as a key to the
layers of paint.

When you are satisfied that the surface is
evenly abraded and that there are no burrs

sticking up at drilling holes, you should

thoroughly wash the case in a strong solution
of warm water and domestic detergent. This
removes the fine particles of metal dust and at

the same time removes any remaining grease or
oil. Dry the case well, using paper tissues, and

handling the prepared surface as
finger grease can still cause problems. You are
now ready to start the painting sequence.

PRIMER
Always start with a coat of primer paint; the

type you choose depends on whether you intend
to use cellulose spray later or ordinary oil bound
domestic paints. Do not apply too much primer

-if you overdo the application you might get
runs down the vertical sides of the case and it
is almost impossible to remove these later. If

you do get runs it is better to wipe the paint off
while it is still wet and start again rather than
let it dry and hope for the best!
If you have a box shaped cabinet try to avoid

MATCHSTICKS

Fig. 2. When painting, stand the back of the box

on match -sticks and try to keep the most important face horizontal.

Although it is a little old-fashioned, the author
prefers normal oil bound household paints without any of the magical "non -drip" additives as
they are usually easier to control and generally

produce a better finish in the long run. Do not

be tempted to use the so called, single coat
"super cover" paints, as these crack and flake
off easily. Likewise avoid the temptation of put-

ting brush -on enamel paint straight on to the

primer-a good oil bound undercoat will provide
a better key, give resilience to knocks and produce a smoother finish when the final top coat
is applied.
The undercoat, whether brushed on or
sprayed on, should look as even and as free from
brush marks as you would expect the top coat
to be. Sometimes it might be worthwhile rubbing
down gently with a very fine emery cloth and
applying a second coat of undercoat to ensure

a really high gloss finish; there is no point in
doing this, however, unless you make certain
that you keep your work free from dust. It is

placing it so that all four rear edges are on a

better to apply several coats of undercoat thinly
(making sure that one is dry before applying the
next) than a single thick one which might cause
runs and is sure to show the brush marks.

lengths of matchsticks while waiting for the

TOP COAT

newspaper as there is always a tendency for the
paint to rim slightly and this builds up a thickening at the edges in contact with the protective
paper. It is best to stand the back edges on four
paint to dry as shown in Fig. 2.

Provided you are careful in brushing on the
primer and make sure that there are no loose
hairs in the paint brush, it should not be neces-

sary to do any rubbing down between coats
when working on metal (this, however, is not
the case with wood!) and when the primer coat
is completely dry you should then apply a layer
of undercoat.
Everyday Electronics, May 1975

Provided you have carried out all the preparatory work as recommended, the final, and most
important coat (top coat), as far as appearance
is concerned, will be the easiest to apply. This
can be brushed or sprayed and if you have used
oil bound undercoat you can use almost any type

of proprietary gloss paint for the top coat but
you should not use spray on car cellulose unless
you used a cellulose base primer and undercoat.
253

The top coat should be applied as thinly and
as evenly as possible and probably a spray on

SWEEP FROM

polyurethane based paint will be easiest to

THEN RIGHT

LEFT TO RIGHT

TO LEFT

handle.

Finally, before moving on to other finishing
methods, a word about spraying. If ever you
watch a professional sprayer at work you will
see that he works in even sweeps from side to
side but he stops the spray at the end of each
sweep before starting on the return journey.
There is a very good reason for this-it prevents
a thicker build up of paint at the left and right
hand edges of the job which would happen if
he allowed the spray to continue while he was

changing the direction of the sweep. It is worth
following his example if you wish to avoid runs,
refer to Fig. 3.

During the painting operations some of the

screw holes and other apertures will have filled

slightly; you should wait until the last coat is
completely dry and then ease away the excess

Fig. 3. When spraying always

bit or a knife. It is particularly important that

stop the jet at the end of each
sweep. Hold the nozzle about
6in. away from the workpiece.

paint from these areas with a hand-held drilling
you remove any paint which has dribbled round
to the inside of such fixing holes as it might act
as an insulator at earthing points.

SELF-ADHESIVE COVERINGS
Very attractive cabinets can be made by using

self-adhesive plastic films to cover the basic

keep the spray moving and

metal work. This material is known as Contact
or Fablon and can be obtained in mast decorat-

ing shops and Woolworths. There are some
extremely attractive designs available and, in
particular, you can get a very smart result by
using the simulated wood grain finish.

ALLOW ENOUGH MATERIAL
FOR RETURNS ROUND BACK EDGES

PLACE FACE DOWN
ON STICKY SIDE OF PLASTIC FILM

CUT DOWN HERE

Fig. 4. Stages in covering a box with

"Contact" or "Fablon".
CUT OFF SURPLUS MATERIAL,
LEAVING ABOUT 25mm FOR
RETURN ROUND CORNERS

FINALLY TRIM AND RETURN
ALL EDGES ROUND CORNERS
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FILM COVERING APERTURES

BEND FLAPS BACK
UNDER APERTURE

CUT RADIAL LINES FROM
CENTRE OF EACH APERTURE

(C)

(a)

Fig. 5. How to form the plastic film into

(b)

large holes.

clad will not get hot from the circuitry

there is very little you can do about this except
to put a narrow strip of the same material over
the corner so that the two free edges lap over

within it; a problem with this material is that
the adhesive softens considerably at temperatures in excess of 35 to 40 degrees centigrade
and at the same time it tends to shrink in its

this strip-thus hiding the gap which would

dimensions. This means that when applying it to

otherwise ensue. Do as much of the cutting as
you can with the protective backing paper in
place and be very generous at the free edges.
When peeling off the backing paper try to

a surface you must always return it round any

avoid stretching the plastic film as this will only

edges to allow for shrinkage.
Where you have difficult corners to manage

worst case you might end up with creases. Having removed the backing it is not a bad idea to

Before deciding to use this material you

should first ensure that the metal case you wish
to

you may have to use several pieces; if so you
must overlap the pieces by at least 5mm and
not simply butt the edges together. Butt jointed
edges will only pull apart as shrinkage occurs.
Where you have such overlaps you will find,
over a long period of time, that the adhesive

tends to appear at the edge of the joint and
this acts as a trap for dust and dirt therefore it
is advisable to arrange for any such laps to be
at the rear or underneath the box; Fig. 4 shows
the stages in covering a box with Contact or
Fablon.

aggravate the shrinkage problem and in the

leave the pieces of adhesive plastic on a flat
surface for a few minutes to allow any stretch
to

pull back before you start applying the

material to the cabinet.

HOLES AND CUT-OUTS
Where you have screw holes just ignore them

and stick the film straight over the top-you
can carefully trim the material away with a
sharp knife later. Where you have a large hole,

As with painting you must ensure that there
are no protrusions above the outside surface of
the case otherwise you will deform the plastic
film in trying to get it to stick. Therefore remove
all nuts and bolts and any instruments which are
let into the outside surface. Apart from ensuring
that the surface of the metal is clean, free from

such as an aperture for a loudspeaker, do the
same but instead of trimming all the material
away afterwards you should make a series of
radial cuts from the centre of the aperture and
push the triangular shaped flaps of material
back through the hole to stick on to the reverse
side of the box-the smaller the diameter of the
hole the more radial cuts you will need to end

any other prepartory work. Before commencing
to cut your material you should carefully plan
where you will be returning the free edges and,
in the case of wood grained plastic, you should

up with a smooth circle see Fig. 5.
Where you have a hole for a meter it is probably best not to do this because you will reduce
the internal dimension of the hole and the meter
will no longer fit, and anyway, there will prob-

grease or oil and dry, there is no need to do

decide whether the grain will follow the right
directions when you have folded the material
round corners.

At some corners you might have a problem

with two butt edges meeting right on the corner;
Everyday Electronics, May 1975

ably be no problem with a shrinking edge because the outside edge of the meter will return
over the edge of the film.
Next month we continue on the same theme.
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You will need to satisfy the

examining

bodies that your
academic training is to an accept-

able standard, that you have re-

trLECTRON ICS
By Peter Verwig

ceived professional engineering

training and that you have had

a period of responsible experience
as an engineer.
Fortunately there are a number

of routes which you can take to
reach your goal and they can be
taken in easy stages and very

A career in electronics is an exciting prospect! Month by month our
contributor Peter Verwig will explain what working in electronics
is all about, how to prepare yourself for a rewarding career, and the
job opportunities available in the world's fastest growing industry.

often with the active assistance
of your employer. It is in his
interest as well as yours that you
should get ahead.
to

THE IMPORTANCE OF QUALIFICATIONS
AST month we gave a broad
who is on the register

LI

I- outline of the electronics in-

dustry and indicated just a few
of the career opportunities open

to those keen enough to graduate

from just having an interest in
electronics to becoming a real
professional.

This month we turn our attention to the qualifications you will
need to get ahead and which mor
employers will expect you to have,

or to obtain later, before offering you a job. Don't be discouraged

the

thought of
having to struggle through more
by

exams. If you have a genuine

interest in electronics, the battle
is more than half won. And unless you are genuinely interested
then you would be better off trying something else that does

as

do well at your general
academic work. The better you do
the bigger the range of opportunia

chartered engineer will clearly be

in a far stronger position than
one without such a qualification.

We shall be discussing the role
of the professional institutions
next month and it should be the
aim of everyone to reach out far

chartered status. This generally
means that you will need to continue studying through to a pass
degree, and also to demonstrate
that you have spent some time
in industry.

If you are still at school try

ties that will be available to you.

If you haven't done too well it
may be that you are a late de-

veloper and it is still possible to
get into electronics through craft
training. If you don't think you
can get to degree standard you
can still aim at chartered technician engineer status.

Your careers master will give

you guidance. Those who have al-

ready left school can get advice
through the local Further Educa-

tion Centre.
An engineer engaged on thick film microcircuit
technology research at Standard Telecommunication
Laboratories, Harlow, Essex.

interest you.

Some of your friends may
scoff at your ambitions. The

temptation to take the job that
pays most money and has least
demand on your time can be almost

overpowering,

especially

when you are young. And it is by
no means impossible to get a job
in electronics without having
paper qualifications. But what
sort of job? And how far do you

want to climb the promotional
ladder?

QUALIFICATIONS
Qualifications, however modest,

are always worth having. Moreover, in a world which tends
towards categorisation, it is even
conceivable that without adequate qualifications you will not
be able to practice. This state of
affairs is already with us in the
medical profession. It could
happen in electronics, but even
if it doesn't the man or woman
256
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THE WAY AHEAD

YOU
ARE
HERE

y

KEY

YOU
CAN

TRANS -MR ROUTES FOR sTuOENT WITH EXCEPTIONAL TALENT

NORMAL ROUTES .

1

BECOME
COMBINED INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE AND
FURTHER EDUCATION
AT TECHNICAL COLLEGE

-1=1,17tft's1-.,EME

ELECTRICIAN

AGE 15 YEARS. COMPLETED 5
YEARS AT SECONDARY SCHOOL

ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLER

CRAFT BASIC STAGE

RADIO AND TELEVISION
MECHANIC
ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE
FITTER
EOREN1AN ELECTRICIAN

YOU HAVE
NO CERTIFICATES
2

AND ENTRANCE TESTS

ZVR

1111

CRAFT PART I
FULL-TIME
INTEGRATED
BASIC TRAINING

BEEN SELECTED ON REPORTS

I ABORATORY TECHNICIAN

CRAFT PART.
101

TELEVISION SERVICE
TECHNICIAN
RADIO TECHNICIAN

1-2YR

-.CRAFT PART 3
INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN
CONTROL TECHNICIAN

RESEARCH TECHNICIAN

2YR

2YR

TECHNICIAN
PART 2

TECHNICIAN
PART I

ORAL/GIL-EWAN
DESIGN DRAUGHTSMAN

REACHED ABOUT C.S.E. LEVEL

TEST ENGINEER

1-2YR
TECHNICIAN
PARTS
21

2YR

SOME GC -E. -CF LEVEL OR

SCOTTISH C.E.Cr LEVEL OR
C.S.E. PASSES

GENERAL
ENGINEERING

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYST
ILLUMINATION ENGINEER
SHIFT ENGINEER
L3:

SALES AND CONTRACT

EXTENDED
ORDINARY
NAT CERTIFICATE
IN ENGINEERING

5[ 3

ENGINEER

Z.,

DESIGN ENGINEER

V

QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEER
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER

2VR

2YR

ORDINARY

PATENT AGENT

NAT DIPLOMA
IN ENGINEERING
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Fig. 1. The Way Ahead. As you move down the chart on the

left hand side the entry qualifications become greater but
the job opportunities on the right hand side become greater.
But if you follow the dotted lines you will see that a craft

apprentice with talent can still climb to the top grades

in the industry. (Chart by courtesy of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers).
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versity and leave all your on-thejob training until you have
obtained your degree.
.

DEGREE
Quite clearly to go on to uni-

versity you will need to have
and training

Guilds full technological certifi-

good general academic qualifications to satisfy the university
entry regulations. But the late developer can still climb the ladder.

If you aspire to full chartered

or so start showing exceptional

training are separate but they

nothing to stop you transferring
to a higher level of course with
the intention of becoming a technician rather than a craftsman.

for which you will be studying

EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
Education

ENGINEER OFFICER
RESEARCH ENGINEER

3 -AYR

4

OR SCOTTISHC.E.

are the part-time National Certifi-

cates or certain of the City and
will

generally consist of education in
the classroom and laboratory, and
training at work. If you enter the
profession with the intention of

becoming a craftsman or technician then education and train-

ing is a combined operation where

you do a lot of on-the-job train-

ing with part-time release to a

technical college.
Normally you would join a firm
straight from school and the part-

time release is generally one day
a week at college. An alternative
is the block release when the firm
releases you for several weeks of
study at a time. The certificates
Everyday Electronics, May 1975

cates or
Diplomas.

full

time

National

engineer status the education and
can

be interleaved when you

spend some of your time with the
firm and some in education. This
is known as the "Integrated Sand-

wich Course". But you can, for
example, spend a year at work
after leaving school, then do a
spell at university, followed by a

final period of training back at
work. This is the "Thick Sandwich

Scheme". Yet a third method is

to go straight from school to uni-

For example you may start in
craft training and after a year

promise. In this case there is

You may even climb eventually
on to a degree course, depending

on your progress. Satisfactory
completion

of

an

Or d in a r y

National Certificate course will
automatically open the door to

the Higher National Certificate
course. But a student who does
exceptionally well in the ONC
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may find the door open to a

Degree or Higher National
Diploma course. A good employer
will encourage you in your
ambition.

The length of your training

will vary. Craft training extends
over three years and sometimes
longer. Three years or more will
also be required for technician
grades. A technological degree
taken through a Polytechnic or
Regional College will take three
to four years.
A university degree coupled
with sufficient graduate industrial
training to satisfy the requirement
for on-the-job experience will
spread over five years. So whichever route you take, don't expect
to become qualified overnight. It's

much better to face up to the

fact that it may take five years,
perhaps even longer, before you
are fully trained.

AFTER TRAINING
What sort of job can you

expect after your training? Craft
grades will fit you for radio and
TV servicing and for testing
assemblies and systems and for

officer in the armed services. As
a fully qualified person he may,
after some years in industry, be-

w o r k.

a younger generation of entrants
to the profession.
In future articles we shall discuss specific sectors of employment. But first you should think

installation

Technician

grades can expect to be labora-

tory assistants, could be engaged
on quality control, or as draughts-

ment, sales engineers or, after

suitable laboratory experience,
could b e c o m e development
engineers
Those technicians with the
capability of expressing themselves could become technical

authors. Those with aptitude for
computer

science could do

a

useful job as computer systems

come a lecturer and help train

seriously

about

becoming

qualified. The opportunities for
doing so have never been greater

or less costly. There are some

150 colleges in the UK with ap-

proved schemes leading to Higher
National Certificates or Diplomas.
in Electrical a n d Electronic

experience can

Engineering. Including the Polytechnics there are some 70 establishments where you can take a
degree course.

his choice. He can become a technical director, or works manager,

mercial companies, public corporations and all the armed

analysts.

The fully chartered engineer

with

requisite

really get ahead in the area of
a project leader with a team of
development engineers working

under his direction, a scientific
officer in

government research

establishements or a technical

And most of the larger com-

services run schemes to help you
with qualifications. What could be

better than to earn while you

learn?

a finger on the nut. After the solder is fully withdrawn the
nut is in position for the screw to be fitted.
A. Berlie,
Bombay.

When drilling holes in printed circuit boards to mount:
integrated circuits, the holes frequently show the amazing.
property of being able to transport themselves miracu-

lously a milimeter or two to either side of the intended
position. My method produces holes in perfect line by
relying on the ability of 0-linch matrix Veroboard to take
integrated circuits "straight off". The boards are aligned,
taped down and the Veroboard holes used as guide
holes for the drill. This works for 28, 14, 16 and 8 pin
integrated circuits.

J. Savage,
Barnsley.

Readers' Bright Ideas; any
Idea that is published will be
awarded payment according

to its merit. The ideas have
not been proved by us.

I find it hard to resist sending in a couple of ideas from

this part of the world. I am an electronic hobbist and I
have found these ideas very handy and would like to
share them with your readers.
Very often a service or instrument technician is faced

with the difficulty of inserting a screw into a position
inaccessible to a finger. By wrapping a suitable length of
18 s.w.g. solder wire around the shank, the screw can be
located in position with the other hand free to screw it in.
With a little effort the solder wire can be forced off the
shank.

I was faced with the problem of assembling parts of
instruments. Having screw locations accessible to only
one finger and perpendicular to the force of gravity. I
have overcome this problem by inserting a suitable length

of 18 s.w.g. solder through the location, ringing the nut
round the solder and while withdrawing the solder place
258

I have found a simple way of constructing cheap cases
for projects.
It is possible to obtain from electrical wiring engineers
heavy gauge plastic square section conduit. The sizes
have used are 50 x 50mm outside measurement and
I

75 x 75mm. The conduit is made in a pleasing grey colour,
is extremely rigid and has a sliding panel along one side.
This panel is a tight fit when pushed into place.
The advantages of this system are: the case may be any
length (it is easily sawn with a wood saw or hacksaw), it is
insulating, the walls are heavy enough to support switches
and pots without bending and the sliding panel makes an
ideal lid.
End caps are needed for the open ends and can easily
be made from offcuts. They are extremely firm if glued in

with polystyrene cement, but for extra strength, small
self tapping screws may be used, as the wall thickness is
about 3mm. The cost is between 15p and 30p per metre-a
considerable saving over aluminium boxes.
R. M. Henderson, B.Sc.,
Newcastle upon Tyne.
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grammes illustrated, youngsters
can make up their own pro-

difficulty.

grammes.
All kits should be available

New products and
component buying
for constructional
projects

from toy shops, hobby shops or
large department stores by the
time you read this.
Parts for The Minstrel should
be readily available-that
printed circuit kit from Home

ject. One point to watch when

door switches can be employed.

buying components-the skeleton
presets should be the very small

The latter should be available

type, otherwise you may have

from a garage.

the board. The case for the original unit was a plastic food box-

M. and L.W. Tuner

and general stores.

formers for the M. and L.W.

Warning Winker
Once again, no buying prob-

and an order for their parts as
listed should bring results. A

difficulty in fitting them all on

The special coils and trans-

the type sold in most hardware
1

A NEW range of educational
I-1 "toys" has recently been introduced in this country by Pat-

Tuner are all available from
Denco. A cheque or P.O. for £3.85

lems for the Warning Winker, in

trimming tool type '1T5 is available for an extra 22p if ordered
with the other components-

fact there are very few parts to

terson Edwards Ltd. The kits,

buy anyway. Different l.e.d.s. can
be used-red ones are the

designed for young people, will
appeal to inquisitive minds of all
ages and include optics, aeronautics, electrics and electronics,
and range in price from approxi-

prices include VA_T. and postage.

cheapest normally. Some types
are

with

available

a

Denco are at 357/9 Old Road,

chrome

Clacton -on -Sea, Essex.

mounting case and these would
enhance the appearance of the
unit to which they are fitted-they

mately £4-95 to £17-95 including
V.A.T. Each comes with its own
comprehensive illustrated manual
giving assembly instructions and
details of the experiments which
can be carried out.

Incidentally, we should make it
not posclear

sible to build a superhet radio

are, of course, more expensive.
Incidentally, the end of diodes

for less than the cost of an equiva-

lent Japanese set. Thus we cannot say that you will be saving
money by building this design,
but we have been asked to pub-

marked with a plus sign is the
cathode not the anode as some
readers tend to think. The positive sign goes on the "arrow

The most expensive kit, is a
miniature computer that can be

lish one by many readers and
hope that they will learn from
the construction and have the

head" of the circuit symbol and
this is the cathode.

assembled by a twelve -year -old
and programmed to play games
and solve simple problems. It
comes complete with a 112 -page

satisfaction of completing a sensi-

Car Alarm

tive design that will make an

excellent addition to any ampli-

The Car Alarm components
should not provide any undue

programming

and

resistance. Suitable extra
switches for bonnet and boot may
be required and either micro switches or normal courtesy light
coil

(mentioned -. last month)

would also be useful for this pro-

By Mike Kenward

assembly

unit

A suitable heavy duty relay
may require some looking for,
but most of the larger suppliers
should have something to suit
with approximately the correct

all

SHOP
TALK

prototype

as well.

The Minstrel
Radio

The

shown in the photographs used
an enclosed preset for one of its
controls, but this is not essential
and a skeleton type will do just

manual. Apart from the fifty pro-

fier.

JAM PLUG &
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A simple circuit for
the protection of your car.
WITH the number of car thefts increasing
daily a simple and effective car alarm is
becoming a necessity for every car owner. This
article describes just such an alarm. The circuit

is extremely easy to construct and it's time
delays are adjustable for personal requirements.
It is quite a small device and thus can easily

be concealed under the dashboard.

CIRCUIT ACTION
The heart of the alarm circuit is simply a
large capacitor Cl which controls the voltage

at the base of TR1 (see Fig. 1) and thereby the
state of the relay RLA. The alarm is triggered
by any one of the door, bonnet or boot switches
being made by the would-be thief entering the
1:1

car. When a switch is made the capacitor begins
to charge up through VR2 and D1, the rate of

charge being set by VR2.

When the voltage across Cl reaches a certain
level (the switching voltage of the relay (8V))
RLA1 switches on, activating the car horn. When
the switch is opened again the horn will continue

to sound, this is because the holding level (3V)

of the relay is much less than the switching

level (8V). When the door is closed the capacitor

will begin to discharge through VR1, the rate
being dependent on the setting of VR1, and
when the voltage across Cl drops below the
holding voltage the alarm will switch off.
The low resistance of the relay coil is isolated

from the capacitor circuit by the super -alpha

pair TR1 and TR2, this configuration having a
high input impedance and thus drawing only a
minute discharge current. Because of this the
discharge time is virtually solely dependent on
the value of VR1 and is adjustable from zero
up to minutes depending on the value chosen.

In this circuit the maximum VR1 setting

is

10 kilohms and thus the maximum hold-on time

CAR

is only about a minute, but with no resistor
across the capacitor (i.e. only the super -alpha
discharge path) the relay will stay latched for
about ten minutes.
The purpose of the switch on delay introduced

by VR2 is to enable the owner to open the

car door and immotivate the alarm on entering

ALARM
By MT. GOODWIN
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'
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ESTI0MATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS
including V.A.T.

12.90
*Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to prest
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT

Choosing and using

1111 LTIMETERS

WHEN starting into the hobby of electronics there
are comparatively few essential items to
possess. Of course, a soldering iron, pliers and side

cutters are taken for granted and nobody would
deny that these are essential. Test instruments, on
the other hand, are expensive and as far as possible

one has to do without unnecessary luxuries. We,
however, feel that there is one instrument that no
constructor should be without; it is the multimeter
and should be considered as essential a part of the
tool box as a pair of pliers.

Everyday Electronics, May 1975-Special Supplement

Very few hobbyists are able to get away with

1

VOLTAGE AT THIS PONT

WHEN A 20000/V METER IS

SHOULD BE 4-5V BUT
WHEN METER IS APPLIED

USED THE VOLTAGE AT THE
JUNCTION FALLS TO 3.6V

IT FALLS TO 4-4V (APPROX)

Fig. 1.

The 20,00011/V

meter would read about
2 per cent low (a).
Whereas the error would

be over 15 per cent if a

10V

2,000

10V

METER (200000/V)

METER (20oon/v)

200k0

1)/V

used (b).

meter was

20k0

(a)

(b)

many projects working absolutely correctly first
time-there are often dry joints to locate, connections
left off, transistors put in the wrong way round and
sometimes (we hope not often) some components
have values other than their markings suggest.
Whether you are a newcomer to the business or
an "old stager" there is only one instrument that can
help you sort out problems like these; without the
multimeter the only way to carry out "get -it going" tests is by a process of guesswork, component
substitution and luck.
Even with a test meter you need a good supply of

the first and last of these commodities but the less
unsoldering and re -soldering of alternative value
components the better-it spoils the circuit, is time

he is a practical fellow who would rather go for
servicability, ruggedness and ease of use rather than
ultra high precision accuracy.

One, very safe, way of ensuring one is getting
the best instrument is to shop around and go for the
highest price but, unfortunately, the sky tends to be
the limit for this method. We must assume that the
buyer is as much interested in getting value for money
as any of the foregoing.

Advertisements for meters have, usually, to be
brief specifications and consequently much of what
we have to say may not easily be checked against
such short details. By far the best method of buying
is to go to a shop and have a good look at the product

consuming and can be a very frustrating job.

in real life-ask the shop assistant for sight of the
full specifications of the instrument; if he is worth

TYPES

his salt he will realise that you need to know quite a
bit more than simply the number of ranges available
on the switch!

To follow up our statement that a multimeter is as
essential as a pair of pliers or a soldering iron, have a

brief look through the advertisements in our pages

MOVEMENT

and, if you like, count up the number of different types
of meters, pliers and soldering irons that are

two types on the market; the most common one,

advertised and we bet you will find that the meters
greatly outstrip the others-and they would not be
advertised if the suppliers did not feel them to be

thank goodness, is now the moving coil movement

and this is the one to go for. We will mention the

essential!
The great proliferation of different types of meters

other (moving iron) to advise you against such an
instrument.
Unfortunately moving iron types are seldom stated

presents the newcomer with a problem to decide

to be such but there are one or two distinguishing

which one to go for. Some are big, some small, some
cheap, some expensive; some claim to have all sorts
of fancy adjuncts while others look positively tame in

features which can be used to identify them. First and

comparison. We hope that the first portion of this
supplement will throw a guiding light on what to
look for when buying a meter and having invested
your money in the ideal instrument the latter portion
is designed to help you get the most out of it.

foremost they are very cheap and are usually quite
small. Instead of having totally different switched
positions for a.c. and d.c. voltage their inputs are
often stated as "volts a.c./d.c." and they are equipped
with two sets of markings on the scale for a.c. or d.c.
measurements.

If you pick one up in a shop and carefully tilt it in
different directions you will find that the needle will

swing away from its zero position to quite some

USER
Firstly we had better specify the type of person to
whom we are aiming our recommentlations because
different meters are sometimes offered with totally
different applications in mind. We shall assume he is
the average reader who will be embarking on the
types of projects we publish; that he is a newcomer
but quite likely will progress on to more complicated
projects in years to come.
He will probably want to use his meter for other
applications-e.g. on the car or house electrics and
2

The heart of any meter is its movement. There are

distance up the scale and stay there for as long as
you hold the tilt. The reason why we say "avoid such

an instrument" is that they are invariably low in
sensitivity; the needle tends to swing around a lot
before settling down to a true reading and they
should only be operated when placed on a flat
surface. They are admirable for some applicationsbut not ours!
It would be unfair to dismiss a meter as a moving
iron type solely on its price because, fortunately for
us, the cost of moving coil types has fallen dramatic -
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ally in recent years. Even so we would suggest that
meters costing in the range of two or three pounds
are probably not very suitable for our type of workand certainly would not prove a worthwhile investment to last you for years to come.

SENSITIVITY
Probably the most important feature of a meter for
electronic applications is its sensitivity. This is specified by the unusual units of ohms per volt. Ohms per
volt ()/V) represents the total internal resistance of
the meter when switched to a particular voltage range.
For example if you have a good meter having a
sensitivity of 20,000 ohms per volt and switch it to a
10V full scale range then its internal resistance will
be 10 x 20,000 or 200 kilohm.

If you then were to measure the voltage across the

bottom resistor of a potential divider as shown in
Fig. 1-the meter is, in effect, connected in parallel
with the lower of the 10 kilohm resistors and thus
modifies the resistance in the lower leg of the divider.
As the meter's resistance is 200 kilohm there will be

very little change to the effective resistance of the
potential divider-the bottom leg becomes 9,525 ohms
instead of its original value of 10 kilohm.

The voltage drop that you are measuring across
the bottom resistor will therefore be slightly less than

the 4-5V you would expect; nevertheless the dif-

ference is so small that it is negligible. If, however,
you had used a meter having a lower value of ohms
per volt (say 2,000) then its internal resistance, when
switched to a 10V range, would be 20 kilohm and this
would have a very significant shunting effect on the

bottom portion of the potential divider and you
would obtain a much lower voltage reading than
expected. Obviously the higher the ohms per volt of a

meter the less likely the instrument will modify the
parameters of the circuit which you are measuring.
We used the word "sensitivity" to describe this
parameter and at first sight this does not seem to
accurately describe the effect. If you remember that
a moving coil meter measures voltage by having a
resistor in series with the basic movement then all
should become clearer. The internal resistance is
governed by the value of this series resistor-plus
the relatively insignificant resistance of the movement's coil.
Obviously the higher the series resistor the betteras we have just seen-but with a very high value of

resistance the amount of current flowing through
the coil will be very small and this calls for an extremely sensitive basic meter movement (possibly
responding to a small fraction of a milliamp). For a
20,000 ohm per volt meter the series resistance on
the 10V range will be 200,000 ohms so to get a full
scale deflection when measuring 10V the meter

SCALE LENGTH UP TO 100mm

CLEARLY MARKED SCALE

ANTI -PARALLAX
MIRROR

ZEROING SCREW
POiNT

xt

I SCALE DIVIDER

FULL SrAI E SET
FOR RESISTANCE
RANGES

"11

The type of meter to
aim for when buying.
The availability of all

the facilities shown may

not be possible in low

1/2

LARGE NON
GOOD SELECTION

AMBIGUOUS

OF RANGES 0

SWITCH KNOB

priced meters.

STRONG CASE

SCREW DOWN
TERMINALS

REVERSE READING BUTTON
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movement must have a full scale deflection of 501zA.
Always buy a meter having at least 20,000 ohms per
volt sensitivity (some go as high as 50,000 ohms per
volt!). Most advertisements state this parameter but
if it has been omitted you can check very quickly by

looking for its highest sensitivity range on current.
Many multimeters allow you access direct to the
terminals of the movement when you switch to the
most sensitive current range and if this is marked as
50/2A then you have a high sensitivity instrument.
If the most sensitive current range is only 1mA it

does not necessarily mean the meter has poor
sensitivity but unless a high ohms per volt value is
quoted you should be very suspicious.

cating 10 per cent accuracy meters but are trying to
illustrate a point.

Further than this you must remember that with
normal sized scales it is almost impossible to read a
meter to better than plus or minus 2 per cent. A small
pocket meter might have a scale length of 50mm-to
read this to an accuracy of 2 per cent is equivalent to
using a ruler and measuring a length to 1mm.

Obviously the longer the scale length the more
accurate your reading will be. It is unusual for amateur grade meters to have their calibration accuracy
quoted and you are in the hands of the manufacturers
but generally speaking if you pay in excess of £7 you

can expect better than 2 per cent and if the scale
length is in the order of 50-100mm you can be assured

ELECTRONIC TYPES

that your reading accuracy approximately matches

Some multimeters are quoted as having exceptionally high input resistance values-sometimes several
megohms per volt. These are most likely electronic
meters-comparable to the older valve voltmeters.
The high input resistance is obtained by having an
internal voltage amplifier.
While such instruments are very good indeed they
are at the higher end of the cost spectrum and generally speaking offer more than the normal amateur
wants-unless he intends to go very deeply into the
subject.

the latent accuracy of the meter.

ACCURACY
Some people wrongly expect a meter to be accurate

to the ultimate degree. While it may be nice to think
that the reading you get is accurate to a fraction of a
per cent, what are you prepared to pay for it?
Normally we are only interested in using a meter to
check approximate values of voltage in a circuit and
seldom would one raise one's eyebrows if a correctly

indicated voltage was off that specified by up to
10 per cent. We hasten to add that we are not advo1 0 MC1
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mains voltages; 10V, 30V, 100V, 300V and 1,000V a.c.
would suffice (in most cases the 1,000V ranges could
be dispensed with for the sake of cost).

and 1,000,000 ohms. Because the ranges are cramped

the needle more central on the scale.
Resistance ranges are a little misleading because
they are quoted for what the manufacturer regards as
the highest readable resistance value on each scale.
It is better to look at the centre of the ohms scale, see

1

....._.

what figure is quoted at that position and then see

FULL SCALE RANGE OF METER

that when multiplied by the factor on the switch

Graph showing maximum advisable resistor
value across which you should measure. Ex-

ample shown dotted-for a 20,000 .Q/V meter on
30V range maximum value is 50kc/
4

The meter should provide you with means of
measuring with some confidence from about 1V full
scale to about 1,000V full scale for d.c. voltages. This
means ranges similar to: 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, and
1,000V d.c. For alternating voltage you need not be
quite so fussy because, on the whole, you will only
want to be checking the outputs from transformers or

towards the left hand end of the scale it is always
convenient to switch to a higher range to bring

Al

___.

come to look at the differences you will probably not
see much to choose from. Certainly you must have a
reasonably good selection of ranges.

range going up to 1A can be useful but this is not so
common on lower priced instruments.
Three good resistance measuring scales are most
valuable. These are usually calibrated to give you
mid scale readings of about 100 ohms, 10,000 ohms,

;

1

When looking at different types of meters one can

easily be confused by the large proliferation of
different switchable ranges but when you actually

have no difficulty finding a meter to give you ranges
similar to: 3mA, 100mA and 300mA. Sometimes a

e

AI
lir
WA
1

RANGES

useful to have a few d.c. ranges available. You should

,1

' \

2500k

gam,

A

,

1M

accuracy of better than 1 per cent is quoted.

You do not often need to measure current but it is

SENSMVTTY OF

e 5M

There is no point in going to a larger scale length
meter-at a much higher price-unless a calibration

(usually x1, x100 and x10,000) you get something near
the three figures mentioned above.

If the meter has only two resistance ranges you
should go for the lower two values of the above.
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EXTRAS

checking r.m.s. signal levels of audio at loudspeaker)

Although not essential we would suggest you give
preference to a meter which has an "off" position on

several thousand volts. It is doubtful that you would

its range changing switch. By turning the knob to
this position you will help protect the movement from

mechanical damage because the switch applies a
short circuit across the coil and thus damps down
the needle's tendency to swing about when carried.
A "buzz test" facility is a useful little extra on some
meters but is not really essential and certainly

should not rate very highly on your selection list.
On the other hand you should always try to buy a
meter with some form of overload protection-most
medium priced instruments have this embodied.
Some meters have a range "divide by two" switch
which simply changes the scaling by a factor of two
on all ranges. This is a useful feature and effectively
doubles the number of ranges available-thus
making it easier to get accurate readings around the

centre of the meter's scale. This facility is worth
while looking for but it is not worth paying more than
a pound extra' for it if a cheaper instrument has all
the rest of the functions you desire.
The same can be said of a scale reversing switchwhich enables you to reverse the connections to the
meter without having to disconnect the leads.

They also allow extra high voltage inputs-up to
wish to use these options very frequently so you
ought to weigh up the pros and cons yourself.
If you get a chance to study the instrument in real
life before you buy it make sure that it is mechanically

robust. Lightweight plastic cases are very liable to
break so if you feel that its enclosure it is a bit flimsy
check to see if there are any leather cases designed
to go with it-a carrying case is very useful because
it enables you to keep the leads and any other accessories with the meter.

Have a close look at the calibration of the scale; it
should be clear and legible and preferably different

ranges should be printed

In conclusion we suggest you go for a straight-

list with our opinion of the order of priorities you
should put on the selection:
1) Must be moving coil movement
2) Sensitivity of 20,000 ohms per volt or greater
3) Should have good length scale (about 100mm)
4) Should be robust mechanically
5) Overload protection should be present

The tendency is for low priced meters to use

which give rise to erratic indications. It is, perhaps,
expecting a lot but we would ideally recommend
screw down terminals for connecting leads to meters.
These are found on the more expensive of the middle
price range instruments.

There is, however, a point in favour of the socket
input variety; they enable the manufacturer to give
you a few extra facilities at virtually no extra cost e.g.
a capacitively coupled input to measure low frequency

a.c. signals superimposed on d.c. levels (useful for

different colours to

forward meter that is robust and easy to use. Unless
you are wealthy it is best to avoid too many gimmicks
like transistor testing sockets, internal signal generators, buzz tests etc. To help a little, here is a check

SWITCHES OR SOCKETS
sockets to connect the probe leads to the instrument.
These certainly help keep the prices down but after a
period of use can suffer from loose and dirty contacts

in

prevent ambiguities in reading. If you are interested
in accuracy of reading make sure that the pointer is
really thin like a knife edge and that there is an anti parallax mirror running round the scale.

6) Should have switched ranges which overlap
7) D.C. voltage from 1V to 1,000V
8) Resistance measurement should be split over
two or three ranges
9) A.C. voltage from about 10V to 1,000V
10) D.C. current from a rnilliamp to about 1A

11) An off position on the range switch is useful
12) A leather case should be available
13) Screw terminals are preferable to sockets
14) Extras like buzz testers, scale reversal switches
and scale range dividers are useful

USING
WE'LL assume you

have

bought your "ideal"

multimeter; the following paragraphs will give
a few hints about how to get the best use from it.
Your meter is a delicate instrument and has probably cost a lot of money. It is probably your only way
of checking what is going on inside an electronic
circuit and should be regarded as an extension of one
of your own senses so take very great care of it.

GENERAL CARE
Avoid subjecting the meter to knocks; if you do
accidentally drop it always check that it is functioning
correctly by measuring a known voltage or a known

value of resistance-the chances are that the only
damage sustained by a drop is to the movement and

provided it gives a correct reading on one range you

can be fairly sure that all other ranges are working
correctly. When carrying out this check make sure
that the needle moves up the scale smoothly without
any jerks and that the tip of the pointer has not been
bent by the impact.
Keep the meter away from magnetic fields as these

will tend to de -magnetise the movement's magnet
and cause the calibration to change (the meter
will start to read low). Avoid keeping it in dusty
or damp conditions-if you do not have a leather case
for it, keep it in a shoe box together with all its leads
and probes and, in particular, keep it out of the hands
of small children.
You should keep all the connecting terminals clean
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and free from grease and dirt -this is particularly
important if access to the meter is via sockets.

When putting your meter away after use always
check that you have not left it switched to a resistance
measuring range (otherwise you might run down the
internal batteries if the leads were to short together).
Preferably switch the meter to the off position if one
is available. Failing that switch to the highest current

scale" if the red lead is connected to the more
positive voltage.

If you have a scale reversing switch this should,
likewise, be kept in the "normal" position and only
switched to "reverse" when needed. If you do not
have a reversing switch but have made a mistake in
your estimate of polarity it is better to reverse your
connections at the probe ends of your leads rather

measuring range (the internal shunt will provide a
short across the movement). Do not transport the
meter if it is switched to a sensitive current range.
Every month check the condition of the internal
batteries and at the slightest indication of deterioration remove them. If you do not intend to use the
meter for some length of time it is a wise move to
take the batteries out. Leaking batteries can totally
ruin a multimeter by corroding the switch contacts
and leaking into the movement itself.

than at the meter because you will only have to

ZERO AND PARALLAX

D.C. VOLTAGES

Before and after each reading (whether on d.c. or
any other range) always check that the needle comes
to rest exactly on zero. If it does not, give the meter

We shall go through the principles of using each of
the main ranges one finds on general purpose multi -

a gentle tap with the finger-some plastic meters
can pick up a static charge and this sometimes
causes the needle to be deflected slightly from its
true position
If a gentle tap does not correct the zero reading
you should carefully adjust the zero setting screw on

the front of the movement. When doing this make
sure you are looking vertically down over the needle

to avoid parallax errors. Always carry out zeroing
when the meter is in its correct operating position
(i.e. on its back or standing up vertically).
Parallax errors are caused by the slight gap between the needle and the scale and you can experience this by positioning your head so that your
nose is vertically above the needle; shut one eye and
then the other while keeping your head still and you
will notice that the needle appears to show slightly
different readings.
Better quality meters have an anti -parallax mirror
which helps prevent the errors that arise from this
problem. If you have such a mirror on your meter you
should close one eye and then move your head until
the needle and its reflection in the mirror are exactly
coincident. When this happens you know that your
eye is in an exactly vertical position over the needle

and the reading obtained

in

change the meter connections back afterwards.
Never try switching the meter to a current measuring range while your probes are connected to a
piece of equipment because it is quite possible to

overload the circuit with the internal meter shunt.
For a similar reason never switch through the
resistance measuring range while connected to a

circuit-not only might you damage the circuit but
you could damage the meter movement.

meters - much is obvious but there are a few important points that are often overlooked and these can

cause errors or damage to the instrument. D.C.
voltages are probably
frequently required.

the

measurements most

It may seem obvious to say that you should switch
the meter to a d.c. range but many people have found

that they get readings of d.c. voltages when their
meter is switched to a.c. This is to be expected if you
remember that all you are doing is applying the d.c.
through a rectifier.
You will not, however, get a correct reading because
the meter is calibrated to give an r.m.s. value of a.c.
with a duty cycle that may be half wave or full wave.
The rule is never use the a.c. range when measuring

d.c. and always check that you have the selector
switch set correctly.
When measuring voltage you are invariably measuring the voltage drop across a component and the

this position is the

correct one.

POLARITY
As well as making an estimate of the voltage
range you select you should likewise try to ensure
that you apply the probes with correct polarity. This

is usually not a very difficult thing to do but you
should not be casual with the leads. Always keep
the red probe on the red lead and the black on the
black lead. Keep the black lead connected to the
negative or common terminal of the meter and only
use the red lead in the alternative input sockets.
Provided you do this the meter will always read "up6

To measure voltages always measure across a
component. Start with the

meter switched to maximum and then reduce in
steps to get reading.
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internal resistance of the meter can shunt the component and give a lower than true reading. Before
connecting the meter across a resistor check that

the value of the resistor is-at most-a tenth of the
resistance of the meter when switched to the range
you desire.

For example if you are measuring with the 10V
range of a 20,000 ohms per volt meter the meter's
resistance is 200 kilohm so you should not expect
accurate indications if you measure across resistors
having values greater than 20 kilohms.
If it is essential to get some sort of reading across,
say, 100 kilohms you should switch the meter to the

100V range and by doing this you will increase its
internal resistance to 2 megohms but your reading
will, of course, be very much down the scale to the
left hand side! Your reading accuracy will therefore
be impaired even though the meter is indicating a
more correct value.
Always make a mental estimate of the voltage you

expect to see and select a range that should put
your expected reading in about the middle of the
scale. If you are totally in the dark about the voltage
you might expect it is wise to set the meter to its
highest d.c. range and then switch down through the
ranges until you get a measurable reading.
Never start with the meter set to a high sensitivity
range and switch up or you will quite likely cause the
needle to hit the end stop. If the meter has overload

protection you will not burn the meter out but you
might cause the needle to bend when it hits against
the end of the scale at high speed!

A.C. VOLTAGES
The same rules apply to measuring a.c. voltages.

You are most likely to be concerned with signals
having frequencies of 50Hz-for example mains
voltages and those from transformers. Polarity of
lead connections is not important because, by
definition the polarity of the signal you are measuring
is changing continuously.
We must qualify this, however, because true a.c.
alternates equally about zero and your meter is only

calibrated with that type of signal in mind. If the
voltage oscillates unevenly about zero (i.e there is a
d.c.

shift to the a.c.) then your reading will be

inaccurate.

You can check that such a condition exists by
first trying to measure the a.c. signal on a suitably
high d.c. range. A true a.c. signal will show zero
volts when connected thus because the meter cannot
respond to the high frequency.

When carrying out this test do not under any
circumstances drop the range of the d.c. meter
selection to get a reading because you will damage
the overload protection circuitry. If you have a d.c.
biased a.c. signal the d.c. bias will show up quite
readily without doing this.
If such a condition exists you can still get a true
value reading for the a.c. by switching back to the
correct a.c. range and inserting a 0.22AF capacitor
(with a working voltage higher than that which you
are measuring) in series with one of the meter leads.

This capacitor will block the d.c. level but will pass
the a.c. signal.
Some meters have this capacitive input option
built in and if so you should simply transfer the red
lead to the socket thus marked. Also some meters
have this socket marked "output"-not because
anything comes out of the socket but because the
facility is usually required for making measurements

across loudspeaker output terminals where a.c.
audio signals are often superimposed on d.c. levels.
This special capacitative input will only operate when
-the meter is switched to an a.c. range.

INSULATION
If ever you use your meter to measure mains
voltage you must check that there is no possibility of
you personally coming into contact with any of the

terminals. This goes for the probes as well as the
sockets or terminals on the meter. The probes must
be fully insulated and tested to withstand voltages
in excess of 1,000V. Unless your meter states this
fact in its book of instructions do not attempt to use
the probes across a mains socket 1
For safety reasons never leave one probe of your
meter connected to a source of high voltage and the

other probe lying on the bench; if you accidently
touch the metal contact of the loose probe you could
get a shock. If you, or a child, inadvertently switched

the meter to a current measuring range while this
state of affairs existed there would be virtually no
limiting resistor in the meter to protect you from a
lethal shock.
For convenience and, again, safety you shouldas far as possible-always use long insulated probes
with spring loaded hooks. Because they are insulated
right down to the small hook there is very little chance
of them shorting across parts of a circuit you do not

wish to touch and at the same time they are very
easy to apply to the ends of small components.
Crocodile clips ought to be avoided. Better quality
meters are provided with probes such as the type
we describe but if not they can be obtained from
most electronic suppliers.

AUDIO MEASUREMENTS
Although most a.c. measurements are likely to
be carried out on 50Hz signals you can usually get
useful readings on the a.c. range of most meters up
to a few kilohertz, hence they can be used to measure

the a.c. audio signals feeding loudspeakers as we
have just explained.

Do not expect precision readings and remember
that you cannot hope to measure signal levels of less
than about 0.25V on normal meters when operating
in this mode. There is, of course, the same limitation
on the maximum impedance of the voltage sourceas for the maximum resistance in d.c. measurements.

Most meters have a lower "ohms per volt" when
measuring on a.c.. and this should be taken into
account. Even though some crystal cartridges give
outputs of up to 500mV you cannot expect to measure
this on a multimeter because the source impedance
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exactly the same way as the d.c. ranges but the
polarity of lead connection is unimportant.

RESISTANCE
(COLLECTOR
CURRENT)

Using the resistance measuring ranges is fairly
straightforward. The main point to remember is that

you must-before every measurement-short the
probes together and adjust the resistance range
control so that the needle points to zero ohms on
the top end of the scale.
(EMITTER
CURRENT)

If you change ranges you must remember to
re -adjust this control because its setting will vary
from one range to another. Select a range that will

keep your readings as near the top end of the scale

as possible-this way you will obtain the highest
accuracy.

When using the resistance range for continuity
testing you should make sure that you select the
lowest resistance setting of the switch-you are
then more likely to see the resistance caused by dry

joints and dirty contacts-which may only be a few
ohms.

Apart from resistance and continuity tests you can
30mA
10mA

100pA 1mA AMPS d C

use these ranges for a quick check on transistors,
capacitors and diodes. (An article concerning check-

ing of these devices will be published in a future
issue of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS).

To measure current you must break the circuit
and insert the meter across the break. Start with
the highest range and reduce in steps to get a
reading.

is far too high-you would need a valve voltmeter or
a transistorised multimeter for this purpose.

You must remember that there is a battery inside
your meter which comes into play when you switch
to the resistance ranges. The polarity of this battery
is such that its positive terminal is effectively applied
to the black lead which comes out of the meter.
The simple rule is that "positive comes out of the
black lead"!

CURRENT RANGES
When measuring d.c. current you have to break
the circuit and insert the multimeter in series with
the wire down which the current you wish to measure

is flowing. The red lead of the meter should be

When measuring resistance, lead polarity is not
important. Select a range between the middle
and top of the scale and multiply the reading by
the factor on the switch.

connected to the positive source of the current and
initially you should always set the meter to its maximum current range. While viewing the scale reading
you should then increase the sensitivity of the meter

in steps with the range switch until you get as
near a mid scale reading as possible.
Remember that by putting a current measuring
meter in series with the power supply rail of an
amplifier you are, in effect, introducing a series
resistor into the circuit you are measuring-in the
case of amplifiers this can sometimes degrade the
performance of the circuit and in the worst of cases

0 ADJUST FOR FULL
SCALE ON SELECTED

can cause oscillations to start. To prevent this

RANGE

happening you must keep the meter set to the highest

current range possible (commensurate with getting
a useful reading) because that way you are operating

CONNECT PROBES
ACROSS RESISTOR

with the lowest value shunt resistance in the series
circuit.
Some of the more expensive meters are equipped
with a.c. current ranges. These are not often required
in

electronics work (they are more suitable for

0 SHORT PROBES
TOGETHER

eectrical engineers) but they should be used in
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+12V
RLAt

RLA 7-3-TO HORN

-f-

PUSH

TR2

SWITCH WIRING
If the courtesy light switches are to be utilised
for SW1 the wiring is extremely simple. However, the bulb presents a low resistance path
across the capacitor which rapidly discharges it;
to avoid this a diode (D1) is wired in series with

ACY20

VR2 as shown.

To connect the unit, a wire is run from the
switch side of the bulb holder to the circuit
board. The switch side can be found by looking
at the switch in the light unit which will be in
parallel with the door switches.
If however the existing switches are not going
to be used or if the system is extended to cover
the boot, and bonnet, etc., then simple push -to -

* SEE TEXT

DV

DOOR BOOT AND BONNET SWITCHES

break switches can be used. These can be
mounted on a metal bracket screwed to the door
frame such that when the door is closed it
pushes the switch and opens the contacts. The

Fig. 1. The circuit diagram for the Car Alarm.

the car. This is made possible due to the fact
that there is a considerable difference in the
time taken to open the door and switch the
alarm off and the time taken to open the door
and get in; VR2 is set about mid -way between
the two times.

An alternative to this is to use a locking
switch mounted on the car exterior as the main
on/off switch and replace VR2 with a low

value resistor, say 100 ohms (necessary to protect the capacitor). The key -operated switches
should be readily obtainable from most car
spares dealers.

switches are all wired in parallel, one side being
taken to the car earth and the other being taken
to the circuit board input. The mounting plates
should be positioned so they do not obstruct
normal use of the door.

CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION
The whole circuit is constructed on a piece

of 0.15 inch matrix Veroboard, 22 holes by 17
strips, and the layout is shown in Fig. 2. A con-

nection block is glued to the board to make

wiring the circuit in much simpler, all external
wiring is then taken to this block. The circuit
is held in the car with a circlip mounted around
the capacitor.
Commence construction by cutting the board

TO CONNECTOR..k..,
_
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Fig. 2. The layout of the components on the
Veroboard and complete wiring up details.
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to size and making the necessary breaks in the
copper strips, as shown in Fig. 2. Next mount

Cl and the connection block and finally the

remaining components and connection wires.
Take care not to overheat the transistors when
soldering.

Components ....
Potentiometers
VR1

10k.0

VR2

1k1.2

miniature or skeleton preset
miniature or skeleton preset
SEE

If RLA1 is much larger than that in the prototype a bracket may be needed for its fixing. The

Capacitor

systems. For positive earth cars simply change

Semiconductors

circuit diagram (Fig. 1) is for negative earth

TR1 and TR2 to 2N2483 and 2N1306 respectively

C1

5,000 /.4F

elect. 24V

SHOP

TAl

A

D1

1N4001 silicon diode

(npn types) and reverse the connections to C1

TR1

and Dl, i.e., change positive to negative in Fig. 2
by placing the components the other way round.

TR2

ASZ21 silicon pnp (negative earth)
2N2483 silicon npn (positive earth)
ACY20 silicon pnp (negative earth)
2N1306 silicon npn (positive earth)

EXTRA SECURITY
positioning of the on/off switch is
obviously -most important, it can be either
hidden or camouflaged. Personally I prefer
The

camouflage; if the master switch is placed in a
row of other switches and mounted such that
when it is up it is on, and when it is down it is
off, then it will be fairly well concealed once

Miscellaneous
RLA1 12V relay 600Q (approximately) coil
with at least one set of normally open heavy
duty contacts.
51 s.p.s.t. toggle switch-dash type if required
(see text).
Veroboard 22 holes by 17 strips by 0.15 inch

matrix, 5A 4 -way connection block, circlip
for C1 and board mounting, connecting wire.

activated.

For extra security two more switches can be
incorporated. One of these should be wired in
parallel with the door switches so that anyone
trying to fiddle with the switches will prolong
the alarm or, if the timer has timed out, restart

the alarm. The other is used to short out the
contact breaker points and is wired the same
way round as the on/off switch such that up is
on. This is used as a last line of defence should
the would-be thief get past the alarm.

SETTING UP
When setting up the timing periods it is
advisable not to have the horn connected. The
switch -on time should be just enough for the
driver to get to the master switch and turn it off

before the alarm is triggered. The switch off
time is up to the driver but it should not be too
long or it may drain the battery.

A cautionary note about the values chosen

for the preset potentiometers. As should be clear

from the circuit diagram VRl and VR2 form a
potential divider thus limiting the voltage to
which the capacitor is allowed to charge, therefore care must be taken to ensure that the VR1:
VR2 relationship is greater than 3:1 otherwise
the capacitor will never charge up to the switch
on voltage of the relay.
The horn connection can be taken to the horn
push button for ease of wiring.

Wiring from RLA1 to the horn should be of
heavy duty wire e.g. 14 strand insulated.
CI

TAKE NOTE

The battery specified for the Quiz master (April
'75 issue) should be a 6V type, not 9V as stated.
This can be four U7 batteries (1.5V each) in a
plastic holder connecter!_ by the PP3 clip.

Some recent issues of EE have been slightly
oversize and may not fit in the binder, to over-

come this, slightly trim the top of each issue
near the spine.

in Part Two of the Modu/a 3 (EE March '75)
Fig. 9 shows two r9's. The one on the right
should be C10. In the text under Preamplifier
Wiring, page 129, the tape input pins are in-

Photograph of the completed prototype Car
Alarm.
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correctly numbered 6 and 7, this should be 6
and 17.
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WHITE LINE FOLLOWE
Not only an interesting and unusual exercise in electronic
construction, but also an introduction to simple control systems.
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MULTIMETER
SENSITISER

A simple add-on unit that can
increase meter sensitivity from

20,000 ohms volt up to 10,000,000
ohms, volt. Provides three d.c.
voltage ranges each with increased sensitivity.
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FINDING
FEATURE

Do some of your circuits not work first time?

We show you how to fault find

in easy

stages.
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THERMOSTAT

An integrated circuit design for

use with heating or cooling

Provides temperature
control in the range -50 to +120
systems.
deg. F.
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B Der34ick DAINES
MORE ON THE HOMEMADE CAPACITATOR
Cut each of the two plates so

as to make four equal -sized plates.

We now have two complete, but
smaller, capacitors. Now consider
the following question-if we link

the capacitors with wire as in

Fig. 1, will the total charge that
we can put on the combination

be greater or less than on one
capacitor alone?
The answer is obviously greater

-twice as great, in fact. A few

minutes experiment will convince

you of this, if you cannot see it
immediately.

Fig. 2. How two capacitors in
parallel

are represented

by

circuit symbols. Compare this
with Fig. 1.
Now consider Figure 3. Here the
capacitors are no longer in. parallel, but in series; what could their
value be? If you duplicate the set-

up with your four plates of the

you will find

to your surprise that the whole
thing is more easily charged than
with one pair of plates alone.

Conduct the experiment this

?e.g.

4.

`1;111/4,i.?' 00 -

way: have one plate connected to
your electroscope and another to
earth. Between them put another
pair back-to-back but electrically
connected. Now charge a film by
rubbing it with wool and bring it
up to the electroscope needle. Re-

peat as often as necessary until

Linking two home-made
capacitors so they are in
parallel.
If you now consider Fig. 2, you
Fig.

1

will see the similarity between
this and Fig. 1; Fig. 2 uses the
symbol that we use for a capaci-

the leaves of the electroscope fly
apart and remain apart when the
film

is removed. The pair of

capacitors are now charged.

Use an insulated rod to push
the two centre plates out of the
way and the earthed one near to

tor. You will see that there are
two and that they are in parallel.
From this we deduce the simple

value of capacitors in series. Finer
methods have, however, determined that the value is:
1
1

Cl

C2

C3

...

So for 100 microfarad and a

50 microfarad capacitors in series,

the result is 33-3 microfarads,

which is smaller than either.
One interesting point arises
when we stop to ask ourselves
what exactly the electroscope is
showing. It cannot be the quantity of electricity because 1w many

of our experiments the quantity
held in charge remained constant
but the electroscope changed its

indication. Clearly, what it shows
pressure or potential
charge. This is known as the vol-

is the

tage (after Volta) and can reach
many hundreds of volts even with
our simple equipment.

When we consider that the

sometimes lethal household supply is normally 240 volts, the

ever, we have not had any more

than a faint tingle from our equip-

Capacitators in parallel
are added together

ment, so obviously the quantity
of electricity is the vital factor.

In formal terms, we may write
CI+ C2= CtOtal and the same holds

no matter how many capacitors
we put in parallel. Therefore if

264

With our limited means we

cannot accurately determine the

prospect of many hundreds of
volts can be frightening. How-

fact that:

we have a 100 microfarad capacitor and a 50 microfarad capacitor
in parallel, the resultant value is
150 microfarads.

the one connected to the electroscope. The leaves of the electroscope will have collapsed and will
remain collapsed.
It may be argued that we have
removed some of the charge with
the centre plates, so as an alternative, try counting the number of
times a charge must be. brought
up to the electroscope, both with
the centre plates in and without.

Fig. 3.

Circuit symbol rep-

resentation of two capacitors

in series.

We apologise for an error last
month where it was said that all
capacitors are electrolytic. It
should have said all capacitors
have a dielectric. An electrolytic
capacitor is one in which "electro-

lysis" takes place when charge is
stored.
Everyday Electronics, May 1975

used, because both very high fre-

quencies and very law frequencies can be a special danger to
the human body.
For instance, high frequencies.

as used in some intruder detec-

tion alarms, can cause fatigue

and irritability, even though their

high-pitched whistle cannot

actually be heard by the human
ear. Likewise low frequencies, as

may be generated in trains and
cars, can cause fatigue and possibly even symptoms resembling
drunkenness.

INFRASOUND
OUT of a combined sense of

duty and pleasure I went
along and saw the film Earthquake at the Empire Cinema,

Leicester Square. Probably "subjected" myself to the film would
be a better description.

By now everyone will know
that this film is a feature film

starring Iron Jaw Heston and
the work of just about every
special effects man in Hollywood.

In remarkably convincing detail

it pre -constructs what will happen
to San Francisco when the inevitable earthquake finally comes.
Readers will also doubtless

know that the events on screen
are accompanied by off -screen

noises as have never before been
heard in the cinema. Three
American inventors (W. 0. Watson, Robert Leonard and Richard
Stump) have devised for Uni-

versal Pictures a sound effects
system that simulates the sound
of an earthquake. Having, fortunately, never been in an earthquake, fr have no idea whether
the sound is authentic but it certainly is dramatic.
I

took along a sound

level

meter and deliberately sat fairly
near the front of the cinema, in
between the two massive black

boxes that stand one each side
of the screen, Two more similar

boxes lurk at the rear of the

cinema, rather like the four
speakers of a mammoth quadra-

phonic set-up.

SOUND LEVELS

During the earthquake
sequences the Sensurround equipment (far :that is what the system
has been christened) generates
low frequency rumbles which not

only assault the audience's ears
Everyday Electronics, May 1975

but also physically shake their

bodies and their seats. In fact
when the Sensurround gear is

running full blast the noise level
in the cinema is quite staggering.
The level of speech on the screen
is automatically boosted by 6c1B
to make it audible over the earth-

quake rumble and all the ash-

Infrasound, as the low fre-

quency noise is called, is in the
audio range of I to 20 hertz. Few

people are able to hear below

around 20 hertz and above around
16 kilohertz.
I would like to think it is

through good judgement rather
than luck that the Sensurround
inventors have produced a system

trays in the cinema rattle in highpitched unison.

which generates rumbles in the
region of between 20 hertz and

only

the region of infra -sound.

dial stops, suggesting that the

systems cannot possibly cope with

My sound level meter reads
up to 110dBA and the

pointer wrapped itself round the

sound level towards the front of

the cinema is probably around

120dBA or even more. As the A
scale favours high frequencies a
true reading would be even
higher!

If you need some kind of
guidance as to what this means

in practice, the average dBA level

in the cinema is somewhere in
the dBA 70s, and only the very
noisiest tube train blasting into
a station notches up over 90dRA.
Some pop groups produce sounds
at the level of 100dBA, 110cIBA
or even 120d&k, but in Leeds the
local authority has made it illegal

to make musical sounds above
961.13A_

125 hertz; in other words, outside

Because most cinema sound

most of the low frequencies involved or with the high sound
levels required, simple pulses are

recorded on the sound tracks

which trigger independent sound
effects generators and amplifiers
powering the speakers at the four

corners of the cinema.

PATENTS
Because patents are pending on.
the system, the inventors will not
say exactly how they work, but I
would guess that fairly straightforward, positive feedback circuits and band-pass filters are

used to produce low frequency

oscillations. These oscillations are

DANGER LEVEL
The Leeds legislation is intended to protect pop fans who
regularly attend loud concerts
from the hearing damage which
could result from prolonged ex-

posure to high level musical
sounds. Although the Sensur-

round levels are very, very high

it is unlikely that anyone will
suffer any hearing damage be'
cause the exposure time is short.
But I checked with the inventors

in the USA on the frequencies

amplified by equipment rated at
around 750 watts and reproduced
by massive, low -frequency loudspeaker horns specially made by
the audio firm Ceawin-Vega.

The system was first tried out
in the States with a 1,000 watt
amplifier

powering

-a

32 -foot

spread of horns in front of the
screen at the Chinese Theatre in
Hollywood. But, not surprisingly,

bearing in mind the way my

meter reacted to the Empire
Cinema presentation, this layout

was found just too violent and
265

the horns were relegated to the
corners of the cinema instead.
Everyone

concerned

seems

quite confident that no physical
damage

to

the

audience

twins complicated electronics but
not power source. Each film pack

bomb and battery.

makes Ray -O -Vac batteries. Nine -

it appears too flat to contain a

or

building can result and I hope
they are right. In fact they will
need to be right because there

Explosive can, of course, be

flat sheets and the half -a -billion
dollars invested by the Polaroid
Company in the new SX70 instant

are plans to use the Sensurround
system for future films, using the

gear to reproduce other extra-

picture system currently being
advertised by Peter Ustinov in

high-level sounds. Like volcanos
erupting, aircraft crashing or

the UK and Sir Laurence Olivier
in- the USA, have answered the

cinemas falling down under the
effects of low -frequency sound
waves, perhaps?

safety, anyone receiving a suspicious package through the post
should not be hdled into a false
sense of security simply because

bombers' prayer for a flat bat'

Finally, still on the subject of.

eery.

The SX70 camera body con-
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have heard the old joke
about the difference between a
salesman and an engineer.

The salesman must have a very
wide knowledge, so he learns less

about nothing! Exactly how the

poor old component retailer (who

is both) fits into all this I have
not yet fathomed out, but it set

me thinking about two big prob-

lems he has to

wrestle with.
Knowledge and stock

RUNNING A
BUSINESS
The average small retailer will
most likely have only one techni-

cal person on the premises and

that is himself. Unfortunately, he

is the one who is least able to
put his knowledge at the ..customers' disposal, because he is

tied up with a hundred and one
other things, that running a business entails, buying,

banking,

wages, V.A.T., income tax and

the reams of paper work I am

fortunate in having two or three
technically minded friends who
help me out (or more accurately,
help the customers out) on
Saturdays. The rest of the week,

we have to leave it to the customers, to find what they want
in our catalogue, list it out, with
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cries to stock everything' that

tinantities and catalogue numbers,
and -then, one of our good ladies
will pi oduce it for them.
Most of our customers are
Understanding and appreciate the

SUPPOSE everybody must have

I

the end he knows everything

that only thick packages can con taro letter bombs.

depth. In other wards if .he de -

A retailer discusses component supply matters.

more about less and less until in

now both to the terrorists and
to the police. Thus to publicise
the fact can only safeguard the
public, by dispelling the illusion

he has to make the invidious
choice of stocking in width or

BY PAUL YOUNG

therefore he learns more and

teen cell -layers are compressed
into .a battery fiat enough to fit
unobtrusively into a film packor a fiat letter.
This is obviously well known

011E

...Cou.nter

and less about more and moreuntil he knows nothing about
everything! An engineer on the
other hand -must specialise and

contains its own battery. These

were developed by E.S.B. Inc. of
Philadelphia, the company which

problem, but occasionally I have
the indignant one who says, "You
.

really should have a technical
assistant

serving

behind

the

counter". In extreme cases I ex
plain that such a person's wages
(even if I could find a suitable

candidate) in the long run are

paid by the customer; and do
not think our customers would
stand for the increase in prices

.comes alcmg, he will have less
and less of (quantity) more and
more (variety) if he decides to

keep narrowing his ranges he- will

have less and less (variety) of
more and more (quantity).
I am fairly certain most of us

steer a. middle course, some veer -

ing slightly more one way, some
the other.

SUMMING UP

What does all this add up to
for you, the consumer? Simply

it would necessitate.

this. You must reconcile yourself
to the fact, that you are unlikely
to be able to obtain all your re -

STOCKING
Another problem the retailer

garded as suspect! In my opinion

has, is trying to keep up with all
the new devices that are arriving
on the market. The poor man is
usually so hard pressed that the
best he can do is to skim through
the magazines each month, and
he probably only does that to see
his advert has not been left out.
In an ideal world he would have
time to read of new inventions,
and even time to experiment with
a few of them himself, perhaps
even time to wish his customers
"Good day". Alas, that world does
not exist.

But enough of dreaming, to

come back to reality let us consider the question of stock. The
small retailer, and even the large
one., has only a certain amount
of money he can invest in stock,
and with eleotronic components
proliferating at such a fast rate,

quirements from one source of
suppli, and any firm that advertises that they can supply you
with everything should be re -

you will need to deal with at

least three or four and my suggestion would be this.

Select six or seven from the

magazines and send each of them
small trial orders (not too small).
From the results, you will be able

to judge their performance both
as to prices and delivery.
Do of course make allowances

for the fact that any of them

might be unlucky with the post.
If this does happen give them a
second chance. Finally, I think
you will be able to narrow your
choice down to one main sup plier for the "run of mill" corn ponents

(resistors,

capacitors,

transformers) and two or three
for specials such as for transistors, modules and i.c.s, etc.

Well, here's wishing you suc-

cessful buying.
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FEMME
IN P.C.

THIS
MONTH...
14e/ PE
State-of-the-art piano design with additional choice of harpsichord
or honky-tonk voicing. Keyboard is fully touch sensitive. Piano effect
is further heightened with soft and sustain pedals. Other features
include easy tuning, two speed vibrato and stool -integrated amplifier.

I.C. PULSE GENERATOR
A handy test instrument for analysing TTL circuits.
Wide operating speeds covering 0-1Hz to 100kHz in
six switched ranges. Pulse width is also variable
from 1s to 1us. An output reed relay enables it to be
used with electromechanical systems.

ELECTRONIC DIRECTION

INDICATOR
Electronic

substitute for conventional thermal
flasher. Advantages are: immediate indication when

switched, long term reliability and an emergency
flashing facility.

PRACTICAL

ELECTRONICS
MAY 1975 ISSUE ON SALE NOW

THE MAGAZINE FOR IDEAS IN ELECTRONICS
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rhet. circuit to feed most amplifiers
ms is a good quality tuner covering the
m.w. and 1.w. bands, and which will feed

above the frequency of the input tuned circuit,

virtually any amplifier or tape recorder. The

so as to always produce an i.f. of 470kHz.
Automatic gain control is incorporated in the
circuit, and is described in more detail later.

output socket.

necessarily complicated, but this system is used

unit can also be used as a high quality personal
receiver by plugging a crystal earpiece into the

A 4tandard three transistor plus one diode

supeThetrodyne circuit is used, providing

a

very

sensitive receiver. It is quite compact, measuring approximately 170 x 135 x 70mm, and is
self-cOntained, using an internal ferrite aerial,
and 9 volt battery supply. It is very economical
to run, having g battery consumption of only
°'

about 2mA.

SUPERHETROIARE
CIRCUIT
..t,

T.

In a superhet. circuit, the received signal is
convertet to an in tgrmediate frequency (ii.),
where it iis greatly amplified, and then passed
to the de or, which produces the a.f. output
1

from the

superhet.
Fig. 1.

signal. The stages of a basic
cult are shown in block form in

..f.,

,fre-

The inp tuned circuit is tuned to the
quency of the received sigrfal, and in this design

is the tuned, circuit on the. ferrite aerial. The
signal is p " ed from here to a mixer, where
it is combin1.0 ;v, th the'initpue rom an oscillator.
Here the he t yne principal used to convert
the signal take the i.f., which.- - 470kHz in this
circuit. The !frequencies -I -at t56;:vutput of the
mixer are e "I to the two in
frequencies,
plus their su
d difference freq
cies.
For instanc if the tuner is -tun to Radio 1
on 1214kfiz+:,; the oscillator,.
be on
1684kHz, pro dt cin g frequenciet v
470kHz
(1684-1214.= ,="4 and 2898kHz 6.
1214=

2898), plus t
output. The i.

470kHz signal,

o input freq,aeyia
er will r
will

at the

ut the
orth
have

noting that th
g fr pcy
been 744kHz (
7444470), bUt it =ore
convenient to
ve the osdllatineke4 cy
above the signal.frequency in this instance.
oscillator is adjusted so that it is always 47
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To a beginner the superhet. may seem un-

in all good quality sets. By having the main

amplification at a fixed frequency, it is possible

to have the stages concerned adjusted for
optimum performance, and a high degree of
sensitivity and selectivity is obtained.

It would not be possible to obtain such a high

performance if these amplifiers were at the

signal frequency, having to operate over a wide
range of frequencies. Also, although the circuit
would be more simple, the physical layout and
construction would be very critical. Thus most
t.r.f. sets (ones which have the r.f. amplification
at the signal frequency) usually have only one
r.f. amp.,
formance.

and subsequently an inferior per-

The superhet. does have disadvantages, the

two main ones being its comparitively high cost.
and that it is more difficult to adjust once built,

as the oscillator and aerial circuits must be
properly aligned over each band.

CIRCUIT
A circuit diagram of the tuner is shown in

Fig. 2:TR1 performs the functions of both mixer
and oscillator. Coils LI, L2, and L3 are wound
on the ferrite aerial, Ll being the m.w. winding,

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS

including V.A.T.

£8.50
excluding case
'Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press

at
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INPUT
TUNED

MIXER

1ST. IF

250. I.F

AMP

AMP

CIRCUIT

A.G.:: AND

-->-- DETECTOR

>

AUDIO

0
OUTPUT

DIODE

Fig. 1. Block diagram of
a superhet. circuit.

A.G.C.
OSCILLATOR

and Ll and L2 in series forming the 1.w. winding.

The output of TR1 is developed across the
primary of 11.'11, which is tuned to 470kHz.

are coupled to the base of TR1 via the coupling

This couples the signal to the first i.f. amplifier,
TR2. This has a similar transformer in its collector circuit, which couples the output of this
stage to the second i.f. amplifier, TR3. From here

Switch Si is the wavechange switch, and this
shorts out L2 in the m.w. position. These coils
coil, L3, on the m.w. band, and the tap on L2
plus L3 on the 1.w. band.

The transformer foiined by L4/5/6 is the
oscillator transformer, and provides positive
feedback between the collector and emitter of
TR1, at a frequency determined by the tuned

the signal is coupled by a third transformer to

the diode detector, Dl. The volume control VR1
forms the load across which the audio frequency

is developed. This is connected via C12 to the

winding, L5. Capacitor Cl tunes the aerial tamed
circuit, and C2 times L5 (C1 and C2 are ganged
on a common shaft), Cla and C2a are alignment
trimmers. With S1 in the 1.w. position, C3 and

output socket.

The selectivity of tuner is largely determined
by the three tuned circuits in the i.f. stages, and

not by the selectivity of the ferrite aerial, as

C4 are shunted across L5, so as to reduce the
oscillator frequency range to one which is

it would be in a simple t.r.f. design. This gives
greatly superior selectivity.

suitable for 1.w. coverage.
Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram of the MW/LW tuner.
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AUTOMATIC GAIN
Capacitor C11 smooths the r.f. half cycles that

pass Dl to negative d.c. bias. This bias is fed

via R7 to the biasing resistors of TR2, which are
R5 and R6. On weak signals the bias voltage is
small, and will have no significant effect on the
Circuit. On strong signals it will be large enough

to cause the biasing voltage at TM base to fall
noticeably, causing TR2 collector current to be
reduced, this in consequence causing TR2 gain
to be reduced.

The stronger the signal, the larger the a.g.c.

CASE
The prototype case was made from 6mm plywood, with an 18 s.w.g. aluminium front panel.
Details of this are shown in Fig. 3.

Commence construction by cutting out the
parts to the sizes shown. The base, sides, and
back are then glued together using a general
purpose clear adhesive. Four corner pieces are
used to strengthen the structure, and when these
have been glued in position, the lid is glued in
position also.

bias voltage, and the resultant reduction in gain.

This prevents the detector from being over-

BACK PANEL 160 x 58

SIDE PANEL 135 x 70

SIDE PANEL
135 x 70

loaded by strong signals, and also gives a fairly

constant audio output level, even though the

strength of received signals will vary considerably. It also minimises the effect of fading on
stations prone to this form of interference.

TOP PANEL - 160 x135 - -

CORNER PIECES (FOUR)

9,SQ. x 119

Components ....
Resistors
391d)

39k)

R2
R3
R4

12kO

R6
R7

82052

R8

3.3k0.

R9

3310.
270kS2
22052

R5

1001d2

R10

1.81d2

All 3-W -10% carbon

Capacitors

C1/C1af 208 ± 176pF air spaced variable

C2JC2a1(Jackson 00 with trimmers)
C3
47pF silver mica
C4
40 to 140pF mica compression trimmer
C5
0.01pF disc ceramic
C6

C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

L4/5/6
IFT1/2
IFT3

0.01pF disc ceramic
SEE

270pF

2pF elect. 10V

0.1pF disc ceramic
0.01pF disc ceramic
10,uF

elect. 10V

glIOP

TALK

Denco MW/LW/5FR ferrite rod
aerial (1 off)
Denco TOC1 oscillator coil
Denco IFT13 transformers (2 off)
Denco IFT14 transformer

Semiconductors
TR1

BF184 silicon npn

TR2/3

BF185 silicon npn (2 off)
0A91

D1

BASE PANEL 160 x 135

WOOD PANELS OF 6mm PLYWOOD

Fig. 3.

Construction and dimensions of the

prototype case for the tuner.

100pF elect. 10V

Inductors
L1/2/3

FRONT PANEL (ALUMINIUM)
160 x 58

Miscellaneous
VR1 5kS2 log. potentiometer with switch (S2).
S1 s.p.d.t. rotary switch.

Ski phono

socket.

Materials for case-see Fig. 3, control knobs
(3 off), plain perforated board 33 by 24 holes
0.15 inch matrix, PP3 battery and connecting
clip, 6BA and 4BA fixings, connecting wire.

The front panel is drilled as shown in Fig. 4.
A paper template can be made with the aid of
C1/2 to enable the positions of the three small
mounting holesfor this component to be located.

Details of the mounting bracket for the component panel are also shown in Fig. 4. This is
also made from 18 s.w.g. aluminium, drilled as

shown in the dia,,-am, and then bent at 90

degrees along the line indicated. The two 6BA
clearance holes on the lower edge of the bracket
are used to mount the component panel using
two 6BA screws. The component panel is not
mounted until it has been drilled, and then it is
used as the template to locate the positions of
the two mounting holes on the mounting bracket.

The bracket uts in place behind the front

panel; CI 2. Sl. VR1 and SKI are mounted on
the panel, so as to fasten the bracket to the front
panel. Capacitor C1/2 is mounted by three 4BA
6mm coirntsunk screws. If the case is made
accurately. the front panel assembly will be a
snug push fit into the outer casing. The outer
casing can be finished with a veneer of fablon,
etc., or it can be painted or varnished, as preferred by the constructor.
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Fig. 5. Construction and wiring of the complete tuner.
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35

25-

30

30

40

maximum performance. With the unit connected

to an amplifier or an earphone, it should be
turned on, and switched to the m.w. band.

Adjusting C1/2 should enable a few stations to
be received. Tune accurately to one of these,
choosing a weak one which will not operate the
a.g.c.
C1/2

S

VR1

SK1

Using a proper trimming tool (Denco TT5 or
similar), give the core of IFT3 a slight adjustment in each direction, and leave it with the
setting which gives the greatest volume. Repeat

this with the core of IFT2, and then that of
IFT1.

Note that the IFTs are prealigned, and any

adjustment required will only be very small. Do

not use a screwdriver to adjust the Ins. as
this could damage their cores.

R.F. ALIGNMENT
After dark the m.w. band is crowded from
end to end. It will probably be found that the
tuner covers slightly more than the m.w. band,
BENT DOWNWARDS AT 90°

and that there is an area at each end of the
band where there are no stations. If the unit

Fig. 4. Front panel and mounting bracket for
component panel.

lacks sensitivity, this may be difficult to detect,
but sliding L1/3 up and down the rod will permit
sensitivity to be optimised at any setting of the

COMPONENT PANEL

tuning control.
Trimmer C2a is screwed down until the gap at

Constructional details of the component panel
are shown in Fig. 5, this diagram also shows all

the other wiring of the tuner. The perforated
board is a standard size.
Before the oscillator coil, C4, and the IFTs can

be mounted, it is necessary to enlarge the holes
for their pins and mounting lugs, using a No.31

twist drill. The ferrite rod is tied to the panel
using two loops of thin p.v.c. sleeving, knotted
on the underside of the panel.

Start the wiring by inserting all the com-

ponents in the positions shown. The board is
then turned over, and the negative supply lead
is connected up, followed by all other wiring,
until the board looks like Fig. 5. Wherever
possible, use the component leads to do this
wiring. Where these are too short, link wires
made from about 18 to 22 s.w.g. tinned copper
wire can be used. Where leads cross, or pass
close to one another, they should be insulated
using p.v.c. sleeving.

Note that connections are made to the mount-

ing lugs of the IFTs and oscillator coil, as the
screening cans are earthed.

The ends of the lead outs of the ferrite rod

aerial coils have been prepared ready for

soldering, and so should not be shortened. All
other leads lire kept short and direct, and are
insulated.

ALIGNMENT
Before the tuner is ready for use, it is neces-

sary to adjust the various tuned circuits for
272

the high frequency end of the band (Cl/2

vanes unmeshed) disappears. Tune to the other
end of the band and by slightly unscrewing the
core of the oscillator coil, the gap should

disappear here also, but will reappear at the
h.f. end again. Repeat this process a few times.
until, gradually, the correct coverage is obtained.
Note that again, any adjustment required will

not be large, especially that to the core of the
oscillator coil.

Now tune to a weak station at the h.f. end of
the band, and adjust Cla for maximum volume.
Then tune to a weak station at the other end of

the band, and slide L1/3 along the ferrite rod

to find the setting which gives the best volume.
Go back to the h.f. end of the band, and repeat

this process a few times until no further improvement in sensitivity can be made. Carefully

tape L1/3 to the ferrite rod, being careful not
to alter their position (use insulation tape not
Sellotape).

Turn to the 1.w. band, and set C1/2 at about
the central position. Then adjust the screw of
C4 until Radio 2 is received. Slide L2 along the
rod to obtain the best signal, and then tape it in

this position. The chassis can then be placed
in the outer casing, and the unit is ready for
use. The battery fits between the two corner
pieces on the right hand side of the case.
The lead connecting the tuner to the amplifier

or tape recorder should be screened (the outer
braiding going to the barrel of the jack plug).
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electronics
really
mastered

...practical
...visual
...exciting !
no previous knowledge
no unnecessary theory
no "maths"
BUILD, SEE AND LEARN

step by step, we take you through all the fundamentals of
electronics and show how easily the subject can be mastered.

Write for the free brochure now which explains our system.

1/ BUILD AN
OSCILLOSCOPE
You learn how to build
an oscilloscope which
remains your property.
With it, you will become
familiar with all the

components used in
electronics.

RAPY

3/ CARRY OUT
OVER

40 EXPERIMENTS
ON BASIC ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS & SEE HOW
THEY WORK, including :

POST NOW

1 FREE
I

for
BROCHURE

or write if you prefer not to cut page

valve experiments, transistor experiments
amplifiers, oscillators, signal tracer, photo electric circuit, computer circuit, basic

radio receiver, electronic switch, simple
transmitter. a.c. experiments. d.c. experiments, simple counter, time delay circuit,
servicing procedures.

2/ READ, DRAW
AND UNDERSTAND
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
111111111
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as used currently in the
various fields of electronics.

This new style course will enable anyone to
really understand electronics by a modern,
practical and visual method-no maths, and
a minimum of theory-no previous knowledge
required It will also enable anyone to understand how to test, service and maintain all
types of electronic equipment, radio and TV
receivers. etc.

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept. EEL 55,
P.O. Box 156, JERSEY. Please send your free brochure, without obligation, to:
we do not employ representatives
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The Extra
ordina
Experiments
of

Profe55
Ernes
Eversure
by lInthony John Bassett
Professor Ernest Eversure, or the Prof. as his friends call him,

PAuL rushed across the labora- "There are so many different
tory and switched off the
explanations of how a transistor
helmet. He removed it from the
works," complained Bob, "That I

will vary from a very high value,
usually over one megohm, down
to a very low level (usually below
one ohm). If an npn germanium
transistor (such as type AC176) is
used, the resistance shown is
usually considerably lower than
for silicon. This is due to differences between the properties of
the silicon and germanium
materials of which the transistors
are constructed.
As indicated by the multimeter,

her protests.

with one that is sufficiently simple

variable resistor of Fig. lb.

complicated concepts."

the manner described by the

has been experimenting in electronics for more years than
anyone can remember and we thought that you might like to

hear of, and perhaps repeat, some of his extraordinary experi-

ments. Anthony J. Bassett recounts some of these experiments every month so why not follow the Prof's work and
learn along with young Bob, his friend.

TRANSISTOR THEORY

head of his sister Suzy, despite
"How did you manage to get
this helmet?" he asked, "I only
built one of them and that has

been destroyed!"
"I found your plans in the work-

shop," Suzy replied, "and built
a copy for myself. It's really
fabulauts!"
"We've

had

quite

trouble with the one I

enough
built."

Commented Paul. He handed the
helmet to the Prof., who locked
it safely away in a cupboard.

With the electronic kazoo and
banjo in one hand, and his sister's
hand in the other, Paul and Suzy

bade farewell to Bob and the
Prof.
Bob and the Prof. had both
had enough, for the time being,
of the mysterious helmets and
their seemingly unpredictable
properties, and began to discuss

various theories of operation of
transistors.
Everyday Electronics, May 1975

wish someone would come up

the transistor appears like the

for me to understand and use in
a practical way, without need of
huge mathematical formulae or

Bob quickly built the circuit
of Fig. la. He soon found that,
although the circuit behaved in

"To find a simple but workable

theory," replied the Prof., "We

only need to go back to the
history of the invention of the
transistor, to find that a transistor

can be regarded, for many purposes,

simply

as

a

variable

resistor, whose resistance is controlled by base current. This can
be seen by a simple experiment."
He sketched the circuits shown
in Figs. la and b. As the variable

resistor in Fig. la is altered in
the transistor varies, and the
meter needle moves across the
value, the apparent resistance of
scale.

If the transistor

is a 'silicon
as a 13C109

npn type such
(almost any npn silicon transistor

will do), the apparent resistance

Prof., the resistance values were
different according to which way

round the meter probes were
connected!

The correct method of connecting the meter is such that
the test voltage will bias the
.collector of an npn transistor
with respect to the
emitter. This can be confusing as
on most meters, the positive wire
is black and the negative wire is

positive

red! A simple test to find out

which is which is to connect the
meter leads to the base and collector of an npn transistor. When

the lowest reading is obtained,

the positive lead is on the base.
With the meter Bob was using,

the black lead was positive with

respect to the red lead. As he
275

Fig. (la left) Transistor action as a
variable resistor.
The transistor appears like the variable resistor of Fig.
lb (right).

MULTIMElrg
(OHMS RANGE)

adjusted the

variable

resistor

"You will notice -that in Fig. lb.

VR1, Bob found that a variation

as the resistor is varied and in-

apparent

value,

of only a few ohms caused the
resistance

of

the

transistor to alter by hundreds,

or even thousands, of ohms.
"This is one way in which
amplification can be demonstrated," remarked the Prof.,

"Isn't it marvellous how a small
variation in one part of the cir-

cuit can produce such a large

change in another; and if VR1 is

replaced by a transistor as in

Fig. 2., the variation in resistance

seen by the meter will be even

greater."
Bob built up the circuit of Fig. 2
and tested it. He found that only
a small alteration of the variable

resistor caused the meter needle
to swing right across the scale!
However, the direction of movement had reversed.

creased, the meter reads a higher
and as the resistor is
decreased the meter reads a
lower value.

In Fig. la, however, the meter
reading increases as the resistor

would act as a variable resistor to
control the resistance of the
following transistor."
The Prof. agreed. "But you

will find, that if you build that
circuit and measure the voltage
at the collector of each transistor
whilst

gradually varying

V111,

is

there will be a big difference be-

verts the action once again, so
that in Fig. 2, an increase in the

voltages vary. The voltage on the
collector of TR1 will change much
more slowly than the voltage on
the collector of the next transistor,

decreased and vice versa.
Addition of another transistor in-

of the variable resistor
results in an increase in resistance
reading on the meter."
Now Bob drew a diagram (Fig.
value

3).

SWITCHING ACTION
"It seems to me that almost

any number of transistors could
be connected in this way, Prof."
he suggested, "And each one

tween the speeds at which the

and so on.

After the first two or three

transistor stages, the subsequent
stages switch rapidly from high
to low resistance even if VR1 is
varied very slowly! This is called
"transistor switching action" and
the transistor which is acting like
a switch goes quite rapidly from
a high resistance state which
"blocks" current flow, to a low
resistance state like a closed
switch."

"When the transistor is not
acting as a switch, either fully
mutfit4Z1M
(OHMS Rivi6E)

conducting, or 'blocking' current,
it may be in an intermediate condition where it is conducting but
there is an appreciable resistance
to the flow of current. This condition is the basis of operation of
a 'class A' amplifier."

"I would like to experiment
class A amplifiers," remarked Bob, "and build some

with
Fig. 2. One transistor is seen by the meter as a resistor whose

resistance is varied by the other (TRI).
Fig. 3. Each transistor is controlled by the previous one.

inexpensive and basic designs for
general purpose use and for

music. A small portable audio

amplifier which I could take from
one workbench to another, or

carry about as I please could be
very useful. Tell me, Prof., how
were amplifiers built before the
invention of the transistor?"

CARBON AMPLIFIER
"Before transistors came into
extensive use, thermionic valves
were relied upon for most amplifiers. But solid state audio
amplifiers were in use even before the invention of the
thermionic triode valve, and
276
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24v
6.3v
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All models 230-250 volt primaries
£ li
1 amp (special) 1.75
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85
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1.50
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96
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Mr
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inv
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20v
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24v
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25.
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27v
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850
1-20
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1-95

510
-
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a0v tapped 75v & 70v
230v-60mA 82 6.3v
1.5 amiss
275 -G -275v at 90mA a 6-4v 3 amp.
Charger Transformers
By and 12v
2 amps
Iv and 12v
3 amp.
6v and 12V
5 amps
MIT Transformer OK y at 23mA
(intermittent)

taw rotation. There are 15 changeover micro

and the net 12 nipplerneate by sending

to our catalogue. You can rewire this catalogue

switches each of 10 amp type operated by
the trips, thus 11 circuit* may be changed

Laboratory volt meter, B81. This is the conven-

Per revolution. Drive motor is mains operated
5 revs per min -Some of the many uses of this tinier are Machinery control. Boiler
Icing. Dispensing and Vending machines. Display lighting arimated and signs

Signalling, etc. Price from makers probably over £20 each. Special mop price
3230 plus 25p post and Maumee. Don't miss this terrific bargain -

SWITCH TRIGGER MATS
So thin In undetectable under carpet but will switch on with
slightest Measure. For burglar alarms, shop doors. etc_
241st x 18in 21-20
131st x Ohs 11-60

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
High compliance 13' round Speakers suitable for 8-12 ohm outputs. these speakers
have rubber mounted diaphragms and will handle on to 12-5 -.MU- Made

originally for au expensive Devon hi -fl outfit, we offer at 53-25 molt or 26-00
a pair plus 40p each postage.

STEREO RADIO CABINET

Long, Low and Modern- Teak vmeered

with gliding front and tapered
is..
Speaker spaces each end. Size approx.
4ft 2M x 13in x 15in. Probabkr coC
over 220-00 to make. Our nits 23-10

5-50

1.25
2-25
3-50

550

For digital instruments, counters,
timer., clocks, etc. Hi -vac %NH
Price 905 each, 10 for 49

OIL PUMP

each.

HORSTMANN 24 -HOUR TIME SWITCH

With 6 position programmer. When fitted to hot water
systems this could programme as follows:
Programme
Hot Water
Central Heating
-

Twice Daily
All Day
Twice Daily

1

2

instance, programme upstairs and downstairs electric heating or heating mad
cooling or tepid music and radio. In fact, there is no limit to the versatility of
this Programnier. Mains operated. Size Sin x 3in x 21st deep. Price $4-35 as
illustrated but lest cam.

TAPE DECK,

horse power, pump originally intended for oil. fired

boilers etc, with normal inlet and outlet pipes and
unions. 19-16 pins 30p post and insurance.

In metal case with carrying handle, heavy fly
wheel and capstan drive. Tape speed 35. Maim
operated on metal platform with tape head and
guide. Not new but in good order. Price i1-95
pine El post and insurance.

LIGHT DIMMER KIT

RELAY BARGAIN
Type 600 relay, '2 changeover one open and one

closed contact. Twin 500 ohm coils make this
suitable for closing off DC 8v, DC 12v, DC 24v or

AC mains using resistor and rectifier. 83y each.

Off
Off
Off

Twice Daily
4
All D
All Day
5
Continuously
Continuously
Suitable, of course, Co programme other than central heating and but water, for
3

Driven by Redmond Motor of approx. 1/20th

For dimming up to 2.50w without heat sink Of
750w with heat sink. This comprises qoadrac
variable control potentiometer, condenser, resistor. tag strip for mounting and data. Price 11-40.

The bargains in this column are just some of the

arranged to allow 2 operations per switch

4.50
22-00
1.76
2-26

NEW ITEMS THIS MONTH
(tears which appeared in the December supplement

7-60

NUMICATOR TUBES

c--4--

0

1-00
1.50
1-35
1-25
1-00.
1-50

HONEYWELL PROGRAMMER

This to a drum type timing device, the drum
being calibrated to equal divisions for switch setting purposes with trips which are termitely adjustable for position. They are also

TANGENTIAL HEATER UNIT

This heater unit is the very latest type, rumat efficient
and quiet naming. Is as fitted in Hoover and blower
heaters casting £15 and more. We have a few only.
Comprise* motor, impeller, with thermal safety cutout. Can be fitted into any metalline case or cabinet
Only needs control switch. 2kW Model 22-75. Don't
miss this Control Switch 50p plus TAT. P.&P. 50p.

-AM/FM TUNER

Unit made by the American GEC company.
.

earphone aop.

M30 -0V Induction motor, driving a Carter gearbox with
a 11" scripm drive shaft running at I revs p.m. Intended
for mauling chickens, also for driving models--windmllig,

INFRA -RED BINOCULARS
Made for military purposes darns
and immediately after last war to

pre -amp and treble base, volume and balance
centrals. Also has mains smoothing circuit and
rectifier. so requires only mains transformer.
Output for 15 ohm speakers. Inputs for tune.

enable snipers, veldele tielVeff, me-

t* see in the dark. The binoculars
have to be fed from a high voltav

PiCk-up, mike, etc.
Special tulip price 16 plus Sep past. Three or more
Poet free.

your
wiper to suit conditions.
All parts and instruction,
to make. 5271.
speed

of

PORTABLE CABINET OFFER

A nicely made portable

cabinet, soft padded black
finish Intended for portable
stereo system. Dimensions
as sketch. With motor

soarer (rixv approx.) and Providing the objects are in the rays
of an infra -red beam, then the
binoculars will enable these objects
to be seen. Each binocular eye

tube commas a complete optical leas system as well as the infra -red ail, technical data cm which is &e -.liable The binoculars are unused, believed to be in
good working order. In feet they were weer issued and are still in original eases,
but since they were made a keg time ago, they con hardly be called new. Sold
without waaramee- Price 115-150 per set + El carriage.

BATTERY CHARGERS

Famous Atha in metal nee with toner. output leads tormlnated by crocodile clips- Per I or 1.1v charging simply
by changing plug on front panel. Ready bath new and still
in maker's original peeking. Two meddle 14 amp 11.99 and

8-4 amp 12-95. Please add 40p possane for one and 75p
Postage for two.

12 VOLT If AMP POWER PACK

board cut out for Garrard
SP 25. This was obviously

This comprises doable -wound 230;'240V mains trans,
former with full wave recztfet and 2000 m1' smoothing.
Price 12-50 Plea 30P post k pacsise.

a very costly
originally made
de -luxe
record

cabinet
for a
player.
Offered at 11-95 plus El carriage free if bought
with the Garrard or BOR record decks.

CAR CASSETTE POWER SUPPLY
To give gtabllIzed output of 6 or 9v, complete kit
contains
transistors -Tenet diode-vero board

panel resistors and plastic cam to house it with
constructional data. 22.50.

PLAY YOUR 8 -TRACK CASSETTE

FROM MAINS

lily. 700mA unit all assembled and In neat plastic

case with maim lead and terminals, full wave

rectifier and transformer has overload protection
and Is double insulated. One of today's best boll

at 22.80 + 35p VAT.
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very heavy duty secondary rated at 230 amps.
price 320 plus carriage £2 first 100 miles then
El per 100 miles extra.
7 watt stereo/mono amplifier with usual switching
and controls, in attractive teak style case. Se.

3 ores lead. 7' 6" long, ribbed, virtually nonldnkable 23/36 conductors, so OK for 8 amps.
Price 10p each.
mA meter 24" square, flush mounting, English
make ex equipment but perfect. 11-76.
0.100 mit:mama meter, no the above, bat 52-26.
Solenoid 4-8v, size approx. 1" x 1" x
thick,
twin mile give excellent pull. Mounted in frame
bat easily removeable from this frame, fitted with
lever giving approx.'-4" push or pull. Price 30p
each.
Cold cathode tube Swiss made ''Etaista" type no.
LB /2A. We have no technical information 'on

this tube and if any reader has this we will be
ablated for any information. Price of the tubes
30p each.

AC mains operated relay with single changeover
10 amp contacts, open type single screw fixing
throceth the base. 50p each.
Push switch, metal body and metal pmh, normally
an These are replacements in many "break glom- "
Are alums Made by Arrow, contact rating 250v
5 amps. 30o each.

MAINS TRANSISTOR POWER
PACK

Derdeoed to operate tranalstor sets and
amplifiers- Adjs.-table output 6v., 9v., 12
robs fer up to 500mA (class B working).

Takes the place of any of the following
bat:tries: PP1. PPS, PP4, PPE, PP7, PP9
and others. Kit comprises: main transformer
rent25m. swathing and load resistor, con -

,Era and in ructions. Heal snip at only
H-60.

Push switch, doable pole

can Honeywell Co. A
very reliable and robust
switch with plenty of
applications. Oblong

coloured 69C lighting effects, etc. 22-50 plus hop post and ins.

Vary

Soil heating transformer, 4v, 5v or 6v output,

chassis front panel and all the part. g4.25_,am

7 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER

CONTROL

15 plus £1 post and insurance_

changeover contacts
rated at 10 amps 250

SPIT MOTOR

WINDSCREEN
WIPER

the above, but to read 0-20 amps 50 cycles.

SHORTWAVE CRYSTAL SET

with tuner condenser, needs only scale and pointer.
Tama AM range 540 to 1620 KHz. FM range 88 to
108 MHz. Switches for cm -off and AFC. Output

Again by the American GEC company. This has
exceptionally good tone quality. Is complete with

intended for horizontal use on the bench and has
a mirrored scale. Hefty terminals along the top
select the 3 ranges 0-150v, 0-300v and 0-600v
D.C. Price 18 pl. El post and insurance.
Laboratory amp meter, companion instrument to

volts made by the Ameri-

Although this uses no battery it gives really &wring
results. You will receive an amanng assortment of
stations over the 19.25.31.39 metre bands -Kit moraine

8 transistor, all -wired ready to work. Complete

for HIP or direct. Special snip price 25 plus 30p
post. Three or more poet free.

tional !square cam, size 7" x T" x 34" with a
leather carrying handle and- robber feet for
horizontal and vertical standing. The meter is

HEAVY

placie body. map fitting into a hole size
x
0Mtra4 et only a fraction of its proper price
T....7 98p each.
Dino
,tr pole changeover, fits into a hole
e?ie
vise
x
. Price 15o earl,
Chime: the two switches above do not require a

knob as t hey have a polished and tapered plunger).
Dino, but dMined knob. lop extra with knob.

Sao new makers, 5" mond 8 ohm impedance

11-25 pins 20p Post and 5" midrange 12 w= speaker. S4 Plus 40p poet. (This Is
a GOODHAYS speaker don't miss
MITI tailing condoner as fitted to many
ranawee and Hong Kong portables, title has two
portions and four trimmers, approx.
5 we*::

a le a

ice Ong 6v. or 12v. Special bargain price

11-68 the kit plus 30p post.
MacDonald record auto -changer with cueing arm

and ceramic stereo cartridge. This in a very

superior auto changer and one we can thoroughly
recommend. Limited quantity, special prloe 17-35
pins SI poet and insurance. Plinth and cover (the
!Minh has to be modified very slightly) available.

peke 14-95 plus 21 post, or if you buy both
together you can get a discount of El.
Instrument case measures 18" x

x 12". This is a very well -made

wry

MAINS POWER PACK
Output voltage adjustable from 15-40V in steps-- MAXI,
On1111 load 230W -that ie from 6 amp at 40V to 15 amp
at 15V. This realty is a high power heavy deity unit with

dozens of workshop uses. Output voltage adjustment is very quick -simply
interchange push on lead. Silicon rectifiers and smoothing by 3,000mF. Price
113-75 plus 21.00 post.

TERMS: -ADD 87. VAT.
Send postage where quoted -other items, post free
if order for these items is U.00, otherwise add 30p.

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD
(Dept E.E.), 102/103 TAMWORTH ROAD, a

CROYDON CRO IXX

r. 150p each,

Eassay dimmer kit comprising 2 amp transformer,
2 amp fun wave rectifier and 2 amp meter suitable

cage built up on an angled framework

specially

designed

for

Instruments which hue rounded
and edges. Into this
framework fibs the 6 panel. All
panels are louvred for ventilation,
side panels are also fitted with handler which
corners

drop down and in the down position are almost
flush; the bottom panel has four rubber feet, the
back panel hag aperture for leads voltage adjustment panel and fuses, the front panel you provide
yourself. Them instrument case would probably
cost around 115 each. We have approx. 100, not
new but in very good condition and offer them at
23 each plus carriage.
Battery condition testers. This is another item
which has been set out of stook temporarily but
we are pleased to say in stock again. Price now
53.50.
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With a kit
as complete as this,
all you need add
is a little time.

4

MADE IT MYSELF"

Imagine the thrill you'll feet! Imagine how impressed \
people will be when they're hearing a programme on a
modern radio you made yourself.

You may have found, from past experience,
that your definition of 'complete' is not quite the
same as other people's. And your so called complete
kit comes minus
a cabinet, or knobs, or a multitude
....
of other bits and pieces.
That won't happen with a Heathkit.
Take our very popular digital alarm
clock kit. Every part you need will be there, right
down to the solder. And you'll also receive a very
easy to understand instruction manual that makes
-------..,00.______
light work of assembly.
In fact all you need are a few
basic tools and a few enjoyable hours of your time.
After which you may like to try your hand at
our AR -1214 stereo receiver. Or even a TV.
And how about an ultrasonic burglar
alarm disguised as a book?
Or, for a bookful of other ideas, just clip the
coupon and we'll send you the Heathkit catalogue.
Otherwise call in and see us at the London
Heathkit Centre, 233 Tottenham Court Road.
Or at our showroom in Bristol Road, Gloucester.
You'll find it well worth your time.
Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept. EE -55
Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE.
Tel: Gloucester (0452) 29451.

117

To: Heath (Gloucester) Limited,
Dept. FF-55 Gloucester. GL2 6FF
My free Heathkit catalogue, please.
Name
Address
Postcode
I Remember easy terms are available
with the Heathkit Monthly Budget Plan.

L-,
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Now! Learn the secrets of radio
and electronics by building your
own modern transistor radio!
Practical lessons teach you sooner
than you would dream possible.
What a wonderful way to learn-and pave the way to a
new, better -paid career! No dreary ploughing through
page after page of dull facts and figures. With this fascinating
Technatron Course, you learn by building!
You build a modern Transistor
Radio .

. a Burglar Alarm. You

learn Radio and Electronics by
doing actual projects you enjoymaking things with your own
hands that you'll be proud to own!
No wonder it's so fast and easy to

learn this way. Because learning

becomes a hobby! And what a
profitable hobby. Because opportunities in the field of Radio. and
Electronics are growing faster than
they can find people to fill the jobs!

No soldering - yet you
learn faster than you
ever dreamed possible.
Yes! Faster than you can imagine,

you pick up the technical know
how you need. Specially prepared
step-by-step lessons show you how

to read circuits-assemble components - build things - experiment. You enjoy every minute of it!

You get everything you need.
Tools. Components. Even a versatile Multimeter that we teach you
how to use. 'All included in
the course.

AT NO EXTRA

CHARGE! And this is a course
anyone. Can afford. (You can even
pay for it by easy instalments).

So fast, so easy,

this personalised course
will teach you even if
you don't know a thing
today!
No matter how little you know
now, no matter what your background or education, we'll teach
you. Step by step, in simple easy to -understand language, you pick

up the secrets of radio and electronics.
You become a man who makes
things, not just another of the
millions, who don't understand.
And you could pave the way to a
great new career, to add to the
thrill and pride you receive when

you look at what you

have

achieved. Within weeks you could
hold in your hand your own transistor radio. And after the course

you can go on to acquire highpowered technical qualifications,
because our famous courses go
right up to City & Guilds levels.

Send now for FREE
76 page book - see how

easy it is - read what
others say!
Find out more now! This is the

gateway to a thrilling new career.
or a wonderful hobby you'll enjoy
for years. Send the coupon now.
There's no obligation.

To: ALDERMASTON COLLEGE
DEPT. CEE 05
READING RG7 4PF

ICH 05

Yes, I'd like to know more about your course. Please send
me free details-plus your big, 76 -page book that tells
about all your courses.

HEATH

Schlumbemer

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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carbon granule amplifier inserted

part way along the line would

cause the speech to be more

LSI< )1.] MC 2

)13

LS2

intelligible at the other end."
PA'

3

"In amplifiers built especially

LS3

for

this purpose, the

carbon

granules were in direct contact
0

with the speaker diaphragm, and
this

improved
quality
and
very considerably in
comparison with use of a seperate
microphone!"

efficiency

Fig. 4. The carbon granule amplifier.
these took advantage of the elec-

trical properties of graphite in
the form of carbon granules. Here
is a diagram to illustrate the
operation of this type of
amplifier." (Fig. 4).
"Sound is picked up by a carbon

granule microphone MIC1 which
acts as a variable resistor modulating the current flow through a
small loudspeaker or earpiece
Lsa. The sound output from

Sil brings about a sound level
higher than the original signal,
and this is picked up by MIC2.
An even louder signal is produced at LS2. A further stage,
MIC3, LS3 can be used to amplify

the signal even further. But the

greater the number of stages
used, the greater the risk of
acoustic feedback, high noise
level, and extensive deterioration
in signal quality."

"It would be very interesting
to build one of these," remarked

Bob, "and compare it with an
amplifier built using transistors!"

From an obscure section of his

enormous store of components the

Prof. produced a number of carbon granule microphones, and
also some high impedance moving
reed headphone inserts.

"Fortunately I happen to have
some suitable microphones and
loudspeaker units here. These are
ex -government

and

can

be

obtained from some government
surplus stores."
"Why use moving -reed loudspeakers?" enquired Bob.

-These are small inexpensive

units with high efficiency in conversion of electrical energy into
sound waves. This high efficiency

contributes to the gain of the

amplifier. Ordinary loudspeakers
or high efficiency dynamic inserts

may be used, but a matching

transformer may be necessary if
the impedance is low."

Bob wired the units in accordance with the Prof's diagram
(Fig.

4), connected a 6 volt
battery and switched on. He

found that sounds received by
the microphone MIC1 were re-

produced, somewhat tinnily, by
LS1, which fed them into MIC2.
At
frequencies
within
the
operating range of the system,
which peaks at about 1kHz, the
sounds were then picked up by
MIC2 and fed to LS2 at increased
amplitude. They were then

further picked up by MIC3 and
fed to LS3.
However,

by that stage the

tone had become quite "tinny",
and although speech, and certain

"It is interesting to experiment

with methods

of amplification

which differ somewhat from the
conventional valves and transistors, yet we may consider both
the carbon granule amplifier, and

the circuit of Fig. 3 to be a

series of variable resistors each
of which has an amplifying effect,

and an effect upon the following
stage.

Compare

this

diagram

(Fig. 5) with both of the other

two (Figs. 3 and 4). The variable
resistors represent transistors,
carbon microphones or any other
device whose resistance can be
controlled by another similar
device. You can easily see how a
number of class A stages can be
linked together so that each stage
is controlled by the previous one."

Bob had been listening to the
Prof. through the carbon granule

amplifier. As the Prof stopped
speaking, Bob suddenly listened

more closely to the earpiece. Then

he handed it to the Prof. "Do

you hear what I hear Prof?" he

mechanical sounds such as the

asked,
noise!"

used to boost the signal along

that it could be heard easily without the aid of the amplifier.
The Prof's experimental robot
appeared, covered in bubbles.

ticking of a clock, could be heard
quite clearly, the quality of reproduction was obviously unsuitable
for music.
"This type of amplifier was

telephone lines many years ago."

the Prof. told Bob. "When the
signal was required to traverse a
great distance, it would become

weakened by the resistance of

the wire and by other factors. A

Fig. 5. A multiple stage class "A" amplifier can be regarded as

a series of variable resistors each controlled by the signal

"A

strange

bubbling

The Prof. could hear it too.
and it rapidly grew louder so

A foaming mass appeared to
be pursuing the robot towards
Bob and the Prof., and from this
mass came uncanny squeaking,
clicking, popping, bubbling and
oozing sounds.

Continued next month.

from the previous stage.

ItIPUT .51NAL CRUSE'S
4.14f AR-r7ON.5 //i
RESI5T:44'LE V4LUE
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By GEORGE HYLTON
"What is the meaning of loop in expressions like loop gain which are
found in literature concerning amplifiers?"

There are loops and loops. in
electrical circuits, a loop is just
any part of the circuit in which

course. This gives an output vol-

starting point through connecting

can be inverted, depending on the

you can trace a path from a
leads and circuit elements and
get back to where you started
from without passing the same

tage V. which of course is A
times Vi. The polarity of V. can
be the same as that of Vi or it
design.

The present amplifier has
alternative input terminals. If the

way twice. There are loops in all
electrical and electronic circuitsoften dozens of them.
In the present case "loop" has

input voltage is applied to the

negative feedback. In a negative
feedback amplifier the significant
loop is the one which connects
the feedback from output to input. It ought to be called a feed-

minal, marked with a negative
sign, the output is in the opposite phase The two inputs are

tronic engineers, in their slipshod
way, just refer to it as "the loop",

amplifier parlance.

astronomers talk of "the galaxy",

they are just a bit of designers'

to do with feedback, probably

one marked with a positive sign
it gives rise to an amplified out-

put which is in phase with the
input. If Vf goes to the other ter-

back loop, of course, but elec-

called the non -inverting and the
inverting input terminals respectively, at any rate in operational

in much the same way that

The plus and minus signs have
nothing to do with d.c. voltages,

meaning our own galaxy, and

disregarding the fact that the
universe is full of the damn
things.

OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER
The bare bones of a common

type of negative feedback amplifier (most "operational amps" are
like it) are shown in Fig. 1. Here
A is an amplifier of -unspecified
type whose action is to increase
the input voltage Vi by A times,
A being the amplification, of

shorthand.

In the present case the input

goes to the non -inverting terminal, so the output V. is in phase
with Vt. Being highly observant,

you'll have noticed that a third

voltage, Vf, is marked on the dia-

gram. It's just a portion of V.

tapped off by the voltage divider
(or potential divider-if you like)
formed by El and R2.
At the moment, Vt isn't doing
anything. But move Si to position
2 and Vf is now connected to the
inverting input. This means that
a new output is produced, which
is in opposite phase to the origi-

nal V. and so tends to cancel

V.. It can't cancel V. completely,

because if there's no V. there
can't be any Vi to do the cancel-

ling. This is a long-winded way of

saying that with Si in position 2.
Vf becomes a negative feedback
signal.

Fig.1. An operational amplifier
with negative feedback.
280

EFFECT OF NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK
How does the negative feedback affect the gain and frequency response? This is shown

10

10

100

1000

kHz

Fig.2. The effect of negative

feedback on gain and frequency
response.

on the graph (Fig. 2). Naturally,

it depends on how much of V.
is tapped off by the voltage
divider and fed back. The graph

shows the effect of tapping off
various proportions, from none
at all (curve A), whirh is the
case with

Si at position

1,

through B and C which correspond to Si at position 2 and different values of RI and R2. Curve

B is for a moderate amount of
feedback, curve C for rather a
lot.

As you can see, when feed-

back-negative feedback, that is

-is applied.

gain is sacrificed

but the frequency response is improved. That's not all. Distortion
is reduced, too, and the effect on
the gain, of changing the supply
voltage, is reduced.
So where does "loop" come in?
Well, with S1 at position 2, there
is a negative feedback loop from

the amplifier output back to the
input and of course through the
amplifier itself back to the output

again. Putting Si to position 1
breaks this feedback loop. For
this reason the gain without feed-

back (curve A) is often called

the "open -loop gain", that is the
real gain of the amplifier inside
the triangular "box".
Moving S1 so as to connect the
feedback signal closes the feedback loop and we now have the
"dosed -loop gain", often called
just the loop gain. It approximates to Vo/Vf, especially if a lot
of feedback is applied. This means

that the gain can be set by choos-

ing the right values for RI and

R2. If RI =9 X R2 the voltage is
divided by 10, so V0=10V0 and
the gain is 10, or very nearly so.
To be able to set the gain to an

accurate value by selecting RI

and R2 you should use an amplifier with a very high open -loop
gain then apply a lot of feedback.
Everyday Electronics, May 1975

Sinclair
Project 80
For elegant, versatile, stereo hi-fi systems
designed and built by you!
Until recently, if you wanted a first-class hi-fi System you
had two ways to get it.
You could buy the individual electronic components
and build a system from scratch. If you were an electronics
genius -fine.
Or you had to buy ready-made units. Expensive - and
dull. About the only creative pleasure you'd get would be
matching your amp and your speakers, or making your
Speaker enclosures.
So what's new?
A comprehensive hi-fi system, combining the
enjoyment and satisfaction of build -it -yourself (without
too much struggle)... a real value -for -money feeling... and
results of the highest quality.
It's the new Sinclair Project 80.

How does Sinclair Project 80 work?
Project 80 is a comprehensive set of hi-fi modules, or
sub -assemblies. Amps ... pre -amps... FM tuner... stereo

decoder ... control units... everything you need to
assemble hi-fi units. They're all designed to look alike and
they're all completely compatible with each other. Simply
decide on the specifications of the unit you want to build...
buy the necessary modules... connect them ... and
house them.
No need to buy everything at once for your eventual
set-up. All the modules are designed SO that you can add to
them as your system grows - whether or not its based on
Project 80.
This applies to refinements, like filters...to up -grading,
adding a second set of amps, say, for greater output... or to
real innovation, like quad_ (Add a Project 80 quad decoder, a
power supply, a pair of amps, and a pair of speakers -and
your stereo's gone quad.)

And if you're not so hot with a solz:ering iron? Use
Project 805. Project 805 uses Project 80 modules, but
provides special clip -on tagged wire connections -

absolutely no soldering required.
And, of course, both Project 80 and Project 805 come
complete with instructions for easy, step-by-step assemblyBut if you do run into problems, just call our Consumer
Advisory Service who are always happy to help_

OK. Where do I go from here?
Over the page! There you'll see for yourself theexacting
specifications to which Sinclair Project 80 modulesare
made, and you'll see some suggested systems_

AS you skim the suggestions, remember all Project80
modules are backed by the remarkable no -quibble Sinclair
guarantee. Should any
defect arise from
normal use within a
we'll service
y
the modules free
of charge. What
Could be fairer

than that?

f 11

IS it difficult to build?
Not at all. The modules are complete in themselves. All you

do Is connect them to your turntable... your speakers...or
to each other. It's absorbing, but if you can solder wires to a
5 -pin DIN plug, you can build a complete system with
Project 80.
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Choose the Project 80 modules

that are right for you.

atiO W into 80 ati kHz. Voltage
requirements:12 V - 35 V.
Load imp: 4 0-15 0: safe on open

circuit. Protected against short
circuit.
Price: £5.95 + VAT

Project 80 pre-atnpicontrol unit
The control centre of Project 80.
With its distinctive white -on matt -black styling and plastic
control Sliders, its a pleasure to
look at, as well as to use.

Specification
in x 2 in x;: in.) Separate
Slider Controls on each channel
for treble, bass and volume.
Inputs:PU magnetic -3 mV (RIAA
corrected). ceramic - 350 my;

Project 80 power amplifiers

Z60 Specification

Radio 100 my, Tape 30 mV.

Two different amplifiers,

(21/4 in x 33/4in x3,4 in.) 12 transistors.

S/N ratio: 60 dB. Frequency

designed to be used separately
or combined, with Project 80
modules or as add-ons to existing
equipment. Protected against
short circuits and damage f rom

range: 20 Hz to 15 kHz ±1 dB.

outputs:100 mV and tape plus
AB monitoring. Press buttons
for PU, radio and tape.
Operating voltage: 20 V - 35 V.
Price: £13.95 + VAT

mis-use.

Z40 Specification
(21/4 in x 3 in x3A in.) 8 transistorS.

Input sensitivity:100 my.
Output:12W RMS continuous
into 8 0(35 V). Frequency
response: 30 Hz - 100kHz .t 3 dB.
S/N ratio: 64 dB. Distortion: 0.1%

Input sensitivity:100 mV - 250 my.
Output: 25 W RMS continuous
into 8 0(50 V). Frequency
response:10 Hz to more than
200 kHz± 3 013.5/N ratio: better
than 70 dB. Distortion: less than
0.1% at 12W into 4 i2 at 1 kHz.
Voltage requirements:12 V - 50 V.

Load imp:4 ()min: max safe on
open circuit. Protected against
short circuit.
Price: £7.45 + VAT

coincidence (ICequivalent to 26
transistors). Distortion: 0.3% at
1 kHz for 30% modulation.
Sensitivity: 5 NV for 30 dB signal
to noise. Output: 100 my for 30%

modulation. Aerial imp: 75 Qor
240.3000. Features: dual Varicap
tuning, 4 -pole ceramic filter,

PZ6 Specification
Stabilised. 35 V output. Including

only 31/2 in long x :v.: in deep!

switchable AFC.
Operating voltage: 23 V -30 V.

Price: £8.95 + VAT

Styled to match Project 80

Price: £13.95+ VAT

Project 80 FM tuner
Excellent reception from a tuner

control unit.
Specification
(31/2 in x 2 in x

mainstransformer.

Power supply units
Range of power SuPply units to
match desired specification of
final system.

in.) Tunes 87.5 MHz

to 108 MHz. Detector: IC balanced

P25 Specification
Unstabilised. 30 V output.

keep down the price of a mono
FM system, but also to make the
stereo decoder available for use
with existing mono FM tuners.

Including mains transformer:

PZ8 Specification
stabilised. Output adjustable
from 20 V to 60 V approx.

Re-entrant current limiting
makes damage from overload or
even shorting virtually
impossible. Without mains
transformer.
Price: £8.45+ VAT

Price: £5.95 + VAT

Specification

Project 80 stereo decoder

IC equivalent
to 19 transistors. LED stereo

Designed for use with Project 80
FM tuner. Sold separately to

Price: £8.95+ VAT

1134 in x 2 in x3/4 in.)

indicator glows red.

Project 80 SO quadraphonic decoder
Specification
(4v.i in x 2 in xy., in.) Voltage gain:

-0.2 dB. Frequency response:

Project 80 active filter unit
Eliminates scratch and rumble
(high and low -f requency noise).
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filter at zero: 36 Hz - 22 kHz; HF
(scratch) Out: variable 22 kHz to
5.5 kHz, 12 dB/octave slope; LF
(rumble) out: -28 dB at 28 Hz,

9 dB/octave slope.
Price: £7.45 f VAT

Combines with and exactly
matches Project 80 control unit
fortrue quadraphonics. This
unit is based on the CBS SO

system and is a complete
quadraphonic decoder, rear
channel pre -amp and control

control unit or similar facility on
any stereo amplifier. Separate
slider controls on each channel
for treble, bass and volume.
Frequency response:15 Hz to
25 kHz ±- 3 dB. Distortion: 0.1%.

unit.

S/N ratio: 58 dB. Rated output:
100 my. Phase shift network:

Specification

90± 10.100 Hz to 10 kHz.

(91/2 in x 2 in x3::: in.) Connects with

Operating voltage:22 V -35 V.

tape socket on Project 80

Price: £18.95 + VAT
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Some system suggestions

from Sinclair

ProjeCtSOSamplifier kit
Contains following Project 80
units:

Project 80 control unit
2 x Z40 power amplifier modules
1 x PZ5 power supply unit

Masterlink unit
On/Off switch
plus pre-cut wiring loom with
clip -on tagged wire connections,
nuts and bolts, instruction
manual.
Price: E39.95 + VAT

1. Quadraphonic system: 25 W per channel RMS

Pre-amp/control unit + quadraphonic decoder +4 x Z60
amps+ 2 x PZ8 mains power supplies + (2 x mains

-transformers) + (4 x equivalent speakers) + (turntable).
Total Project 80 cost: £79.60+ VAT.

2. Stereo amplifier: 12 W per channel RMS
Pre-amp/control unit + 2 x Z40 amps + PZ6 power supply+
2 x 016 speakers. Total Project 80 cost: £52.70+ VAT.

3- Stereo tuner/amplifier: 12 W per channel RMS
Pre-amp/control unit + FM tuner + stereo decoder+ 2 x Z40
amps+ PZ6 power Supply + 2 x 016 speakers. Total Project
80 cost: £75.60+ VAT.

Project 8050 quadraphonic
add-on kit

Other applicatIOns

Converts your existing stereo
hi-fi system to quad using
solderless connections.

(Mic)+ pre -amp/ control unit +Z40 amp + PZ6 power Supply
+2 x 016 Speakers. Total Project 80 cost: £46.75 +VAT.

Contains following Project 80
units:

Project 8050 quad decoder/rear
channel pre -amp and control
unit
2 x Z40 power amps
P25 power supply unit

Masterlink unit
Ontoff switch
plus pre-cut wiring loom with
clip -on tagged wire connections,
nuts and bolts, instruction
manual.
Price £44 95

VAT

4. PA system

5. Convert existing mono record-player to stereo
Pre-amp/control unit +240 amp+ 016 speaker. Total
Project 80 cost: £28.25 + VAT.

What more can we tell you?
The basic facts are covered on these two pages. And you'll
find Project 80 at stores like Laskys and Henry's.

But before you look, why not get really detailed
information? Clip the FREEPOST coupon for thefully-

illustrated Project 80 folder -today!
Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
London Road, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17
Telephone: St Ives (0480) 64646.

Proieci 80

stensodecoder

a new concept in
expanclabietmti

To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd. FREEPOST, St Ives, Huntingdon,

Sinclair 016 speaker
Original and uniquely designed
speaker Of outstanding quality.

Cambs., PE17 4BR.

Please send me, by return post, a copy of the fully -

illustrated Project 80 folder.

Specification
(101/4 in square x43/4 in deep.)

Pedestal base. All-over black
front. Teak surround. Balanced
sealed Sound Chamber. Special
driver assembly. Frequency
response: 60 Hz to 16 kHz.
Power handling: up to 14W RMS.
impedance: 8 0.
Price. £8.95 + VAT
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Name

Address

Please print FREEPOST - no stamp needed.
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I31-PRE-PAK

Bargains in Semi -Conductors, components, modules & equipment.
challenging values !

Bargains from our FREE Catalogue
20 large pages, filled with real bargains In transistor -S. I.Cs, components, equipment, etc. Send large S.A.E. with Op stamp for your
FREE copy of 6th Edition by return. Meanwhile, for prompt delivery
order from this month's ad. NOW.

TRANSISTOR PACKS ALL AT 5Op EACH
TESTED- & GUARANTEED
Sil. Rec.
B79
4 IN4007
diodes. 1,000PIV
1 amp. plastic
Switches, 1
B91
10 Reed
long 5" dia. Highspeed P.O. type
Mixed
Diodes,
H35 1100 Germ.
rm. Gold bond-

H39

6 Integrated circuits

H41

1 BD131 !BD132
Complementary
PlastIcTransistors
4 40381 Type NPN
Sit.
Transistors
TO -5 can comp. to

4 gates BMC 962,
2 flip flops I3MC945

H5

etc. Marked
and Unmarked.
ed,

66

4 440362. Type PNP
Sil.
Transistors

HEA

Short lead, NPN
Silicon Planar Ex

Hu 30

TO -5 can comp_ to

Equipment.

H65

50 Germanium Translstors PNP, AF

540 ISO
H01

10 Experimenter's
of
I.Cs,
pack
O.T.L. and TTL
(some marked)

BM inn 511. Diodes sub.

""' min.

IN914

Arl 25mW caner di-

HO

and RF
Germanium
Diodes Min. glass
type

-`"

30 Silicon

1434

I C Power
Trans'stors, PNP. Germ.

rectifiers

assorted.
Top -hat type.
750rnA

HU

and

IN916 types

NPN Silicon TO -3

Can

Irk 3819N
Channel
FET's plastic case

an WATT SILICON
Type
Polarity

Gain

VCE

Price.

40N1
40N2
40P1
40P2

15
an
15
40

15
40
15
40

20p
30p
200
30p

Gain

VCE

Pelee

15
40
15
40

15
40
15
40

25 p

90 WATT SILICON
Polarity
Typs
NPN
NPN
PNP
PNP

COM
PONE

90P1
90P2

Pre -amplifiers; tone control
SS.100 Active tone control unit to provide bass,
SS.102

35p
25p
35p

ment of 4 patterns. Featuring plug
in IC's and a more sensitive sync.
pick-up circuit. The case is virtually

SS.103

55.105

55.110

SS.I40

PiP add Compicte
30p

kit

27.93

Ready built

29'93

SUNDRY

Rev counter device (for cars) E1193, U.H.F.ITV Tuner Units 8251230.
L.M.380 Audio I.C. £1.00 and technical books of all kinds.

Compact I.C. amp. with 3 watts R.M.S.

£1.75

each channel

£.3 25

A compact and useful all-pwnose amplifier
which will run excellently on a 12V supply.
With 5 watt output, two make a good stereo
amp. Size 25 x 11Similar in size to SS.I03 but with a 10 watt
output. Ideal for many domestic and small size P.A. applications. Operates from 26 to
32V.

£1.95
£2.40

Excellently designed 40 watt R.M.S. (into
4 ohms) hi -fl amplifier. S/N ratio better than
connections. Two can be bridged to give 80
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms

55.140

1-3 60

BUILD A STEREO FM TUNER!
55.201

SS_202
SS -203

Ganged tuning condenser with accurately
engineered slow-motion drive in rugged
housing. Excellent sensitivity. Tunes 88108MHz. With A.F.C. facility. Operates from
6-16y
I.F. stage (with I.C.) Pre -tuned. A.F.C. connection. Operates from 4.5 to 14V

Stereo Decoder. Designed essentially for

£6.25
£5.25

use with SS.201 and 2, this module can also

be used in most mono FM tuners. A LED
may be attached. Operating voltage 9-16V.
d.c.

£5.62

POWER SUPPLY STABILIZER
SS.300

Add this to an unstabilised supply (say
typically 45V output) to obtain a steady

powerful working output adjustable from 12
to 60V. Essential an your audio and special
systems. Money saving and very reliable

Hundreds of various portable transistor radio chassis with FM & AM

Capacitor Discharge Ignition Kit £740. 8 assorted relays £140.

£2.25

ments -45V. d.c. With 0.15' centre edge

TO CLEAR

tuning. Ideal for experimenters. All in going order, but no instructions or tuning drives. A cheap way to make a portable. Each £1.

tape and radio. With R.I.A.A. correction

75413. THD betterthan 0-2%. Power require-

tiia'fixe 3". Operates from3 U.2 type

-

radio
Pre -amp for low output magnetic cartridge

output, Operating voltage 6 to 22. Size 3";7'
SS.103-3 Stereo version of above using one I.C. on

unbreakable -ideal for the engineer's toolbox -only measures r x
_

Pre -amp fur ceramic cartridge, tape and

POWER AMPLIFIERS

NEW X -HATCH GENERATOR Mk. 2
Essential for Colour T.V. align-

£1.60
£1.60

treble, balance and volume controls

-L-1d8 at 1K

type

PLASTIC POWER TRANSISTORS
NPN
NPN
PNP
PNP

AMPLIFIER MODULES

odes. At least 2P

good.

HI5

'

boxed before despatched and Include well printed Instructions.

SS.I01

UN MARKED & UNTESTED
Et1

STIRLING SOUND AUDIO MODULES come to you as basic
units assembled on P.C.as enabling you to add required components in layouts of your own choice. Modules are tested and

£3.25

ALL MODULES TESTED AND

GUARANTEED WITH INSTRUCTIONS

MAINS TRANSFORMERS FOR ABOVE
Add 35P per transformer for PIP

TERMS OF BUSINESS

V.A.T. Prices shown do NOT Include V.A.T. Please add V.A.T.
at current rate. to total value of your order including

postage. No. V.A.T. on overseas orders.
POSTAGE Except where stated, add 20p for postage & packing in
U.K. Overseas -add £1, any difference being charged

Type A 18Vf1A (Suit SS.103)
Type B 25V 2A (Suit SS.110)
Type C 30W2A (Suit SS.140)

£1-50
£2.00
£3 25

Bridge Rectifiers -Type A 27p. Types B & C 38p

or refunded.

PAYMENT Cash with order, Cheque or money order. Minimum
value --£1. You can also pay by ACCESS.

IMPORTANT -Every effort is made to ensure accuracy of prices

and description al time of preparing This advertisement and going to
press. Prkes are subject to alteration without notice.

=I II= MI NM MN MI

1p EMI= MNI

To Ell-PRE-PAK, 224-= WEST RD., WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX
IPlease send

for which I enclose

Inc. V.A.T.

Name

222 224 WEST ROAD,WESTUIFF-ON-SELESSEX SSO 9DF.

Address

TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND i0702) 46344.

WRITE ORDER SEPARATELY AND ATTACH COUPON IF REQUIRED
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CAPACITIVE DISCHARGE

ELECTRONIC IGNITION HIT
"Sparkrite MK 2" Is a high performance, high quality, capacitive discharge, electronic
Ignition system. Sparkrite completely eliminates problems of the contact breaker. Misfire due
to contact breaker bounce is electronically eliminated, contact breaker burn is eliminated, the
condition of the contacts is not relevant to the performance of the ignition, and the system
is no longer dependant on the dwell period for recharging.

Sparkrite will give you: Up to 20% better fuel consumption, instant all weather starting,
cleaner plugs, faster acceleration, higher top speed, longer coil and battery life, efficient fuel
burning and less air polution, smoother running, continual peak performance.
The Kit comprises everything needed. Already drilled and guaranteed components and parts.
Prices: D.I.Y. assembly kit£10-93`. Ready built unit £13-86.. (Both to fit all vehicles with coil/distributor

ORDER NOW

ignition up to 8 cylinders.) Switch for Instant changeover from "Sparkrite" ignition to conventional
Ignition
R.P.M. limiting control £2.42.. Details of more specialised units on request.
CALL IN AND SEE US FOR A DEMONSTRATION.

TO

Electronics Design Associates
Dent E.E. 5
82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 30E.
Phone 33652.

FROM Name
Address

QTY

of WALSALL

ALUMINIUM

(el £10.93

SPARKRITE MK

FLUORESCENT

BOXES

!ices include lids, screws and
V.A.T. (@8%). Add 18p to the total
7

5.r x 23" .1-1" high
4" a 21" x1 -T high

47p
48p
46p

5.0" x 4"

49y

No. 8 4"
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11

No.12

No. 13
No. 14
No. 15

4" x 11" high

x 1r high

4" x 2;" x 2" high

46p
38p
58P
75p
03p

3" x2" x1" high
6" x4" x2" high

7" x5" 0 2-T high
8" a 6" x 3,, high

No. 16 10"x7" x3" high £1.14

2

Built

Ready

Negative earth 1.4, £13.86

SPARKRITE MK

LIGHT KIT

2

Positive earth q3," £13.86

Built

Ready

Ignition changeover switches

£2.79

R.P.M. Limit systems in the above
units 4/. £2-42

Fluorescent light assembly kits

order value for postage and packing.
No.

Please Supply
SPARKRITE MK 2 DIY Assembly kits

£3.19

You can
build this reverse
Polarity protected 12v, Ow, fluorescent light. Everything need-

Fluorescent light built units £3-78
Diffusers for the above al; 59p

of number
of number
of number

ed Is supplied: white enamelled ready drilled metalwork.

ready drilled heatsink, printed circuit board, high quality components add transformer, end caps, cable, the fluorescent tube,

nuts bolts washers, and simple assembly and operating
-nstructions. Prices: Assembly kit£3.46*. Ready built£4.10*.
.inc. V,A.T. pt and p.
Diffuser 59p*.
-

I

alum. boxes (Cfs,

alum. boxes @
alum. boxes

enclose chequelP.O.s for £

Cheque No.
(Send SAE If brochure only required)

CJL PRICES INCLUDE P&P AND V.A.T.
AERIAL, to iescop In , 15- 120cm

DAERIAL, telescopic , h and v swivel, 15-80cm. .
BIB HI-FI ACCESSORIES
ECASSETTE TAPE RECORDER CARE KIT . .
DOASSETTE SPLICING AND EDITING KIT . all -El STEREO TEST CASSETTE
Di" TAPE EDITING KIT
DGROOV-KLEEN RECORD CLEANER
DEARPHONE, stethoscope style, 8 ohm dynamic.
DRAND DR ILL.(Leytoo I ) , compact precision drill,
5/16"chuck _Gears totally enclosed.S/L bearings.

£1_20

£1.78
£1.95
£1.50

2 10
£1 35
£1.85
£1.00
£2.99

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

DAUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER (National) LM380
£1.00
LIA.M.RADIC RECEIVER (RCA)
CA3123E £1.40
DE.M.STEREO DECODER (Motorola)
MC1310P £2.80
OTIMER(Signetics)
NE555V
£0.78
OVOLTAGE REGULATOR (Fa irchi Id)
uA7805
£1.70
DVOLTAGE REGULATOR (Sicpetics)
NE550A
£0.80
8 or 14 pin £0.50
D . I .L.SOCKETS(Pk of 3)
DKEYNECTOR rapid connect -to mains-single/multiple
leads Bui I t- In piano switcheS peon& 13A fuse
£3.20
DLOCKFLEX RULE (Rabone Chesterman),3rn/lOft
-

precision pocket ruleEasy to read, 13mm/Pa/Ide
steel tape.E. lade length lockable -power return.
A superb rule
£0.93
DIA ICROPHONE , lightweight dynamic, remote start
stop, 200 ohms ,100-10kHz,6mV average output . £1.80
EIMULTIMETEFt , attractive design, Vdc- 10, 50,250,
1,000. Vac- 10 , 50, 250, 1, 000. !do- 100mA .R -150k .
£4.95
DSIGNAL INJECTOR ,audio through video signals,
excellent for servicing amplifiers, radio 8. tv . . £3.92
ESOLDERING 1RON,25 WATT,(Antex),X25,240V,
Very low leakage,1/8"long life bit (interchangeable) £2.05
03/32"bit £0.47
3/16"bit £0.47 ID Element £1.10
nEITAND, ST3,I-1 igh grade base, chrome plated
£1.00
spring, sponges and accommodation for spare bits
SPEAKER tmlniature , 75mm die, 8 ohms . . £0.80

CJL LTD. P.O.BOX 34,CANTER
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RY.CT11YT

become
a RADIO -AMATEUR!
learn how to become a radio -amateur
in contact with the whole world. We give
skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence

free !

Brochure, without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS
SCHOOL

Dept EEB 55

P.O. Box 156, JERSEY

NAME:

ADDRESS:
BLOCK CAPS please
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Everyday Electronics Classified Advertisements
RATES: lip per wOrd (minimum 12 words). Box NO. 30P. extra. Semi -display- 7.50 per single column Inch. Advertisements must be prepaid

and addressed to Classified Advertisement Department, "EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS," I.P.C. Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AD.

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE OF
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
The advertiser warrants that the advertisement

does not contravene any of the provisions of the
Trade Descriptions Act 1968. The Publishers reserve

the right to refuse or withdraw any advertisement.
Although every sere is taken to avoid mistakes,
erical or printer's
the publishers cannot be liable for clerical
errors or their consequences.

SERVICE SHEETS

DIGITAL CLOCK CHIP, AY -5-1224,
with data and circuit diagram, £3-66
plus VAT. "Jumbo" LED digits (16mm

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES for

tronics, 94 New Chester Road, Wirral,

Service Sheets, Manuals, Books on

Radio's TVs etc. Service Sheets 40p
plus SAE. Free book lists on request
Back issues of PW, PE, EE, TV available, cover price plus 9p post. SAE
with enquiries. B.T.S. (Mail Order
Dept.), 190 Kings Road, Harrogate,
Yorks. Telephone (0423)

55885.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RECEIVERS and COMPONENTS

College of Further
Education, Plymouth.

high), type DL -747, only £204 each
plus VAT, post free. Greenbank ElecMerseyside L62 5AG.

GADGETS GALORE!!
* READY BUILT + TESTED *

Signal Injector E1-95 Signal Tracer
£2.03
Logic Probe 44'45 Noise Generator 45.95
Metronome
4350 Continuity Tester 43.95
Automatic Transistor Checker 41525
Prices Include U.K. Postage and Batteries
S.A.E. filet to.

-Mall Order Only-

G.K. SERVICES. (G2)

Westdale Road, London 5E18 313Q

COMPONENTS GALORE. Pack of 600

Electronics and Radio
Communications
Full-time courses are offered by the
Department of Electrical Engineering,
for those seeking a career as
Marine Radio and Radar, Officers
Radio, Television and Electronics
Technicians
Radio, Television and Electronics
Mechanics

Courses are also offered for those
seeking Revalidation or Conversion of
Radio Officer Certificates.
Further details from:
The Registrar, College of Further
Education, Kings Road, Devonport,
Plymouth, PLI SQG.

mixed components manufacturers surplus plus once used. Pack includes
Resistors, carbon and W.W.. capacitors various, transistors, diodes, trimmers, potentiometers etc. Send El+10p
p. and p. c.w.o. to CALEDONIAN COMPONENTS, Strathore Road, Thornton,
Fife.

3 ASSORTED M.C. METERS 41.30 (40p).

LARGE COMPUTER PANELS 35-50 Transistors, Long Leads, 85p (40p). COPPER CLAD
6-65p. c.p. FIBRE
PAX PANELS 51" x
GLASS 8" < 7i" each 60p c.p. T.V.
CONVERGENCE PANELS 2x AC128. 3 Slugged

Coils, 3 Slide Switches 11 w.w. Pots, 3 Carbon

Presents. 2 Ferrite Chokes, etc. £1.29 C.P. VALU-

PARS P9. 100 S/mica Caps 67p. c.p. P24.. 100
Polyester Caps. Mallard C280 series, E1.12, c.p.

Send 12p for lists. Refund on purchase, Viss
ASSORTED COMPONENTS E2, c.p.
J. W. B. RADIO
2 Barnfield Crescent, Sale, Cheshire M33 1NL
Postage in Brackets

EDUCATIONAL

Mail Order Only

MISCELLANEOUS
CONSTRUCTION AIDS. Screws, nuts,

C AND G EXAMS
Make sure you succeed with an ICS home study
course for C and G Electrical Installation Work
Technicians Radlo/TV/Electronlcs Technicians.
Telecomms Technicians and Radio Amateurs.

COLOUR TV SERVICING
Make the most of the current booml Learn the

techniques of servicing Colour and Mono TV sets
through new home study Courses, approved by
leading manufacturers.

VALVES TRANSISTORS Valves 1930
to 1975 2,000 types in stock many
types. Also transistors. Cox Radio
We buy new and boxed valves all
types. Also transistors. Cox Radio
(Sussex) Ltd, The Parade, East Wittering, Sussex. West Wittering 2023.

spacers, etc., in small quantities.
Aluminium panels punched to spec. or
plain sheet supplied. Fascia panels
etched aluminium to individual requirements. Printed circuit boards masters, negatives and boards, oneoff or small numbers. Send 6p for list.
RAMAR CONSTRUCTOR SERVICES.
29
Shelbourne Road, Stratford -on Avon, Warks.

LOUD 6 VOLT SIRENS
for BURGLAR ALARMS, etc. £1-20P + 15P pp.
TELEPHONE PICKUP COILS 55p, MIKES 40p.
4kV-12v MINIATURE BUZZERS 59p.
3" TAPE & SPOOL IDEAL MESSAGE TAPES 26p.
LARGE RED L.E.D.S. 25p, FIBRE OPTICS 9p yd.
WHITE ROCKER SWITCH, 250v A.C. 15A. 42p.

ADD 10p post UNLESS STATED. LIST 8p.
GRIMSBY ELECTRONICS 64 TENNYSON ROAD

CLEETHORPES, SOUTH HUMBERSIDE

(Callers to Lambert Road, Saturdays only)

LOWEST COST IC SOCKETS. Use

Soldercon IC socket pins for 8 to 40
pin DIL's. 50p for strip of 100 pins,
£1-50 for 3 strips of 100, £4 for 1000.
-10p p&p for orders under £2. Add
8% VAT. Instructions supplied -send
sae for sample. SINTEL, 53e Aston
Street, Oxford. Tel: 0865 43203.
MULTIMETER

Type U4324
20,0001/V, Overload protected,

Ranges: 0.8, 1.2, 3, 12, 30, 60, 120.

600, 1200V DC; 3, 6, 15, 60, 150.
300, 600, 000V AC; 0-06. 0-6, 6.

TECHNICAL TRAINING

80. 1500mA, 3A DC; 0-3,

300mA. 3A AC;

Engineering, Maintenance, Radio, TV, Audio,
Computer Engineering and Programming. Also
self -build radio kits. Get the qualifications you
need to succeed.
Free details from:

AERIAL BOOSTERS -E3.30

We make three types of aerial boosters B45 -UHF TV, B12 -VHF -TV, Bit -VHF -Radio.

VALVES BARGAINS

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
Dept 731, lntertext House, LondonSW8 4UJ.
Or Phone 01-622 9911 (sit hours)

ANY 6-58o, 10-75p, 50-43.30.

ECC82. EF80, EF183, EF184, PCC189, PCF80,
PCF802, PCL82, PCL84. PCL85/805. PFL200,

PL36, PL504, PY800, PY88

COLOUR TV VALVES-PL508, PL509, PY500-

E.E. from first copy to date, good
condition.

Offers:
Grimsby 58816.

Peter

Mckay,

MICROPHONES: AKG D109, £12-65;
AKG D202E1, £43.45; AKG D190C,
£18.70; AKG D190E, £20; AKG D224,
£55; Sennheiser MD211N, £49-50; Sennheiser MD413N, £20-70. All brand new

and boxed. Send CWO to J. J. Francis
(Woad Green) Ltd., Manwood House,
Matching Green, Harlow. Essex. Tel:
Matching 476.
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30,

ONLY 410.20.

complete with test leads, clips
spare diode and instructions,

PC ETCHING KIT
Contains lito Ferric chloride, DALO etch -resist
pen. 100 sq Ins copper clad board, etching dish,
abrasive cleaner and instructions. 6.3.30
FERRIC CHLORIDE
Anhydrous to Mil -apes in double -sealed 11b

25p each.

packs. Ito 90p; alb 4.1.813; 10Ib 44.711.

Electronic Mail Order Ltd, 52 Bridge Street,
Rainshottom, Bury. Lanes. Tel RAMS 3035.

100 sq Ins 0.1, 0-15 A 0.2' goodrislre offmsts (About
8 pieces) £1 40.

Prices includes VAT. P&P 10p. SAE -leaflet

FOR SALE

3,

5 resistance
ranges to 5M ThdBs, -10 to + 12.
Size 167 x 98 x 63mm. Supplied

Home study courses in Electronic* and Electrical

VEROBOARD

TRANSFORMERS

Miniature type, mains primary, 100mA
5-0-6V UP; 9-0-9V 90p: 12-0-12V 951%

SUPERB instrument cases by Bazelli,
manufactured from heavy duty P.V.C.
faced steel. Hundreds of Radio, Electronic and Hi -F1 enthusiasts are choos-

ing the case they require from our
range of over 200 models. Largest
choice at highly competitive prices,
why pay more, prompt dispatch. Free
literature (stamp would be appreciated). Bazelli, Department No. 24,
St Wilfrids, Foundry Lane, Halton,
Lancaster, LA2 6LT.

sec.

COMPUTER PANELS
albs esstd L155; 7Ib £290; 58Ib MC 12 high
quality panels with trimpots, power transistors,
IC's etc. 5250. Pack of boards with 500 cornPonents Inc. at least 50 transistors E1.

GREENWELD ELECTRONICS [EE5]
51 SHIRLEY PARK ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON SO1 4FX

Tel (0703) 7/2501. Also at 38 Lower AddIscomb
Rd, Croydon & 21 Deptford Bdy 5E8.
ALL

PRICES INCLUDE 8% VAT AND UK

POSTAGE. 8AE LIST, ENQUIRIES. CALLERS
WELCOME.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Speakers, kits and
cabinets for D.I.Y.,
HI FL P.A., Mice.

ELEETFElilihiT
Electronic fun for all ages
The most versatile electronics kits

etc. by EMI, Fane,

All components are beautifully encap-

Baker, KO, Elac,
Richard Allan,
Wharfedale, etc.

made WITHOUT SOLDERING, SCREWING OP. WIRING
INCREDIBLE VALUE. Build, dismantle and rebuild projects any number
of times and invent your own experiments
too.

Goodman.,

Send stamp for
free booklet "Chaos-

ing a speaker"

in
unbreakable transparent
sulated
plastic blocks. Perfect connections are

COMPLETELY SAFE. Instructive and
FUN-all kits operate from 9v. battery
only.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Dept. Et. Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Clushire SK9 IHF
Tel. Wilmslow 29599

with
every kit. No previous knowledge is
required, even with the largest kits.
KIT 2A-30 projects £10-45. Radios,
amplifiers,alarms,microphones, morse, etc.

VALUABLE MANUALS included

ALUMINIUM
ENCLOSURES

KIT 3A-I00 projects £20-45. As 2A

"p TREASURE TRACER
MK III

Metal Locator

Varicap tuning
-Britain's best
locator kit

selling

metal

As seen on BISCI and BBC2 TV

You only need soldering iron,
screwdriver, pliers and snips

Five transistor circuit
Send s.a.e. for leaflet
Kit

P S P 60o

Budilt,guaran
testedteed

4ADX-150 projects £33-95. As 3ADX
plus Relay and Meter experiments; ion
concentration-, volume-, out -put-,

radiate heat.

Parallel sides for ease of component
mounting.

field intensity-, volt-, resistance meters,
ammeter, illuminometer, etc. and mar.y,
many more.
ADD-ON parts and manuals available as
required.

The three larger kits include Electrical experiments too.
All prices include Battery, Manual,
VAT & p. & p.

Cheque/P.O. (or 6p for literature) to:
/4345

44.'
an
1-,I -10 VAT
np VAT P &P 60p,
MINIKITS ELECTRONICS,
64 CLEVELAND ROAD,
.

LONDON, EIS 2AN

6 standard sizes available from your
local retailer.
Made from precision extrusions with
integral board guide slots.
Finned sides improve appearance and

3ADX-105 projects £25-25. As 3A plus
solar cell experiments and complete
sophisticated control panel, etc.

Weighs only 22oz.
Speaker and earphone operation
Knocks down to only 171n.
Prebuilt search coil assembly
Thoroughly professional finish

co.",..m.: .00.8n

plus electronic birds, cats, sirens, organs.
metronome, guns, ' light and sound,
burglar alarms, etc.

VERO ELECTRONICS LTD.

SanstAmon guaranteed

Eastleigh, Hants SO5 3ZR
Tel: Chandler's Ford 2952 Telex: 47551
Subsidiaries and Agents
throughout the World

ELECTRONI-KIT LTD, 408 St.John's Street,
London, EC1.101-278 4579j

(Mail order only,

42 x 42mm METERS 100pA,
500pA, I mA, 500mA £2-76,11p
P. & P.

BINDERS FOR E.E.

60 x 45mm METERS 50pA,
100pA, 500gA and I mA VU

Why not keep your copies of Every-

day Electronics neatly on the book-

shelf ?
You can with an E.E. Binder. Finished

in orange with title and volume on the
spine these hardback binders protect your
issues and, with a yearly index, provide a
means of quick easy reference.

BINDERS FOR VOLUMES 1 to 4

METER £292, Ilp P. & P.

50µA or 100pA, i3-85. Pr & P. I

500pA, 70p

INDEXES FOR VOLUMES 1 and 2

P. & P. 5p.

everyday
electrcnics
Everyday Electronics, May 1975

I p.

TAPE
RECORDER
LEVEL
METER

(state which), £1.25 each.
(state which) 30p each.
(Index for Volume 3 will be included
in next months' issue)
Both prices include postage.
Send cheque or P.O. to Binding Department, Everyday Electronics, Carlton House,
Great Queen Street, London, WC2E 9PR

EDGEWISE METERS, 90rnm x
34mm, I mA £3.40, I I p P. & P.

30pA,

34 -in METER.

MULTI METER
Modell -N-2

20,000 ohm/

volt, £6-90.
P. & P. 15p,

CARDIOID
DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE
Model

UD- I 30.

quency

response

15,000c/s.

Fre-

50-

Impedance

3 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
14W PER CHANNEL

Dual 50K and 600 ohms,

f6.55. P. & P.

1

£4-30. P. & P. 10p.

I p.

All above prices include 8% V.A.T. LARGE S.A.E. for List No.

I

I.

Special prices for quantity quoted on request.

M. DZIUBAS
158 Bradshawgate

Bolton

Lancs. BL2 IBA
287

STABILIZED PRICE POLICY
UALITY COMPONENTS, KEEN
PRICES AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE
112 page catalogue attractive discounts free postage & packing (U.K.)
out of our latest catalogue
AF200U
AF239
81906
BA138
BB103

47p
51p
30p
60p
70p
11p
10p
110
10p
18p
28p

2 Nt 307

2N2546
2N3053
2N3054
283055
2N5702
2N 3703

283704
283705
288794
283619

13E1105

34p

BB107A

18P

BC10713

140

BFY51

15P

BRY39
BY164
C10681
010601

24p

4813

BC108B
BC108C

150
180
18p
12p
13P
12p
14p
15p

BC109C
BC147A
BC1478

193:

42p
20p
30p

2N5052
2515163

25/5459

BC1488

Up
Kp

40361

40362
40602
40636
40669

BC149C
BC1580
BC159A

480

3113

AC128
AC151R
AC153

17p
38p
27p

BC1698

15P
130
12p
12P

BC1613C

Bel 79B

13P
21113

AC1 53K

37P

AC176
AC1781(
AC187K
AC188K
AD133
AD136
A 0149

24p

BC182L
BC184L

12P

3SP

BC2i2L

tip

£136
£110

BC16713
BC16.313

£1.92
E111

52p

ADI61
A0162

10p
12p

BC214L
BC257A
BC259B
BCY58

31p
29p

42p
40p

37p

801313

8F194
BFR39
BFR79
BFX29
BFX84

BC10913

284443

BD135

l4p
14P

30p

130130
BD131

isp

BD132

52p

155
23p
23p
33p
27p
23p
50p
51p
42p

dip

cm:6

73p

ei-so

MJ481
MJ491
MJ2955
MJE371
MJE521
MJE2955
MJE3355

Et -35
80p
89p

of

3V

0.47

70p

Up
80p
£1 00
30p
14p
23p
14p
45p

5.3V 10V 16V 25V 40V 63V 100V

-- --- 8p -

1.0
2.2
4-7
10
22
47
100
220
470
1,000

11

11p

Op
Op
Op

- - -11plip- 11p
-8p-Op

Op

Op
Op
Op

9p

ftp

5p

8p

refund voucher for spending on orders for £5
or more list value. So before you even look at a
screwdriver, make sure you have your E.V.
Catalogue No. 7 Issue 3 to hand. Price, poet

30p

89
10p

PRICE STABILIZATION

Instead of changing prices from day to day
with an the difficulties that brings, EV prices
are now held for 3 monthly periods (as from

on orders from £5 to £1499; 10% on
orders value £15 or more.

FREE POSTAGE & PACKING
in U.K. for pre -paid mail orders over
£2 (except Baxandall cabinets).

standing

that

they

conform

to

makers specifications. No rejects,
seconds or sub -standard merchandise.

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES

10p
13p

2.200

13p 17p 20p 25p dip -

46p

Code

Watts

Ohms

1 to 9

C
C

C

1/3
1/2
3/4

C

1

1.3
1.3
15
3.2

MO

1/2

4.7-47CK
4.7-10M
4.7-10M
4.7-10M
10-1M

4

10 to 99 100 up

(see note below)
11
0.9 nett
11
0.9 nett
1.2
097 nett
2.5
1.92 nett
31
2.3 nett
14
11 nett
10
8 nett
8
6 nett
19
8 nett

0-22-0.470 10
WW
0 563.00 12
WW 1
0
1-10K
WW 3
11
1-10K
WW 7
Codes:
C=carbon film, high stability, low noise.
MO -metal oxide. Electrosil TR5 ultra low noise.
WW= wire wound, Plessey.
C OW and MO }W.
Values: All Et2 except C
1

E12: 10, 12, 15, 18, 22, 27, 33, 39, 47, 56, 55, 82, and their
decades.
624: as E12 plus 11, 13, 16, 20, 24. 30, 36, 43, 51, 62, 75. 91

and their decades.

Tolerances:

5% except WW 10%AO 05 f2 below 100 and OW MO
2%

Prices are in pence each for Quantities of the
same ohmic value and power rating. NOT mixed
values. (Ignore fractions of ono penny on total
value of resistor order.) Prices far 100 up In units of
100 only.

288

ea. Op

TANTALUM BEAD

01, 0.22, 0.47. 1-0 mF/35V, 1-5/20V, 3.5/16V
2-2/16V, 2.2/35V, 4.7/16V, 108.3V

ea. 16P
ea. 16p
ea. 21p
4.7/35V, 10/18V, 22/13.3V
10125V, 22/16V, 47/6-3V, 100/3V, 6.8/25V, 15125V ea. 23p

POLYCARBONATE

Type 1342540 Working Voltage -250V Values in mF:
ea. dp
0.0047; 0.0058; 0.01; 0.015; 0022

0018; 0027; 0.033; 0.039; 0.047; 0.068; 0.082; 0.1;
ea. 5p

1004

0.18; 022 7p; 0.27, 0-33 9p; 0.39, 04711p; 0.58, 0.65
16p

CERAMIC PLATE

Working voltage 50V. d.c.
In 26 values from 22pf to 6800pF,

ea. On

POTENTIOMETERS

ROTARY, CARBON TRACK.

J.P20 DUAL GANG log. 4.7 Kohms to 2.2 megohms,
each dip

RESISTORS

9p
11p

Values In PFs-2'2 to 250 in 26, stageS

JP.20 DUAL GANG lin. 4-7 Kohms to 2.2 megohms.

15p 4,700
- 390 44p 58p - - 10,000
42p

Op
Op

SILVERED MICA. Working voltage 500V d.c. Tolerance
1% or 0.5pF -

QUALITY GUARANTEE
All goods are sold on the under-

time of preparing and putting this

13p

2.2 Up

Double wipers for good contact and long wor;.Ing life
P.20 SINGLE linear 100 ohms to 4.7 meg ohms.each lip
P.20 SINGLE log. 4.7 Kohms to 2-2 megohms, each 14p

- 26p 370 41p - -

9p

Op

ea. 3p
ea. 4p

0.22 5p; 0.33 7p; 0.47 Op; 0-88 11p;1.0140: 1.5 21P:

handling charge of 10p.

If under, there Is an additional

V.A.T. @ 8% must be added to total

Op
Op

mounting. Working voltage 250V d.c.
0.01, 0.015, 0.022. 0-033, 0.047
0.068, 0.1, 0.15

1000, 1500, 1800 9p; 220019p; 2703, 3600, 4700, 5000160;
5800, 8200, 10,000 25p

Op lop 13p
Op 10p 12p 19p
9p 10p 10p 11p 17p 23p
10p 11p 13p 17p 24p 450
9p
8p

5000/50 £1.44

270-820 In 9 stages, ea. 7p

DISCOUNTS
apply on all items except the few
where prices are shown NETT. 5%

Op

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Axial Lead

stabilizing has been Introduced. Includes a 25p

65p

fip

W02
ZTX300
ZTX304
ZTX500
ZTX504

More valuable than ever now that our price

April 1st) and then reviewed to see if changes
are necessary for the next 3 months following.

£112

TIP31A
TIP32A
TIP41A
TIP42A

112 pages of up -dated Information and prices.

paid

2200/100 £1.91
1000/5050p
2000/00 700

POLYESTER TYPE C.290. Radial leads for P.C.B.

Sip

0A91
SD4

DALY ELECTROLYTIC /n cans, plastic sleeved
1000mF:25V 34p
5003:100 £3 54
5000:25V 750
2000/25 45p
1000:109 £1 '00

CATALOGUE 7
(issue 3)

39p
38p BDY203p

136104

2N4062

40p
60p

CAPACITORS

all in the E.V.

A 100 OF THE BEST

each 48p

JP.20 DUAL GANG Log/antliag 10K, 22K, 47K.

megohm only,
JP.20 DUAL GANG antllog 10K only
2A DP mains switch for any of above

1

each Up
48P

14p extra.
Decades of 10, 22 and 47 only available In ranges above.

Skeleton Carbon Presets, Type PR, horizontal or
vertical

OP each.

value of orders. Every effort is made to

SLIDER
Linear or log mono 4.7K to 1 meg. In all popular

ensure correctness of information at

STEREO, matched tracks, lin. or log in all popular

advertisement to press.

1 pole 12 way; 2 pole 6 way; 3 pole 4 way;
each 33p
4 KM 3 way
11p
TAG STRIP 28 way

NUTS, SCREWS, etc.
In lots of 100 each

6BA NUTS 28p
iBA NUTS 34pi
0" 6BA Screws 24p
r 4BA Screws 30p
£1.40
Threaded pillars 6BA, r hexagonal
E1 -32
round
Plain spacers
Other sizes available

each 30p

values

500
values from 4.710 to 1 meg.
Escutcheon plates, mono, black or grey,
each 1013
Control knobs. blk/wht,fred/yelfgrn/blue/dk.grey/lt.
each 7p
grey,

MINITRON DIGITAL INDICATORS
3015F Seven segment filament compatible with
standard logic modules. 0-9 and decimal point:
9mm characters in 16 lead OIL
Suitable BCD decoder driver 7447

30156 showing + or -& 1 & dec. pt.
LEOS (Light Emitting Diodes)
Photo Cells, cadmium sulphide each

£1.20

£115
L1-20
25p
40p

ANTEX Soldering Irons
C240

CCN240

ELECTRU ALOE LTD

82.25
£2.65

Spare bits
Spare bits

32p
42p

All postal communications, mall orders
etc. to Head Office at Egham address,
Section 4/5 S.A.E. with enquiries requiring answers.

28,ST. JUDES ROAD, ENGLEFIELD GREEN, EGHAM, SURREY TW20 OHB
Telephone Egham 3603 Telex 264475 Shop hours 9-5.30 daily: Sat. 9-1 p.m.

NORTHERN BRANCH: 680, Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester M19 1NA
Telephone (061) 432 4945 Shop hours 9-5.30 daily: Sat. 9-1 p.m.

U.S.A. CUSTOMERS are invited to contact ELECTROVALUE AMERICA, P.O.
Box 27, Swarthmore PA 19081.
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Practical Radio a- Electronics
Certificate course includes a
learn while you build

3 transistor radio kit.
Everything you need to know
about Radio Et

Electronics

Over ISO

maintenance and
repairs for a spare

--ways to
engineer a

better future

time income and
a career for a
better future.
rim

-CUT OUT THIS COUPON

Tick or state subject of interest.
Post to address below.
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

City & Guilds
Wiring and

Installations
C. G. Electrical
Tech -Primary
El
Ge.u. Electrical Eng.D

Air Registration
Board Certificates

That's how long it will take you to fill in the coupon. Mail it today and
we'll send you full details and a free book. We have successfully trained
thousands of men at home --equipped them for higher pay and better, more

interesting jobs. We can do as much for YOU. A low-cost home study
course gets results fast-makes learning easier and something to look
forward to. There are no books to buy and you can pay -as -you -learn.

Why not do the thing that really interests you? Without losing a day's

pay, you could quietly turn yourself into something of an expert. Complete
the coupon (or write if' you prefer not to cut the page). No obligation and
nobody will call in on you . . but it could be the best thing you ever did.
.

Others have done it, so can you

eering

AUTO ENGINEERING

City & Guilds Auto
Engineering
Practice
Teat. Motor

tenons

Main.

Service Station cud
Garage Management
0
TELECOMMIINICATIONS

City k Guilds

TelecOinumnicalions

say that this=11:4-tfr---the best va,-..._for money I have ever obtained, a view

Maintenance and
Repairs

SERVICING

Dealing, Ventilating & Air Conditioning
Carpentry &
Joinery
Painting &
Decorating
Plumbing

0

n

Inst. Engineers and
Technicians
r
General Mechanical
Eng.
Welding
Maintenance Eng. ri
General Diesel Eng.0

G.C.E.
Institute of

-58 '0' & 'A'

Cenral Draughts.

-over 10,000

SHIPDRAUGHTSMAN-

Engineering
Draughtsmen A
Deaiguers

Level Subjects

manshin
Architectural
Draughtsmanship

Group Passes !

Technical Drawing 0

RADIO & TV

Gen. Radio and
TV Eng.

by two colleagues who recently commenced the course".
Student
Student D.I.B., Yorks.
"Completing your course, meant going from a job I detested to a job that
I love, with unlimited prospects"-Student J.A.O. Dublin.
"My training quickly changed my earning capacity and, in the next few

0

Motor Mechanics

"Yesterday I received a letter from the Institution informing that my

application for Associate Membership had been approved. I can honestly

O

0

C.E.l. (Part 1)
.0
Inst. Cost A
Management
Accountants
0
Works Management
etc. etc.

REFRIGERATOR
MECHANICAL

M.A.A./L5LI.
Management
Diploma

eering
Auto Diesel

0

ENGINEERING
Society -of
Engineers

Industry

E

General Civil Eng. 0

AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERING

Co. dery Engin-

Cen. Auto Engin-

Construction
Surveyor's Inst.
Clerk of Works
Diploma
C. & C. Building
Quantities
General Building

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

Gen. Electronic
Eng.
Practical Elcc.
ironies (with kit)

AERONAUTICAL
ENGINEERING

find out how
in just 2 minutes

Practical Radio &
Electronics (with
self -build kit)
Radio Amateurs'
Exam

CONSTRUCTION &
BUILDING

Radio Six -vie -mg,

Institute of

O Building

LI

,..

_ears, my earnings increased fourfold". Student C.C.P., Bucks.

iiib OW COR YWAVEZIC
These letters and there are many more on file at Aldermaston College,
speak of the rewards that come to the man who has given himself the
specialised know-how employers seek. There's no surer way of getting

POST TODAY FOR A
BETTER TOMORROW
To Aldermaston College,
Dept. TEE 05 Reading RG7 4PF.
NAME

Block cnisitali please

ADDRESS

ahead or of opening up new opportunities for yourself. It will cost
you a stamp to find out how we can help you. Write to

ALDERMASTON COLLEGE

POSTCODE
OTHER SUBJECTS
AGE

Dept. TEE 05, Reading RG7 4PF.
HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

LAccrvilted by C.A.C.C.

Member of A.B.C.C.
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LARGEST SELECTION OF ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT.

LOW PRICES- MEAN LESS VAT.

TEST EQUIPMENT
MULTIMETERS
Carr/packing
£p
35p)

You can build the Texan and Stereo FM Tuner
TEXAN 20

20 WATT IC STEREO AMPLIFIER

IC', 12 -extra 10%; 25 -extra 15%; 100 -extra 20%.

£9

J43520k0/V with
steel case 8-75
..1431320kfIN with

steel case 1250
J4317 200/V with case

necessary parts. Full input and control facilities. Stabilised
supply. Overall size 15)" x 24" x 61" mains operated. Free

(also built

£31.00 (carriage 50p)

1650

J4341 331(12/1/ plus tran-

and tested

£37.50)

STEREO FM TUNER Features capacity
11411,;;ViAr

EXTRA DISCOUNTS
Semiconductors -Any one type or mixed 5N74 Series

.14324 20k ON
with case 9-25

Features glass fibre PC board, Gardners low field transformer.
0 -IC's, 10 -transistors plus diodes, etc. Designed by Texas
Instruments engineers for Henry's and. P.W. 1972. Supplied
with full chassis work, detailed construction handbook and all
teak sleeve with every kit.

74 SERIES & LINEAR

diode tuning, lead and tuning meter Indicators
stabilised power supply -mains operated. High
performance and sensitivity with unique station
indication IC stereo decoder. Overall size In teak
sleeve 8" x 24" x 64". Complete kit with teak sleeve
(also built and
L2 I .00 (carriage 50p)
tested £24-9)

JOIN THE LARGE BAND OF HAPPY CONSTRUCTORS!

sistor steel case

10.50

U.4323 20kCiV plus 1kHz

7-70
OSC with case
ITI-2 2060/V slim type 5-95
THL33D (L33DX) 200/V

7.50
Robust
TP5SN 20k fl/V (Case £2) 8-25

EP10KN 10k11/V

6-25
10-00
11-25
9.95

(case £1.90)

12-50

TP1OS 2k SIN

TW205 20kfl/V
TW5OK 50k0/V

AF105 sokopi Deluxe
S100TR

plus

1001,17/V

transistor tester

2250

NEW REVOLUTIONARY

TRANSISTORISED MODULES
Tuners - Power Suppliers - Amplifiers
AMPLIFIERS (All single channel unless
£p
stated)

EMI SPEAKERS
SPECIAL

4-300

chasslsspeakers

tTk85 28 Range valve

300 each or 500

tTk2OD RF Generator
18.95
120kHz-500mHz

2004
104
304
555

555ST
P1208
608
410
620
Z40
Z60

SA6817

9 volt 300 MW
9 volt 250 MW
9 volt 1 watt
9 volt 3 watt
12 volt 3 watt
12 volt 14 + 1-4 watt
12 volt 5 watt
24 volt 10 watt
28 volt 10 watt
45 volt 30 watt
30/35 volt 15 watt
45/50 volt 25 watt
24 volt 6 + 6

Amplifiers with controls
E1210
R500

SAC14
SAC30

CA038
CA0158

12 volt 2} + 2-} watts 8 ohms
Mains 5 watts 4-16 ohms
Mains 7 + 7 watts 8 ohms
Mains 15 + 15 watts 8 ohms

9 volt 1} + 1i watts 8 ohms
12 volt 3 + 3 watts 8 ohms

1-75
2.70
3.10

3-95
4.10
5 95
5.10
4 95
4-95
111

6.95
10 20

data

10-7 MHZ 01P

in. x

8

1-1,15 Grid dip
440kHz-Z8mHz

In

(Carr./packing
*150 TC 10 watts

ohms twin cone

450 10 watts 4, 8, 15

8 25

6 30
11 75
14 95
6 95
10 50

4.50

£2.20

ohm with twin tweeters
£3.85 each
and crossover

EW 15 watt 8 ohms with
E525
tweeter
350 20 watt 8, 15 ohm
£7-80 each
with tweeter

Preamplifiers
Sinclair Stereo 60 Preamplifier
Cait/Tape Mic Inputs 9 volt
E1300
E1310
FF3
3042

EQ25

Stereo 3-30 mV rral cart 9 volt
Stereo 3 mV tape head 9 volt
Stereo 5-20 mV Mag. cart.

Power Supplies Mains Input

('chassis -rest cased)
470C 6/7}/9V 300 MA with ad'rs
P500 9 volt 500 MA
HC244R 3/6/71/9v. 400 MA stabilised

P11 24v.} amp. 3-30

.P15 28V. 4 amp
P1080 12V 1A 4.70
.P1081 45V 0-9A
P1244 -12V. 0.4-1 amp
SE101A 3/6/9/12V. 1 amp stabilised
P1076 3/44/67}-19/12V. 4 amp
SE800A 1-15 VOLT 0-) A stabilised

2-25

3-20
5-50
3-30

3.30
7-80
7 -SO

7.15
12-75

420

17.50

Deluxe

19-50

meter
6-95

1-300m Hz

'TT145 Compact tran-

14-75
sistor tester
7G3-36 RIC our. 20Hz-

19.75
5-75

200KHz

'C3042 SWR Meter

TYPE B 4 -button push-button
(adiustable) £3-50

PA -DISCOTHEQUE

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

C3043 5 CH F/A meter
1-300MHz

formers (car, £1)

5.75

6-55

Radio activity counter
9.97
0-10r (cam £1)
Mains unit for above
3-75
(cart. 50P)

TAPE HEADS

Marriot XRSP/171 Track
2.50
High
Marriot XRSP/18 a Track
doubt U.K.'s best
range of modular and complete

Without

Med.
Marriot XRSP/364- Track

Track

Marriot XRSP/63
High

etc., etc.
FREE stock lists (Ref. No. 18)
on request CALL IN AND SEE
FOR YOURSELF at HENRY'S
DISCO CENTRE, 309 EDG-

Marriot BXIZE 343 i track
erase
FORP1
Record/Play
Track

6963

NOW OPEN
SUPERMARKET
Come and browse round the
new components supermarket

at 404, Edgware Road, Bargains

Galore. Goodie Bags. Components Etc.
EP27 Low Cost Seven Segment
Led. Digit Height 1/3 inch
£1-35 pp 15p.

L450 RECHARGEABLE
2v 400mA;HR 50p p.p. 15p.

PHILIPS 12V FLUORESCENT INVERTOR
for 8w fluorescent tube. Supplied with instr. and tube
£3.50 p.p. 30p
101 MHZ MINIATURE
CERAMIC
IF FILTER
40p
pair C P 15P

XRSP 17/18/36 (XES11)

1-75
75p
75p

1.

H/RP Single Track Rec/

45p

35p
Play
Bogen Type UL290 Erase 150
Miniature Stereo Cas2
25
sette Rec/Play

EXCLUSIVE

5 WATT IC
AMPLIFIERS
Special purchase 5 watt output
8-16 ohm load. 30 volt max.
DC operation, Complete with
data. Price E1-50 each or 2 for
£2-85 Printed Circuit Panels.

CALCULATORS
Sinclair Cambridge

514741314

5N7448N
SN7450N
5N7451N
SN7453N
514745414

SN7460N
SN7470N
SN7472N
5N747314

SN7474N
SN7475N
SN7476N
SN7480N
SN7481N
SN7482N
SN7483N
SN7484N

£10 SO

0.2.5

5147410014

0.16
0.16
0.42
0.42

0.zs

0.30
0.36
0.72
0-35
0.36
0.16
0-33
0.25
0-37
0.37
0-32
0-37

1-27

016

0-16
0-16
0.16
0-16
0.36
0-33
0.41
0-42
0.59
0.45
0.60

110

0.87
1-10
1-00

AA213

0.12

AC107
AC128
AC187
ACY17
ACY39
AD149

0.51

A D161

AD162
AF117
AF118
AF139
AF188
AF239
ASY27
BA115
BAX13
BC107
BC108
BC109
BC109C
BC113
BC147
BC148
5C149
BC169C
BC182
BCY32

BCT39
BCY55
BCY70
BCY71

BCY72
50124
BD131
5E115
8E180

BFY64
BEY90

£26.95

o-ze
0.16

0-16

SN74104N
51474105N

SN74107N
SN74110N
SN74111N
SN74116N
SN74118N
5N74119N
SN74120N
SN74121N
SN74122N
SN74123N
5147712514

SN74132N
SN74141N
SN74145N
5147415014

SN74151N
SN74153N
SN74154N
SN74155N
SN74156N
SN74157N
SN74160N
SN74161N
SN74162N
SN74163N
SN74164N
SN74165N
SN74166N
SN74167N
SN74170N
SN74173N
SN74174N
SN74175N
SN74176N
SN74177N
SN74180N
SN74181N
SN74182N
SN74184N
SN74185N
SN74190N

1.63
0-47
3-87
0-70
1-00

0-70
0-70
0.80
0-90
0 95

3.87
1.89
0.58
0-53
0-45
0-58
0.88
1-89
0-90

1.68
0 95
0.50
0-70
1-00

0.65
0-72
0.90
1.26
1-75

SN74191N
SN74192N
SN74193N
SN74194N
SN74195N
SN74196N
SN74197N
SN74198N
SN7419gN

RCA

CA3012
CA3014
CA3018
CA3019
CA3020
CA3022

CA3028A
CA3036
CA3046
CA3048
CA3075
CA3081
CA3689E
CA30900

Signetics
NE555
NE560B
NE5615
NE562B

1 00
0.95

NE5678

2-00
1 00
1-00
0-95

MC1303L
MC1304P
MC1310P

1.38

Motorola

38

1.38
1-16
1-76
1.60
3-00
2.52
1-66
1-57
1.10
1.26
1 26

1-26
3-95
1-26
1-80

2-00
2-00
2.00
1-30
1.10
1.20
1-20
2.77
2-52
1-32
1-80
1-02
1.12
1.80
1-93
1-03

1.08
1-03
2-76
1-75
1.80
2-94
5-40
0-85
5-00
5-00
5.00
3-50

1.42
1-79
2.91

MC1458CF 0-77
MC1710CC 0.80

1.38.MFC4000P
1

£p

MFC4010P
MFC60401.

Others

TBA800
SN76003N

0-45
0.55
1-00
1-50
1.50

SN742741P 0-60
SN72748P
702C
709C
723C
728C
741C
747C
748C
LM309K

0-81

0.75
0 39
0-90

0-45
0.50
1-00
0.61

2-00

1.80

1.75
TAA960
Sinclair IC12,

2-00

6w amp

2'20

6-00
0-13
2-20
0-27
0-12
0 42
0-54
0-72
0-90
0.60
2-00

TIP42A

0.90
0-28
0-22
0.08
0-13
0.18
0.13
0-16
0.12
0-18
0 42
0-24
0.28

Cosmos Integrated Circuits. Full Range In Stock

13F151

Sinclair Scientific

£p

SN7485N
SN7486N
SN7489N
SN7490N
5N7491 AN
SN7492N
SN7493N
SN7494N
SN7495N
SN7496N
SN7497N

0.16
0.16

SN7447AN 1.60

BFX88
BEY50

£22-50

016

5N7414N
SN7416N
SN7417N
SN7420N
SN7421N
SN7422N
5N7423N
5N7425N
SN7426N
5N7427N
0.40
SN7428N
0.16
SN7430N
0.37
SN7432N
0-37
SN7433N
0.37
SN7437N
0-37
SN7438N
0-22
5N7440N
S N7441 AN 0.92
0-79
524744214
1.27
SN7443N
1-27
SN7444N
1.60
SN7445N
1-89
SN7446N

8E194
BFX13

Kit
£13-50
Sinclair Cambridge
£17-50
(Built)
Sinclair Memory

Sinclair Scientific Kit

0.15
0.21
0-40

0.73
0.50
0-44
0.44
0-24
0.57
0-41

0.41
0-44
0.33
0-10

005

0.14
0-13
0-14

016
0-15

010

0-03
0.10
0-15

012

0.85
1-50
2-64
0-18
0.22
0-12
0.65
0.42
0.20
0.36
0-10
0.26
0-70
0-24
0.21

0.20
0.34
0-31

BLY36
BSX20
BU105
BY100
BY127
BYZ13
C1060
GETI 11
GET115
GET880
LM309K
MAT121
MJE340
MJE520
MJE3055
MJE2955
MPF105
NKT404
OAS

_oAe.0_
0A200
OA202
0C28
0C35
0C36
0C44

0C45
0071

0072
0077
0081

0083

0C140
0C170
0C200
0C202
OCP71
ORP12
ORP60
P346A

TIL209

TIP29A
TIP30A
TIP31A
TIP41A

025

0-47
0.63
0-77
1.27
0-36
0.66
0-72

-

-5

0-08
0.06
0-66
0 55
0-60
0-20
0.20
0 18
0.23
0.54
0-29
0.27
1-14
0-30
0.54
0-90
1-20
0-60
0-55
0.18
0-20
0 45
0-57
0-61
0-74

TIS43
V405A
ZTX108
27X300
ZTX302
ZTX500
2N697
2N706
214930
214987
2141132
2141304
2141613
2141671
2142147
8142160

2N2926
2143053

i149064
2N3055_
2N3440
2143442
2143525
2143614

2N3702
2143714

.. --.-

2143771

2i,i3740
2N3819
2N3886
2143903

2N4002
2144126
2144871
2145457

25303
40550
40361

40362
40408
40486
40636
40430

0-21

1.20
0 78
0.78
0.12
0.18
0.43

0-s7 4.
0-58 -

199
041

0-65
0-10
1.41
1-77
2.46
2-10
0-38
0-72
0.15
0-14
0-15

094

0-30
0.60
0-54
0-45
0.40
0-50
0-85
1-00
0.85

Send for free list No 35

Electronic Centres
404-406 Electronic Components & Equipment 01-402 8381 Hi Fi and
Electronics
309 PA -Disco -Lighting High Power Sound 01-723 6963
Centres Open
303 Special offers and bargains store
9am - 6 pm
All manta 303 Edgware Road. London W2 7BW
Prices correct at times)/ preparation. Subject to change without notice. E.6,0 E

RADIO

EDGWARE ROAD, VV2

Marriot Erase Heads for

50p.

BATTERY

Henry's

3.50
5-00

Med.

equipment. Lighting, mixing,
microphones, accessories,
speakers, amplifiers, lenses.

WARE ROAD. TEL. 01-723

5.95
mains
Mono 3-250 mV Tape/Cart/Flay
5 95
9 volt

sistor tester

19-95

Resist. sub box 1. Post 2-40
f etc 200 2.10
Capacitator
2
amp variable trans-

tuners UK operation. Brand new. (Post/
packing 25p. each).
TYPE C variable tuning £2 -SO

7.95

6-75
2.85
4-75
4-95

20Hz-200kHz

.HM350 in circuit tran-

sistorised

UHF TV TUNERS
625 line receiver UHF tran-

4-20

TU312 volt version (FM use with Decoder) 7.95
SD4912 Stereo Decoder for Tu 3.12 volt 7.95
4.80
SP62H 6 volt stereo FM tuner
11-95
A1007 9 volt MW -AM
Sinclair 12/45 volt FM tuner stereo
7.45
recorder for above
13-95
A1018 9 volt FM tuner in cabinet
A1005M (S) 9-12 volt Stereo decoder FM
7-50
for above
106Z 12 volt Stereo decoder general
6-50
purpose

22-50

TTk22D AF Generator
.C3025

1950

.SE35QA De -luxe signal
1295
tracer
SE400 Mini -lab all in
15-50
one tester
C1-5 Scope 500000KHz
43-00
(carr. £1-00)

50p pair

FM and AM Tuners and Decoders
FM5231 (tu 2) 6 volt FM tuner

meter

voltmeter

Pollshed wood cabinet
etc. 35p each or

Mullard LP 1186 FM tuner (front end) with
4415
data 10.7 MHZ OIP
2.50
LP1157 Arc/Module
4.50
LP1171 Am,FM Module
4.85
LP1179 Am/FM Front End

Gorier Permatfility FM tuner (front end)

tTk40 ACMultivoltmeter 1975

PURCHASE
13

18-50

680R Multi -tester

S.4-110 carr.,

AM:FM Modules

Mullard LP 1185 10-7 MHZ IF unit with

SUPERTESTER 680R £ p

SN7400N
SN7401N
SN7402N
SN7403N
SN7404N
SN7405N
SN7406N
SN7407N
SN7408N
SN7409N
SN7410N
SN7411N
SN7412N

